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I. A STUDY OF THE RADIOSENSITIVITY OF DRY PREPARATIONS 
OF LYSOZYME, TRYPSIN, AND DESOXYRIBONUCLEASE 
EXPOSED TO ACCELERATED NUCLEI OF HYDROGEN, 

HELIUM. CARBON. OXYGEN, AND NEONt 

Tor Brustad§ 

The use of ionizing radiations of various linear energy transfer (LET) 
to determine the size of biologic structures is well known in the field of 
radiation biology, The method is systematically described by Lea, 1 · 
Timofeeff~Ressowsky and K. G. Zimmir, 2 and pthers. More recently Pollard 
et al. 3 have used the technique extensively to determine the size and shape 
of biologic units. In many investigations, LET has been limited to a maxi~ 
murri of about 500 Mev g~ cm2, when the effects of electrons and deuteron~ 
are studied, and to ~bout 1000 Mev g~lcm2,. when alpha particles are also 
used, Most of the studies reported lack experimental data above 700 to · 
800 Mev g=lcm2. 

In 1957, the heavy-ion linear accelerator (Hilac) at the University of 
California Radiation Laboratory was completed, and monoenergetic beams 
of stripped nuclei of Be, C, N, 0, and Ne (with an energy of 10 Mev per 
nucleon) became available for radiobiological research. With this variety of 
particles, the range of LET could be increased by a factor of more than 10 
over earlier investigations .. Experiments and interpretations reported in this 
paper represent our initial study of the effectiveness of these heavy ions for 
inactivating enzymes exposed in the dry state. 

Thin films of enzymes were prepared by pi petting known amounts of 
enzymes in solutions onto glass coverslips, and successively evaporating the 
solutions to dryness in a vacuum desiccator for 36 hours or more at a pres
sure of lo~3 to lo-4 mrri Hg. The samples were then subjected to measured 
fluxes of heavy ions in the high vacuum (circa 5xlo~6 mm Hg) of the experi
mental apparatus diagrammed in Fig. l. After bombardment, the samples 
were redissolved and tested for remaining enzymatic activity .. The DNase 
activity was determined by the rate of increase in optical density of 260 mf.L 
when mixed with a DNA solution, as described by Kunitz. 4 The trypsin activ
ity was determined spectrophotometrically from the rate of increase in optical 
density of hydrolyzed benzoyl~L=arginine ethyl ester at 253 mf.L, a method 
described by Schwert and Takenaka, 5 The lysozyme activity was determined 
spectrophotometrically from the rate ofdecrease in optical density at 450 mf.L 
when mixed with Difco lysozyme substrate, a technique des·cribed by Shugar. 6 

*This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tThis paper has. been accepted for publication in Radiation Research. 
§On leave from Norsk Hydro's Institute for Cancer Research, Oslo, Norway. 
Appointment supported by the International Cooperation Administration under 
a program administered by the National Academy of Science. 

---- __________________ .... 
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Fig. 1. From the exit port of the accelerator the beam is first 
deflected by an "analyzer" magnet to insure homogeneity of 
particle momenta. It is then passed through a 2-meter-long 
vacuum pipe, before striking the biological exposure device, 
constructed as a Faraday cup. 
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Figures 2 and 3 show the per cent (remaining) enz-ymatic activity of 
trypsin as a function of the do~e of the various particles ~sed, expressed 
as the number of heavy ions per cm2. Similar curves are obtained for the 
two other enzymes studied. The dose -effect curves q.re all of the form 

-aD N = N 0e , 

where N/No is the fraction ofthe enzymatic activity remaining after ex
posure to D particle,s/ cm2 q.nd a is .the inactivq.tion cross. section in em 2 . 

. •, . .... ..' ' . . . 

F1gure 4 illustrates the inactivation cro;s se~tion for lyso~yrne, · 
trypsin, .and PNq.se as~ function ofthe linear~11.er.gy.trarisfer of the various 
radiations used. If the assumption is correct that one primary ionization 
anywhere w~thii.l the eniyme molec:ule. is sufficient to inactivat~ it, then 
the target theory W<;>.Uld predict that the observed inacHvation cross section 
for a beam of infinitely high LET will be identical to. the gyo;rnetr:lcal cross 
section of the enzwne :rp.-olecul.e, 3 provided that C()rrectj.ops .are made for 
the contributioritot}1eip.~ctivation cross sections frqm'·lcmg-r~n.g'e 
secondary electrons, i.e., delta rays. In this connection it is interesting 
to note the magp~tude of.tll.e c:ross sections observed,:. aft}fe,highest ,LET 
used in the present investigation. At 6000 Mev g- Jc¢2.; .for instance, the 
observed \.incorr~cted C:t"OSS. sections are about 15ti:rr:teS the .expected 
molecular cross. sectiohs~ . If the assumpti9n meriti<>ned; a;'bcive .is valid, 
it means that a cor'rection amounting to 93o/o ofthe''to'tal observed effect 
must be applied. ·· Ifthe need for such a large c:orrection proves general, 
it seems very unlikely that heavy ions will be of-much help in accurately 
elucidating the dimensions of biologic struct.ures. · 

Correction fo:i: the effect of the delta rays onthe cross section is 
complex and involve's several assumptions. One, means of making this 
calculation. is described. by Lea. 1 Preliminary. cq,lculatio.ns of the delta
ray correction were .. ~arried out in this Laboratory on a somewhat different 
basis. 7 • 8 . This' methocl involves computation of the delt(i-ray LET energy 
spectrum, the fraction of the total energy transfer expended as delta rays, 
and an effiCiency function that takes into account the different efficiencies 
for inactivating enzymes of qifferent portions of the delta-ray LET energy 
spectrum. 'These calculations indicate that the erOS$. sections •. after 
correction for the delta.-ray effect, still increase with increasing LET. 
At the highest LET value studied in this investigation, the corrected cross 
sections correspond to molecular weights 3 to 5 times the values reported 
in the literature·, which were obtained by other physicochemical methods. 
This result suggests that some sort of energy exchange may be taking place 
between adjac~nt ~nzyme molecules, or that the. effect mc;ty be related to 
the polarization-induced effect described by Platz;rriq.n and Frank, 9 Perhaps 
an enzyme rnol.ecule inthe close proximity of the h~avy-ion track may 
receive sufficient simultaneous excitations to become inaCtivated, without 
the occurrence of an ionization within the molecule. 

Investigations wer.e therefore conducted to determine whether the 
observed inactivation cross sections could be modified by varying the · 
experimental conditions. Studies were made of the effect of (a} temperature, 
(b) inert substances mixed with the enzymes 9 and (c) oxygen, 

.·.•. 
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Fig. z. Per cent remaining enzymatic activity of trypsin as a 
function of dose, expressed as number of bombarding particles 
per cmZ. 
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Fig. 3. Per cent remaining enzyxnatic activity of trypsin as a 
function of dose, expressed as number .of bombarding particles 
per cm2. 
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Fig. 4. Measured inactivation cross sections for lysoz}I!Ue, t"rypsin, 
and desoxyribonuclease determined from N/N ::: e -O'D; as a 
function of the total linear energy transfer (L~Tt · t) of the 
various radiations used. 
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Temperature Effect 

Figure 5 shows the inactivation cross section of trypsin exposed in 
high vacuum to 115-Mev carbon nuclei at various temperatures. The eros s 
seCtion increases slowly with increasing temperature during exposure up 
to room temperature. Above 350°K,, however, a very rapid increase in 
observed cross section starts to take place (not shown on the figure). 
Similar studies are reforted bySetlowlO for catalase exposed to deuterons 
and by Pollard et al. 1 for invertase exposed to deuterons. Within our 
experimental error and with the limited number of temperatures used, 
however, we were unable to see various plateau.s in this curve. It seems 
that the higher the LET of the radiations used, the smaller the difference 
between the room-temperature cross section and the liquid nitrogen cross 
section. If the transfer of energy takes place between adjacent protein 
molecules under appropriate conditions 3 then it does not seem to be 
influenced greatly by lowering the sample temperature from that of the 
room to that of liquid nitrogen during exposure to radiation of high LET. 
On the other hand, a pronounced effect is observed upon increasing the 
temperature above 35QOK. 

Effect of Inert Substances Mixed with the Enzymes 

If transfer of energy occurs between adjacent molecules, then one 
would expect the process to depend on the molecular properties of the 
adjacent molecules. Evidence for molecular interactions in x-irradiated 
solids and for radiation resistance of ratalase induced by glutathione has 
been reported by Norman and Ginoza. 2 A variation of the radiosensitivity 
of dry preparations of enzymes mixed with several inert materials was 
recently reported by Braams, Hutchinson, and Ray. 13 

We have studied the radiosensitivity of trypsin and lysozyme under 
a variety of experimental conditions, particularly when these materials 
were exposed to densely ionizing radiation. Some of' the results can be 
summarized briefly as follows: Dry preparations of trypsin mixed with 
lactose (dried down from solutions of enzyme and lactose of various con
centrations) were exposed in vacuum to 115-Mev carbon ions.· Figure 6 
illustrates the inactivation cross section of trypsin as a function of the 
amount of lactose present. It is seen that the inactivation cross section 
increases rapidly with increasing amounts of lactose and then more slowly 
after the ratio of the weight of lactose to that of the enzyme exceeds 10. 
Similar results are obtained for lysozyme. On the other hand, if the 
enzymes are mixed with cysteine and then exposed in the dry state, a 
reduced cross section is observed. 

Figure 7 shows dose ~effect curves of trypsin exposed to neon nuclei 
under three different conditions: (a) the response when the enzyme is 
mixed with lactose, (b) when mixed with cysteine, and (c) when mixed with 
a combination of both. If the enzyme is exposed when mixed with both 
lactose and cysteine of the same concentrations as used in (a) and (b), one 
observes a,. sensitivity that is identical to that observed when the enzyme 
is mixed with cysteine only. In other words, cysteine protects the enzyme 
against the increased response caused by the presence of lactose. 
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Fig. 5. Inactivation cross section of trypsin exposed to carbon 
nuclei, as a function of the sample temperature during the 
exposure. 
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Fig. 6. Inactivation cross section of trypsin exposed to 115-Mev 
carbon nuclei, as a function of the lactose/ enzyme weight 
ratio. 
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Fig. 7. Dose-effect curves of trypsin exposed to neon nuclei. 
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Oxygen Effect 

Both lysozyme and. trypsin exhibit greater radiosensitivity when 
exposed in the dry state· in a dry 0 2 atmosphere than in a dry N 2 atmos
phere, and a dose.,.reduction factor of about 2 when exposed to 50-kv 
x radiation~ When they are exposed to 115~Mev carbon ions, the effect 
is negligible. 

These findings show that the inactivation cross section for enzymes 
can be interfered with in a variety of ways by changing the experimental 
conditions. It would appear very difficult to explain these effects on the 
basis of a simple one -hit target theory. The data seem to support the idea 
that molecular interactions occur that may enhance or reduce radiation 
damage in a protein molecule in the dry state. Therefore an attempt will 
be made here to describe, in mathematical terms, the present data on the 
basis of the "track segment method" developed recently in some detail by 
Howard-Flanders. 7 This formulation has been applied successfully to 
cellular systems, but has not been used previously for pure enzyme 
preparations exposed in the dry state. According to this formulation, the 
particle track is described in terms of the number of ion pairs produced in 
a distance t. This distance t is characteristic of the substance irradiated, 
but does not necessarily equal the thickness of the biological target. 
According to this theory, the injury to the biological material exposed in 
the absence of oxygen is the result of n or more ion pairs formed within 
the distance t. 

The radiosensitivity of the three different enzymes studied is 
illustrated in Fig. 8. For each enzyme, the reciprocal of the n 37 dose in 
rads is plotted as a function of the LET of the track core ofthe various particles 
used. After subtraction of the effect due to delta rays, a theoretical curve, 
describing the probability per unit dose oabsorbed of getting one or more 
ion pairs (n = 1) within a distance t = 6A/p. can be shown to fit the experi
mental points quite well. The numerical · value of the density of dry protein, 
p, is approximately 1. 30. 

The curves in Fig. 8 represent the result of such calculations for the 
three enzymes studied, after the delta-ray effect has been included again. 
The points scattered around the theoretical curve are the observed radio
sensitivities without any corrections. The radiosensitivity at a particular 
LET value k(LET)tot' expressed as the reciprocal of the n 37 dose in rads, 
can be converted to corresponding cross sections a, in units of cm2 per 
particle, by 

a = k(LET)tot • LETtot • 1.602 Io-8. 

LETtot is the total particle LET in units of Mev g~ 1 cm2. 
The curves in Fig. 4 are calculated on this basis from the curves shown 
in Fig. ~. The correlation between the experiments and the theoretical 
curves is quite satisfactory. · 
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RECIPROCAL OF 37% SURVIVAL DOSE IN RADS 
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Fig. 8. Radiosensitivity of lysoZ.ytne, trypsin, and desoxy
ribonuclease, giving the reciprocal of the D37 dose in rads, 
as a function of the LET of the track core for the various 
radiations used. (Track-core LET :::: 0.6 LETtot)· 
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In conclusion it can be said that the radiosensitivity of enzymes ex~ 
posed in the dry state to ionizing radiation can be modified in several ways: 
by the presence of foreign molecules~ by varying the temperature during 
exposure, and by the presence or absence of oxygen. The results seem 
difficult to explain on the basis of a simple direct-hit mechanism. Rather, 
they support the idea that molecular interactions are a contributing factor 
in radiation inactivation of enzymes in the dry state. There are difficulties 
and uncertainties involved in correcting observed inactivation cross sections 
for effects due to delta rays. Nevertheless~ the present data concerning 
pure enzyme material irradiated in the dry state indicate larger corrected 
inactivation cross sections at high LET than the geometrical cross~sectional 
areas expected from other physicochemical data. The data can be described 
mathematically if one assumes the injury to be the result of one or more 
ionizations within a. distance of approximately SA in dry protein. 
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2, INTERACTION STUDIES BY ELECTROPHORESIS, 
AND THE STABLE··FLOW FREE·,BOUNDARY METHO~:';' 

Howard C. Mel 

The achievement of a truly stabilized flow system in free solution has 
been t·epot-ted recently. This permits continuous electz·ophoretic separations 
and concent!'ations to be made of large fluid volumes without the use of any 
supporting medium 1 and with electrophoresis occurring at right angles to 
the flow pattern. Several other interesting approaches to continuous free"' 
boundary separation processes have been described recently. By iSO·· 

electric point immobilization and countercurrent flow, Bier separates the 
slowest or fastest component from a mixture. 2 Using hyperkinetic sample 
flow and high~viscosity polymer stabilization in the solution, Dobry and 
Finn report dye fractionations. 3, 4 (For a fuller discussion of these and 
related methods, see Bier's review. 5) In none of these other methods, 
however, nor apparently in Philpot's early work, 6 has true flow stability 
been realized in the sense described below. 

It is now possible to maintain a large number of independent contiguous 
liquid strata in steady--stc;~.te laminar flow through a separation (or analytical) 
apparatus and out into individual containers, with or without simultaneous 
transverse migration of one or more components under the influence of an 
applied force field or fields, with flow rates varying from 0 to many 
cc/minute. Flow stability is due primarily to the self~balancing nature of 
the collection system, in which the separate collection containez·s form a 
single hydrodynamic unit with the flow.celL Thus, signtficant inequities in 
flow rate (more fundamentally, in levels of equidiameter bottles sharing a 
common horizontal) are precluded, at least over a wide variety of operating 
conditions-"-in other words, the laminar flows are stabilized by "hydro·· 
dynamic feedback. 11 

The first report on this method described a two··Component contj.nuous 
electrophoretic dye sepa;ration"'collection experiment with sample flow of 
1:3 cc/minute using a 3·-·inlet 12~outlet apparatus. 1 The apparatus in current 
use is of the symmetrical form pictured in Fig. 9. Flows proceed into the 
main migration chamber through the 12 inlets at the right, thence horizontally 
to the left and out the 12 outlets at the left. For electrophoretic migration 
experiments, the required electric field is supplied by applying a voltage 
between the electrodes (commonly platinum foil or mesh) in the top and 
bottom compartments. Sine~ these compartments are hydrodynamically 
('Qut not electrically) isolated from the main chamber by r;;emipermeable 
membranes$ flows through them can be independently varied without dis
turbing the main chamber flows. This is useful, for example, to regulate 
diffusion of electrode products into the main chamber. (Steady=state pH 
gradients can also be set up and maintained this way, if desired. ) Pumping 
has usually been effected by a rack of motor--driven syringes, though a much 
simpler gravity feed system also appears feasible. 

:>!c 
A condensed form of this paper is being submitted for publication else-

where. 
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F i gur e 10 shows a steady-state flow pattern in this (3 0 -·c m) a pparat u s 
without a ny applied electric field , C resyl violet enters via mlet ff5, 
b r omphenol blue via inlet ff7 , Small density d ifferences exist in solut:i.on 
by vi rtue of the sucrose concentrations of the inlet streams : No s. l ~4 , 
no sucrose; 5, OAo/o; 6, 0.6%; 7, 0 , 8o/o; 8, L Oo/o; and 9 - 12, 2o/o sucrose , The 
density grad1ents assist in eliminat ing turbulence t hat m i ght b e caused b y 
unev en pumpi n15, shock, etc. The flows p i ctured are at the rate of 
L 2 cc/minutej outlet or 14,4 cc/minute over alL This photog raph attests 
to the high degree of stability of the d i fferent layers in steady ·" s tate fl o w, 
S1milar pictures have been taken with 12 st r eams alternating light and d a r k , 

Great flexibility of experimental design is possible with t h is a pparatus . 
S ingle or multiple samples and backg r ound fluids can be injected t h rough 
any combination of inlets for a variety of preparative o r analytical investiga
tions e , g. , for separations , concentrations, transport p r ope rty m easur e · 
ments , interaction studies. Outlines of a number of such investigations 
have been given in a recent report; 7 only one aspect of free - boundary 
interact ion studies using an electric force field is discussed in t his texL 

If an electric field is applied to a two - sample system such as that 
shown in Fig . 10, a variety of things can occur. Some d i scussi on of p er 
tinent m i gration principles has alrea¢l.y been given, 7 and it i s beyond t he 
scope of this paper to go further i nto these in detail. Suffi ce it t o say that 
c ond1tions of sample and buffer concent rations , pH ' s and dens it ies of 
solutions, flow rates , and f i eld strength can generally be chosen t o cau se the 
two components to migrate in opposite d i rections (or in the same d irection 
at d ifferent speeds), towards each other , or , in fact , to have t hei r paths 
cross . The t i me of contact depends upon the flow rates a nd electrophoretic 
mig ration velocities, both of whi ch can be varied, If, during t h is contact 
time, a reaction o r interaction takes place giving rise to a new component 
with different properties, it may be separated f r om the original components 
by t he time the streams reach the outlets. If des i red, the m i g ration paths 
of t he unreacted components after the cross ·-over point can be alt e red b y 
having conductivity discontinuitfes (e. g . , "conductivity barriers") in 
s olution, This is the case i n the example which follows, i n which the 
s olutions in the top and bottom third s of the main s epa r ation chamber are 
of higher conductivity than t ho se i n the middle third, essent ially elimma ing 
further vertical mi~ration of samples after these free-bounda ry po s itions 
hav e been reached, • 8 

F igure 11 shows this s ituation for t he dye system re p resente d 1n 
F i g , 10 , Cresyl violet, .004o/o, enters via inlet No. 5, .OO lo/o b r omphenol 
blue via No, 7 , Sucrose concentrations ar e as indicated above. The 
s olution i n the top electrode compart ment and i nlets No. 1 - 4 i s 
standard pH 4 phthalate buffer diluted 50-fold to ionic st r ength app r oximately 
. 001 ; i n the bottom electrode compartment s and inlets Nos . 9 ., 12, standard 
pH 7 phosphate buffer diluted 50-fold t o i onic s trength approximately . 00 2. 
The _r:attern of F i g . 11 arises under these conditions, with an over ~all v oltage 
of 11 volts (top electrode pos itive), 1.2 rna, and a flow of 1 cc/mi nute/ inlet 
o r 12 c c/minute over alL The basic cresyl violet mov es down, a nd the 
unreacted portion appears as the bott om " ribbon" at the outlet (left end ). 
The acidic bromphenol blue m i grates upward, and it s unreacted port io n 
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Fig. 10. Steady-state flow pattern without electric field. Dye 
samples admitted through inlets 5 and 7 • . 
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Fig. 11. "Cross -over" dye experiment with reaction product 
(middle c omponent) separated at outlet. 
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appears as the uppermost ribbon at the outlet. During their 11cross-·over 11 

time they react, giving rise to the middle ribbon shown at the outlet, De
pending upon the absolute and relative initial sample concentrations, the 
reaction product may be (partly) in the form of a precipitate. If a pre-· 
cipitate of uniform density is formed, its vertical position may be stabilized 
by a suitable density gradient in solution; if soluble, its position is subject 
to isoelectric -point stabilization. 7 • 8 With the apparatus and experimental 
parameters currently being used, the contact time during the cross - over 
for such an experiment can be varied from a few seconds to arbitrarily 
long times. Reactions can thus be stu9ied over discrete segments of time, 
e, g. , during the first few seconds, after which reaction ceases as the un 
reacted components become unmixed. The various exiting components can 
be analyzed during the flow (e. g., optically) or after collection of the 
separated fractions, leading to information about the basic interaction it
self. 

Where the "reaction product" is more of the nature of a weak 
association product or complex, the stable-flow free - boundary method may 
offer unique advantages for its study. Migration in free solution in a rel
atively low electric field is probably one of the least disruptive procedures 
that can be applied to species under study. The physical properties (e. g., 
the absorption spectrum) of a species may be but slightly modified by weak 
complexing, making its quantitative study in the mixture very difficult, If, 
however, such a complex can be completely and rapidly separated while its 
integrity is preserved, the investigation becomes much simpler and more 
direct. 

This dye experiment is presented to illustrate the principles and to 
indicate some of the possibilities of interaction studies by the stable-flow free
boundary method and to serve as a model system for macromolecular and 
cellular interaction studies, rather than as a complete study in itself. The 
feasibility of protein and cellular investigations has already been estab-
lished, 7 and additional work with both is under way at present. A suggested 
application is to an enzyme-substrate reaction, as indicated in the idealized 
diagram shown in Fig. 12. This demonstrates one possible result of the 
short-time interaction, namely, a single reaction product; i.e. , an enzyme 
splits a substrate in half. (The migrations of the two reactants after the 
cross-over point are again shown to be limited by "conductivity barriers . ") 
If the initial action led to random degradation of the substrate, one might 
obtain a polydisperse reaction product. 

Interaction studies of this general type can be carried out to some 
extent on a supporting medium such as paper, but the times required are 
generally much longer and the results are not necessarily representative 
of those in free solution. 

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that this work is in its early 
stages and that the theoretical and experimental operating limits for the 
method have not yet been clearly defined. This multivariable system 

3 4 shares many of the complexities of that discussed by Dobry and Finn. ' 
Higher sample concentrations will certainly be desirable for some applica-

9 tions; the analyses of density--gradient columns by Svensson and co-workers 
are helpful in estimating these limits. Even at this stage, however, it 
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Fig. 12. Possible enzyme reaction study by cross-over method. 
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offers a new method of studying interactions in free solutions, including 
weak interactions, by rapid mi.xing and unrriixing accompanied by low
stress separations of reactants and products. 
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3, THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF A DIATOM* 

Stafford C, Daniels$ Jr, and Thomas L, Hayes 

INTRODUCTiON 

The fine structure of several algae has previously been investigated 
by the use of the electron microscope, 1 Algae belonging to the class 
Bacillarieae have long been of great interest to the microbiologist, The 
siliceous cell wall and unusual lipid and carbohydrate metabolism have been 
studied extensively. 2, 3 Since 1936, whenthe first diatom was photographed 
under the electron microscope, 4 the study of these unique plants by various 
outstanding workers has been exhaustive, 5-l 0 The cell wall appears to 
have received the most attention because of its delicate and intricate 
structure. It is this intricate pattern that has been used as a basis of taxonomy, 
A search of the literature, however, reveals very little concerning the in
ternal fine structures. The chro;~;natophore, the nucleus and its components, 
the cytoplasm, or any ofthe other structures that are found within the cell 
wall have not been seen by 'means of the electron microscope. An attempt 
was made in this study to investigate the internal fine structure, 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Several fresh-water pennate diatoms were grown in epiphytic relation·~ 
ship with a green alga, Nitella. Small pieces of Nitella with the diatoms 
attached were cut and fixed for electron microscopy (1 o/o osmium tetroxide 
in verona! buffer, pH 7 .4), The fixed cells were imbedded in prepolymerized 
butyl methacrylate and sectioned with a diamond knife on a Servall Porter
Blum microtome. All photographs were taken with an RCA EMU-2 E 
electron microscope. 

DISCUSSION 

Figure 13 is a low-power electron micrograph showing several 
diatoms attached to the cell wall of Nitella, The siliceous cell wall seems 
to be composed of small blocks of very dense material. Inside the cell 
wall there is a large chromatophore occupying about half the cell volume, 
The chromatophore is a multilamellar structure containing dark oval bodies 
dispersed in an orderly array along the lamellae (Fig, 14), Each lamella 
consists of two 50-A membranes separated about 150 A, The distance 
between lamallae is about 400 A. This. chromatophore resembles somewhat 
the chloroplasts found in other plants. 11-13 The cytoplasm of the diatom 
is in the form of strands around many vacuoles, Several mitochondria were 
seen, and the nucleus was also located in the central portion of the diatom, 
These preliminary results offer a glimpse of the internal fine structure of 
the diatom, and using Nitella as a substrate on which to grow the diatom 
results in,a convenient method for studying these algae. It is hoped that 
further work will lead to a better understanding of these important unicellular 
plants, 

*This repo;rt has been given a limited distribution as UCRL-8894, Sept, 1959, 
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Fig. 13. Diatoms attached to cell wall of Nit ella (mag. , 11,07 OX). 
S = Siliceous cell wall of diatom; V = Vacuole; C = Chromatophore; 
N = Cell wall of Nitella, · 
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Fig. 14. Chromatophore of diatom (mag., 54,800X). 
Cy = Cytoplasm; V = Vacuole; G = Dark oval bodies along 
lamellae; C = Multilamellar chromatophore; S = Siliceous 
cell wall. 
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SCINTILLATION AND POSITRON CAMERAS':< 

Hal 0. Anger 

INTRODUCTION 

UCRL-9235 

The pinhole-camera principle was first usedin 1896 to visualize a 
source of ionizing radiation. At that time, Roentgen obtained a projected 
image of the anode of one of his x-ray tubes by means of a hole in a sheet 
of metal and a photographic plate. 

A pinhole camera used to study gamma-ray-emitting subjects was 
reported in the literature in 1949 by Copeland and Benjamin. 1 A lead shield 
was provided with a 0, 1-mm-diameter pinhole through which an image of 
the source was projected, It was designed to be used with very small 
subjects such as microscope slides. Ordinary x-ray film was used to 
record the image. The subject was placed inside the shield, and the x-ray 
film was placed outside. A picture of a 6-mC radium needle, with an 
exposure time of 24 hr, was obtained. Sensitivity was quite low, and no 
application to any biologic or medical tracer probl.ems was reported . .... 

In 1952, a gamma-ray camera of somewhat improved sensitivity was 
built at Donner Laboratory. 2 It employed a large flat crystal of sodium 
iodide to convert the gamma rays to light, This in turn exposed a blue
sensitive photographic plate in close proximity to the sodium iodide crystal. 
The crystal was thus used as an intensifying screen. The camera body was 
lead and the pinhole aperture was 1/8 -in. in diameter. The sodium iodide 
crystal was 5/16 in. thick, and the photographic plate was separated from 
the crystal by a 1/16-in. -thick window, Spreading of the light emitted by 
the crystal was limited by the inverse- square law and by total reflection 
within the crystaL A black backing was provided in the crystal mount to 
absorb totally reflected light. The sensitivity of the camera was measured 
by taking pictures of bottles of I 131 , and it was found that with a 1-hr expo
sure a concentration of 1 mC/cm2 was needed to obtain a faint but usable 
image. The camera wa·s put to clinical use on only one occasion, when a 
patient with thyroid carcinoma with an active metastatic lesion at his elbow 
was gi7en a therapeutic dose of 100 mC of r13l, The lesion contained about 
20 mG. An image of the lesion was obtained with a 1-hr exposure. 

Because the sensitivity of the camera was still very low, it was 
decided that image amplification would be used as a means of improving the 
sensitivity. 3 An image -amplifier tube was obtained from Philips Research 
Laboratories in the Netherlands. It was a single-stage tube with a 5-in. -diam 
photocathode and an electron lens that produced an intensified image on a 
fluorescent screen. It was similar to the tubes being used for fluoroscopic
x-ray image intensification except that the x-ray-sensitive fluorescent screen 
was absent. In its place, next to the photocathode was a mosaic of 241 small 
thallium-activated sodium iodide crystals that converted the gamma-ray 
image to a light image. Each crystal was 1/4 in. in diameter by 1/2 in. 
long and was contained in a separate white--painted cell in an aluminum holder. 

·-.,,This report has been given a limited distribution as UCRL-8640, Aug. 1959. 
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The gain of the image amplifier was about 600, but the' sensitivity was limited 
by a background glow caused by bombardment of the photocathode by cesium 
ions, 

The sensitivity was such that sources of I 131 containing 200 f.LC/cm 2 

could be seen visually on the fluorescent screen. A picture was taken of a 
test object containing 25 mC of I 131, The exposure time with a 1/ 4-in. -
diameter pinhole aperture was 8 min. Very little gain in over-all sensitivity 
was obtained. because much of the light was lost between the image-amplifier 
tube and the photographic film. Better results could undoubtedly have been 
obtained with a faster lens system. Kellershohn and Pellerin have constructed 
a similar device. 4 

SCINTILLATION CAMERA 

In this instrument, a pinhole aperture is situated in a l~ad camera 
body so that it projects a gamma-ray image of the subject on a large, flat 
sodium iodide crystal. 5 The crystal is viewed by seven photomultiplier 
tubes arranged so that six of the tubes form a circle with the seventh in the 
center. The tubes are spaced about an inch above .the crystal. When a 
scintillation occurs, the light divides among the phototubes in ratios depending 
on the location of the scintillation in the crystal. Each phototube gives a 
pulse proportional to the amount of light it receives. The pulses from the 
phototubes are combined as described later, and the resulting signals de-
flect the beam of a cathode-ray tube to a point corresponding to the location 
of the scintillation in the crystal. At this time, the cathode-ray beam is 
turned on momentarily, and the scintillation is reproduced as a flash on the 
screen o"f the cathode-ray tube. A pulse-height selector is provided to 
reject scintillations not falling within a certain brightness range. This 
range usually corresponds to the photopeak of the pulse-height spectrum 
of the isotope used. The flashes on the oscilloscope are integrated by time 
exposure of a photographic film, and an image of the distribution of activity 
in the subject is obtained. Usually a Polaroid Land camera with film re
quiring a l ~min developing time is used to record the image. This scin
tillation camera has a number of advantages. There is no line structure to 
the image, since scanning is not employed. It is concurrently sensitive to 
all parts of its field of view, and thus it can show the distribution of isotopes 
with very short half lives. An area of nearly any size may be examined by 
moving the camera closer or farther away. It can be oriented in any 
direction, so that horizontal, vertical, and oblique views can be taken. 
Remote viewing and recording are quite feasible. When isotopes are used 
that emit a single gamma ray or a principal gamma ray without a large 
number of higher-energy gamma rays, scattered radiation is rejected by 
the pulse-height selector whether it occurs in the subject or in the camera 
body, since it will have been degraded in energy before it reaches the 
crystal. 

A sectional view of the camera is shown in Fig. 15. The camera 
housing is lead and the pinhole aperture is tungsten or platinum for high 
stopping power at the edges of the aperture. Above the aperture is the 
thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal, which is 4 in. in diameter and 
l/4 in. thick. It is a single solid crystal backed with magnesium oxide to 
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Fig. 15. Section view of scintillation camera. 
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reflect maximum light. About an inch above the crystal is the bank of 
seven 1 C-' l/2-in. ~diameter photomultiplier tubes. The tubes are a minimum 
distance apart and the areas between the photocathodes are covered by white 
reflecting surfaces. The outermost reflecting surface near the edge of th,e 
crystal is polished aluminum. The space between the crystal and the photo
tubes is filled with mineral oil for better optical coupling between the c:t:ys
tal and phototubes. 

A block diagram of the electronic Circuit is shown in Fig. 16. Pulse 
signals that indicate the position of the scintillation along the· X and Y axes 
of the crystal are obtained by adding signals P 1 P 2• etc .• from the photo
tubes in the following way: 

X= 1/2 P 3 tP4 tl/2 P
5

- 1/2 P6 ~P 1 -l/2 P 2 , (1) 

(2) 

These signals are applied to the X and Y input terminals of the 
oscilloscope. A third signal, the Z signal, is obtained by adding the photo
tube signals as follows: 

(3) 

. The Z signal is, amplified and fed to the input of the pulse -height selector. 
The output of the pulse-height selector goes to a shaper and delay circuit, 
which shortens the pulses and delays them so that they coincide with the . 
peaks of the X and Y positioning signals. The shortened pulses are then 
applied to the intensity input of the cathode-ray osCilloscope. They turn on 
the beam momentarily and reproduce the scintillations that occur in the 
crystal. 

When the subject C9ntains I
131

• approximately 40% of the scintillations 
occurring in the crystal are caused by photoelectric recoils of the 0. 36 .,Mev 
gamma ray of Il3l. These scintillations comprise the 0.36-Mev photopeak 
in the pulse-height spectrum. The pulse-height selector is adjusted to 
accept only these pulses. Then scattered radiation is rejected, since it will 
have been reduced in energy and will not pass the pu.lse .:.height ~elect~r. It 
is then possible to obtain the X and Y coordinates of the scintillations by 
simple addition and subtraction of pulse heights as shown in Eqs. (1) and· 
(Z). . 

For the camera to operate as described above$ the sensitivity of all 
the phototubes must be approximately equal. In order to meet this condition, 
the entire crystal is irradiated with gamma rays, and the voltage on each 
tube is adjusted by means of a variable resistor until t~e pattern onthe 
oscilloscope is symmetrical and the flashes are as evenly distributed as 

possible. Then pulses from photopeak scintillations pass through the pulse
height selector regardless of where the scintillations occur in the ·crystal. 
The camera can be adjusted to accept gamma rays of different energies by 
varying the phototube supply voltage. 
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SENSITIVITY AND RESOLUTION 

The inherent resolution and linearity of the crystal and phototube 
combination were determined experimentally in the following way. Fifteen 
gamma-ray beams, each about 1/8 in. in diameter, were directed at the 
crystal from holes in a block of lead, as shown in Fig. 17. The sources in 
the central part of the pattern were 1/2 in. apart and the others were 1 in. 
_A picture of the resulting pattern is shown in Fig. 18. Each source appears 
to be about 1/4 in. in diameter referred to the crystal. 

The resolution of the complete camera, including the pinhole aperture, 
is shown in Fig. 19. Pictures taken through pinhole apertures of various 
sizes are shown. The source of gamma rays in this case is a pattern of 
1/4-in. -diameter sources of 1131 The spacing between sources is 2 in .• 
and the pattern was 10 in. away from the camera. The four pictures were 
takenwith 1/4-, 3/16-, 1/8-, and 1/16-in. apertures. 

The effect of exposure time and subject activity on the quality of the 
pictures is shown in Fig. 20. The two j'ictures on the left were taken of a 
thyroid phantom containing {1. 7 ~C of 11 1. A 1/4-in. aperture was used, 
and exposure times were 7 min for the upper picture and 24 min for the 
lower picture. The two pictures on the right are of the same phantom 
except that it contained 30 ~C. The aperture size was 1/S in., and the 
exposure times were 9 and 35 min. The resolution is somewhat better than 
that obtained a year ago. The impro·vement is due partly to the use of a 
plastic bonding material with higher refractive index between the crystal 
and the glass face plate of the crystal container. Formerly, silicone fluid, 
which has a low refractive index, was used. The new material closely 
matches the refractive index of glass and permits more light to escape 
directly from the crystal without total reflection. 

The geometric resolution, R, of the camera can be calculated from 

R= 
(a+ b) d (4) 

a 
where a is the distance from the image crystal to the aperture, b is the 
distance from the subject to the aperture, and d is the aperture diameter 
(Fig .. 21 ). This formula gives the distance between two point sources in 
the subject that are imaged at the crystal as two discs that are tangent. It 
does not include the resolution losses between the crystal and the oscilloscope 
discussed below. Since some gamma rays go through the edge of the aperture, 
the diameter d is measured where half of the gamma rays are stopped by 
the aperture edge. For 1131 gamrna radiation, the effective diameter for 
platinum is 0.8 mm greater than the actual diameter, and it is 1 mm greater 
for tungsten when the included angle of the aperture is 120 deg. 

Other causes of definition loss, in addition to the finite size of the 
pinhole aperture, are (a) statistical fluctuations in'the X and Y positioning 
signals and (b) multiple gamma-ray recoils in the crystal. With regard to 
the former, some resolution loss occurs because on an average only 40 to 
50 photoelectrons are released from each phototube by scintillations from 
gamma radiations of rl31. This number,of course, is subject to statistical 
fluctuations and produces an uncertainty in placement of the flashes on the 
oscilloscope screen. 
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Fig. 17. Lead block with Ba 133 sources for testing resolution 
and linearity of image crystal. 
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Fig. 18. Picture taken with Ba 133 sources in lead block. 
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Fig. 19. Pictures of r131 sources taken with camera with 
1/4-, 3/16-, 1/8-, and 1/16-in. -diameter apertures. 
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Fig. 21. Geometric parameters of scintillation camera. 
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Compton recoils that sometimes proquce secondary gamma-ray 
recoils in the crystal also cause loss of definition. When a Compton recoil 
occurs, a weak scintillation and a secondary gamma ray are produced. The 
secondary gamma ray may travel a short distance in the crystal and produce 
a second scintillation. The total amount of light produced is then the same 
as that p:J;"oduced if all the energy of the gamma ray were spent in a single 
recoiL Therefore,the resulting signal passes the pulse-height selector, 
and a flash appears on the cathode-ray tube. The flash is located part way 
between the points that represent the two scintillations. The average 
distance a secondary gamma ray from I 131 travels in the crystal is a'bout 
6 mm., and the resulting flashes are misplaced an average distance equivalent 
to 3 or 4 mm in the crystal. Most secondary gamma rays escape the 
crystal without producing secondary recoils, however, and the scintillations 
produced by the initial recoil are rejected by the pulse-height selector. 

The sensitivity S of the camera can l;>e calculated from 

f. (5) 

The sensitivity is given in terms of the number of gamma rays recorded 
in the final picture divided by the number of gamma rays emitted by the 
subject. The factor f is the crystal efficiency, which is equal to the 
number of gamma rays producing pulses that pass the pulse-height selector 
divided by the number of gamma rays impingin~ on the crystal. This factor 
is about 0.1 for gamma rays from I 3l and a 1/ 4-in. -thick sodium iodide 
crystaL 

From Eq. (5) it can be seen that the sensitivity varies as the square 
of the distance between the camera aperture and tp.e subject. Thus the 
camera is most sensitive to small subjects, such as the thyroid, since the 
camera can be close and still give adequate coverage of the subject. 

Table I gives values that are representative of the sensitivity and 
resolution as parameters of the camera are changed. The first column 
gives the resolution and sensitivity of the pre-sent camera with a 1/8 -in. 
aperture. The second column shows the improved resolution that will be 
obtained if a, the distance from the pinhole aperture to the crystal, is 
increased. When a is increased, the resolution improves while the sen
sitivity remains unchanged. Alternatively, the sensitivity can be increased, 
as shown in the third column, by increasing the value of a and increasing 
the aperture size slightly while the resolution remains unchanged. 

The source strength required in a subject that is to be represented by 
a given number of dots N on the picture is equal to 

G- N 
- 3. 7 X 1 o4 StA 

(6) 

where G is the source strength in microcuries, S is the sensitivity given 
in Eq. (5), t is the exposure time in seconds, and A is the abundance of 
the gamma ray in number emitted per disintegration. 
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Table I 

Sensitivity and resolution of scintillation camera 
as parameters are varied 

Parameters Efficiency Gepmetric 
Subject Aperture resolution 
distance diameter 

b d f 
(in, ) (in. ) (in. ) 

4 0.125 0.1 0.25 
4 0.125 0.1 0.187 
4 0,167 0.1 0.25 

UCRL-9235 

Sensitivity 

(X 1 o- 6 ) 

6 
6 

11 

The scintillation camera has been used for the past two years to take 
pictures of the thyroid glands of more than a hundred patients, The amount 
of Il31 required in the thyroid gland for this purpose is 5 to 20 f.LC. Pictures 
containing 3200 or 6400 dots are taken during an exposure time of 7 to 15 
min, by using a 1/4-in. -diameter aperture, a 1/4-in.:" -thick crystal, and 
a distance of 4 in. between the aperture and the subject. The clinical re
sults are to be published later. 
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SINGLE~·CR YSTAL POSITRON CAMERA 

It became apparent a short time after the scintillation camera was 
built that the imaging crystal used in the scintillation camera would have 
unique advantages when used with positron emitters, ~nd that sharp images 
of positron"·emitting subjects could be obtained without the use of a pinhole 
aperture or other collimator. 

Figure 22 represents a camera for positron-emitting isotopes that is 
now in operation. This instrument is called a Single-Crystal Positron Camera. 
It consists, in part, of the crystal and phototube assembly, computing circuit, 
and cathode -ray oscilloscope identical to the one described for the scintillation 
camera. Additional components are a scintillation counter, a second pulse
height selector, and a coincidence circuit. 

The image crystal is placed on one side of the subject, and the scin·· 
tillation counter is placed on the opposite side and a distance away. When a 
positron is annihilated in the subject, two gamma rays of 0.5l.,Mev energy 
are produced. These travel in approximately opposite directions. When one 
of the gamma rays produces a count in the scintillation counter, the other 
gamma ray impinges on the image crystal at a given point. When a scintillation 
is produced in each crystal, the pulses produced actuate the coincidence cir
cuit, and a flash corresponding to the location of the scintillation in the image 
crystal is displayed on the cathode-ray tube. All other scintillations occurring 
in the image crystal are rejected. 

Thus, the coincidence circuit selects from the many scintillations 
occurring in the crystal those scintillations that form an image of the distri
bution of activity in the subject. The scintillation counter is a point of focus 
of the gamma-ray pairs that form the image. Gamma rays that have been 
scattered appreciably by Compton scattering are rejected by the pulse-height 
selectors. 

Figure 23 shows a picture obtained with this instrument. The subject 
consisted of 12 small sources of Na22, a long-lived positron emitter. Each 
source contained 1/12 t-tC of activity. The exposure time was 15 min, and 
the subject was about 1 in. away from the image crystal. 

The background seen in this picture is due to a 1. 3-~Mev gamma ray that 
is coincident with the positron emission. A few of these are degraded in 
energy before entering the crystals, or they produce Compton recoils in one 
of the crystals and pass through the pulse·~·height selectors. They cause 
flashes to appear at random points on the picture. This does not occur with 
pu:re positron emitters, such as carbon·' 11; those which emit a gamma ray of 
less than 1/2 Mev, such as arsenic-74; or those which emit gamma rays that 
are not in coincidence with the positron. The background due to cosmic rays 
and ordinary room background is essentially zero, less than 1 count per hr. 

The geometric resolution, R, of the single-crystal positron camera 
can be calculated from 

ad 
R = --;-;:- ' a+o 

(7) 

where a is the distance from the image crystal to the subject, b is the dis
tance from the subject to the scintillation counter, and d is the diameter of 
the c:rystal in the scintillation counter (F1g. 24). 
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Fig. 22. Block diagram of single-crystal positron camera. 
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Fig. 23. Picture taken with single -crystal positron camera. 
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Fig. 23. Picture taken with single'-crystal positron camera. 
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Fig. 24. Geometric parameters of single -crystal positron camera. 
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The geometric resolution, R, in this_ formula is defined as the distance 
between two point sources in the subject ,that are imaged at the image c,rystal 
as two discs that are tangent. The formula does not include (a) the losses 
between the crystal and the oscilloscope discussed previously and (b) losses 
due to the distance the positron travels in the subject before it decays into 
a gamma-ray pair. The latter is a characteristic property of positron 
cameras and scanners and causes an unavoidable loss in definition, since 
the camera shows the point of origin of the gamma-ray pair rather than 
the point of origin of the positron. The positron may travel several milli
meters in tissue if its energy is high, but only on the order of a millimeter 
or less if the energy is below 1/2 Mev. 

The sensitivity S can be calculated from 

s = 
d2 

(8) 

The sensitivity is defined as the number of gamma""ray pairs recorded on 
the picture divided by the number emitted by the subject. The factor f 1 
is the ratio of the number of pulses that pass the pulse-height selector to 
the number of gamma rays incident on the image crystal. The factor f 2 
is the same factor for the scintillation counter. 

The sensitivity and geometric resolution under typical conditions are 
given in Table II. In general, the closer the subject to the image crystal, 
the sharper the image. The closer the scintillation counter to the subject, 
the higher the sensitivity, but the poorer the definition. If the subject is 
thin and can be placed close to the image crystal, very sharp pictures can 
be obtained at high sensitivity. For example, if the subject is 2 in. away 
from the image crystal and the scintillation counter is placed so that the 
resolution is 1/4 in. , the sensitivity is 10 times as high as it would be with 
the pinhole camera when the same resolution and subject coverage are 
required. If the subject can be placed 1 in. from the image crystal instead 
of 2 in., the resolution becomes 1/8 in., and the sensitivity is unchanged. 
If the subject is relatively thick (as when one is searching· for brain les:lons ), 
a.nd the most remote ~art of the subject is 7 in. from the crystal, the 
sensitivity is 6 X 1 o·- when 1/ 4-in. resolution is required on the side of 
the subject farthest from the image crystal. Better resolution is obtained 
in the parts of the subject closer to the image crystal. This sensitivity is 
high compared to that obtainable from the pinhole camera or a gamma-ray 
scanner. 

1 

' 
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Table II 

Sensitivity and geometric resolution of single -crystal 
positron camera under typical conditions 

Parameters EffiCiency Geometric Sensitivity 
Image Subject Aperture resolution 
distance distance diameter " a b d ,fl f2 

(X 10~6 ) (in. ) (in. ) (ino) (in. ) 

2 14 2 0.1 0.6 0.25 75 

1 14 2 0.1 0.6 0.125 75 

1 7 2 0.1 0.6 . 0.25 300 

7 48 2 0.1 0.6 0.25 6 

TWIN- CRYSTAL POSITRON. CAMERA 

A positron camera employing two image crystals is shown in Fig. 25. 
It has the unique prQperty that those parts of the subject on a given plane 
between the two cry$tals are in sharpest focus. At the same, time, the 
camera is sensitive to a large number of the gamma rays emitted. In 
addition to two image crystals and photomultiplier assemblies, the camera 
employs two pulse-lJ.eight selectors, a more complicated computing circuit,. 
a coincidence circuit,. and the usual oscilloscope. 

Assume that a positron decays. at ta point between the two crystals, , 
and that one of the gamma rays intercepts the first crystal at a distance 
x1 above the center of the crystal while the other gamma ray intercepts the 
second crystal at a distance x2 below the center. Signals. that indicate the 
point of origin of the gamma-ray pair are obtained by combining the signals 
from the-two photomultiplier assemblies in the following manner. If the 
best resolution is required at a plane located at distance a from Crystal 
No. 1 and b from Crystal No. 2. the X and Y signals are obtained from 

(9a) 

(9b) 
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'Fig. 25: ~lock diagram of twin-c~·ystal pos~tro~ camerci. 
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where x 1, x 2• Y 1• and Y are the signals that indicate the positionsof the 
scintillations in the crystats. They are obtained as described in Eqs. (1) 
and (2). If the plane is midway between the two crystals, the formulas 
reduce to 

X= 
XI+ X2 

2 
(1 Oa) 

and 

Y= 
Yl + Y2 

2 
(1 Ob) 

When gamma-ray pairs originate at the plane of best definition, the 
resolution is not limited by geometrical factors 1 and the camera can be said 
to be in perfect fo9us at that plane. The resolution is limited only. by 
(a) the losses between the crystal and the oscilloscope discussed previously, 
and (b) the distance the positron travels before it is transformed into a · 
gamma~ray pair. The losses due to statistical variations are ff times as 
large in the t.win-crystal camera as in its single-crystal counterpart, since 
two image crystals and photomultiplier assemblies are employed. 

When gamma-ray pairs originate fro,m points that do not lie on the 
plane of best definition, there is less certainty about their point of origin~ 
and the focus of the image produced is not as sharp. The geometric 
resolution of other planes between the two crystals is determined as follows. 
Referring to Fig. 26, assume that a positro,n decays at a point p.~~ a distance 
c away from the plane of best definition~ and a distance d above the center~ 
line between the two crystals. The gamma rays intercept the crystals at 
x1 and x2. Although the gamma-ray pair originates at p. it is displayed 
as if it originated at the point qp where the gamq1a ray crosses the plane of 
best definition. The point q lies within a circle whose diameter depends 
on the maximum allowable angle, a.~~ between the path of the displayed 
gamma-ray pairs and the centerline between the two crystals. The diameter 
of the circle is equal to the geometric resolution R at the plane P1. The 
resolution at plane P 1 can be made as good as desired by limiting the events 
displayed to those in which the gamma rays travel almost parallel to the 
centerline between the two crystals. This reduces the sensitivity but in
creases the depth of focus. It is analogous to decreasing the aperture size 
of an optical lens~ whereby increased depth of focus is obtained at the ex·~ 
pense of the amount of light collect.ed. 

The geometric resolution Rat the plane P 1 is given by 

2c (X1-x2 } 
R = b ::: 2c tan a.. a+ (11) 

The symbols are as defined earlier in the text (Fig. 26). The maximum 
allowable size of the angle a can be varied by varying the allowable 
difference between the quantities x 1 and x 2 displayed on the oscilloscope. 
Thus the po,sition of the plane of best definition and the depth of focus of the 
camera canbe controlled by varying parameters of the electronic com·~ 
puting circuit. 
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Fig. 26. Geometric parameters of twin-crystal positron camera. 
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The sensitivity is equal to 

s = 
R2 

(12) 

where f 1 and f 2 are the fractions of gamma rays that pass the pulse
height selectors and are. incident respectively" on crystals No. 1 and No. 
2. The sensitivity is defined-as the number of gamma-ray pairs recorded 
on the picture divided .by the number emitted by the subject. Absorption of 
gamma rays in the subject is neglected. 

The sensitivity and resolution under typical conditions are given in 
Table IlL.- I£ the subject is relatively thin, the sensitivity for a given 
resolution can be quite high, even if the active volume is buried deeply 
within the subject. I£ the active volume is relatively large, the sensitivity 
must be lower, if good depth of focus is to be obtained, because the events 
recorded must be limited to those in which the angle a is small. When a 
large active volume is to be shown, the sensitivity and resolution is about 
the same as for the single-crystal positron camera. The twin-crystal 
camera- is advantageous when the active areas are relatively thin but are 
buried deeply in the subject. Compared to the pinhole gamma-ray camera 
or to a scanner, either of the positron cameras offers a cons.i,derable ad
vantage in sensitivity and resolution. Their disadvantages artl! their in
creased complexity and the limited availability of positron emitters. 

Distance 

c 
(in. } 

1/2 

1-1/2 

3 

1/2 

Table III 

Sensitivity and geometric resolution of the twin-crystal 
· positron camera under typical conditions 

Fra.ctions Allowable Geometric Sensitivity 
passing angle resolution 
selectors a 

(X 1 o- 6 ) fl f2 (de g) (in. ) 

0.1 0.1 14 0.25 160 

0.1 0.1 4.8 0.25 17 

0.1 0.1 2.4 0.25 4.3 

0.1 0.1 7 0.125 40 
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AVAILABILITY OF POSITRON-EMITTING ISOTOPES 

A partial list of positron~,~mitting isotopes with half lives of the order 
of an hour or more <-is~ given in Table IV. The list was compiled from the 
1958 Table of Isotopes by Strominger 9 Hollander, and Seaberg. 6 All the 
known positron emitters with half lives greater than 24 hr are included in · 
the table~ · 

Among the isotopes in the table are many of biologic interest. Some 
of them have already been used in medical diagnosis. Brownell and Sweet: 
have used arsenic-74 with coincidence scanning to locate brain tumors. 7 

Aronow, Thors, and Brownell have used copper-~64 to delineate the liver. 8 

The same group has attempted to use zinc~62 to show the pancreas. We 
plan to investigate the use of these and other positron emitters in medical 
diagnosis and research. 

Some of the positron~~emitting isotopes listed above are readily avail-~ 
able at present. ,-Most, however, must be made by means of a cyclotron, 
since bombp;rdme,!lt _by heav'y; .cha-rged particles or energetic neutrons is 
required for their production. The availability of these isotopes will no 
doubt improve in the future, since high-beam~current cyclotrons for the 
production of isotopes are under construction at present. 

Table IV 

Positron~emitting isotopes 

' Max [3+ Element Isotope Half life Positron 
energy abundance 
(Mev) (o/o) 

*Aluminum Al26 8 X 105 yr 1.17 84 

Antimony Sbll6 1.0 hr 1.45 

Arsenic As70 0.9 hr 1.35 100 

*Arsenic As7l 2.6 days o. 81 30 

*Arsenic As72 1.1 days 3.3 

*Arsenic As 74 17.5 days 1.53 29 

Bromine Br75 1.6 hr l. 70 

Bromine Br76 17.2 hr 3.57 

•:CBromine Br77 2.4 days 0. 34 I 

Cadmium Cdl05 · 0. 9 hr 1.69 

Carbon ell 0. 34 hr· 0.97 99 

Cerium cel33 6.3 hr 1.3 

Cesium csl27 6.3 hr 0.68 3 

_. 

·I 

" 
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Table IV (continued) 

Element Isotope Half life Max 13+ Positron 
w' energy abundance 

(Mev) (%) 

Cesium csl30 0,5 hr L97 

Chlorine Cl34m 0,53 hr 4.5 50 

Chromium cr47 0. 7 hr L54 100 

Cobalt co 55 18.2 hr L50 - 60 

~:.cobalt co 56 77.3 days 1.5 20 

~:<Cobalt co 58 71 days 0.47 15 

Copper Cu64 12.8 hr 0,66 19 

Erbium Erl61 3.1 hr 1.2 

Fluorine F 18 L9 hr 0,65 97 

.Gallium Ga68 1.1 hr 1.9 85 

Germanium Ge67 0, 35 hr 2.9 
II-

~:<Germanium Ge69 L 7 days 1.2 33 

~:•Gold Aul94 L 7 days 1.2 3 

Indium Inl09 4.3 hr 0,8 6 

Iodine I 121 2,0 hr 1.2 100 

~:<-Iodine Il24 4. 5 days 2.20 30 

*Iodine 1126 13,3 days Lll 1.3 

Iridium Irl90 3,2 hr 2,0 10 

Iron F~52 8.3 hr 0,8 57 

Krypton Kr77 1.1 hr 1.86 - 80 

·~Krypton Kr79 L4 days 0.60 5 

Lanthanum La132 4.5 hr 3,8 

~:·:Magnesium Mg52 5.6 days 0 .. 58 35 

Manganese Mn·51 0.75 hr. 2.16 100 

Mercury Hgl92 5, 7 hr 1.18 

Molybdenum Mo90 5.7 hr 1.2 

Neodymium Ndl41 2.4 hr 0.7 1.9 
~~ 

~:<Nickel Ni57 l. S days 0.85 50 

Nitrogen N 13 0.17 hr 1.19 100 

Palladium Pd99 0.36 hr 2.0 

Palladium PdlOl 8.5 0.58 4 

Praseodymium Prl39 4 .. 5 hr 1.0 6 
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Table IV (continued) 

Element Isotope Half life Max 13+ Positron 
abundance ' ---,.. energy 

(Mev) (%) 

>~Rhodium Rh102 210 days L24 7,5 

Rubidium Rb81 4.7 hr 0. 33 13 

>:~Rubidium Rb84 33 days 1.6 19 

Ruthenium Ru95 1.6 hr 1.1 

Scandium Sc43 3.9 hr 1.2 100 

Selenium Se73 7.1 hr 1.7 

Silver Agl03 · 1.1 hr 1.3 

Silver Agl04 0.5 hr 2,7 

~~Sodium Na22 2.6 yr 0. 54 89 

>:<Strontium sr83 1.4 days 1.15 

Technetium Tc93 2. 7 hr 0.8 12 

Tc94 
~ 

Technetium 0.9 hr 2.41 - 75 

Tin Snlll 0.6 hr 1.51 29 

Titanium Ti45 3.1 hr 1.0 _. 

Vanadium v47 0. 52 hr 1.89 100 

>'f.V anad:i.um v48 16 days 0.69 56 

Xenon xel23 2.1 hr 1.7 

Zinc zn62 9.3 hr 0.66 10 

:::~zinc zn65 254 days 0. 32 1.5 

>:CZirconium zr98 3. 3 days o. 91 25 

,,, -.... 
Half life longer than 24 hours. 
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5. EFFECT OF ALPHA-PARTICLE HYPOPHYSECTOMY ON 
DI$.SJtMINATED CANCER OF THE BREAST IN THE MALE 

James L. Born, Piero E. Ariotti, Franco Sari.galli, . Richard C. Carlspn, 
Paul Toch, John D. Constable, Cornelius A." TObl.as,' and · · 

* John H. Lawrence , . 

Although great strides have been made in furthering our understanding 
of the origin of cancer, surgery and irradiation apd treatmen,t with hormonal. 
methods continue to be the chief forms of therapy. Advan.ces have been. . 
made in endocrine therapy, notably by Huggins and others, in control q£ 
prostate cancer and control of breast cancer in women and men through 
endocrine manipulation. 1 -5 

In the modern era, with the advent of nuclear energy, investigators 
throughout the world have been on the lookout for new types and sources of 
irradiation for use in treating patients with cancer. For more than 10 years 
we have been interested in an unusual type of radiation generated by the 
184:..inch cyclotron: particulate radiation such as protons, d~uterons, and 
alpha particles accelerated to exceedingly high energies. The~e radiations 
have unusual characte.ristics in their great powers of penetration and their 
small degree of scattering compared with the conventional x and gamma 
radiation. For example, with a 900-million-electron-volt beam of alpha 
particles from a cyclotron, it is possible to depress markedly the function 
of, or even ablate, the pituitary in laboratory animals and. in m~n. During 
the past 6 years we have been using such a beam of radiation to suppress 
the functim of, or ablate, the pituitary gland in patients suffering from 
disseminated breast carcinoma. This is a. preliminary report of our ex
periences in treating male patients suffering from disseminated breast 
carcinoma. The methods have been described previously. 6-9 

Patient S. S., age 41 

This white male patient was admitted to Donner Pavilion in January 
19 58 for consideration of pituitary irradiation because of metastatic carcinoma 
of the breast. His illness dated back to May 1954, when a small lump was 
first noted in the left breast. Biopsy disclosed an adenocarcinoma of duct 
origin, and a left radical mastectomy was performed. There was no 
evidence of lymph-node metastc;ts.es and the patient received no postoperative 
irradiation. He did 'Well until November 1955, when chest roentgenographs 
revealed a left hemithorax. Aspirated fluid contained malignant cells. He, 
was started on stilbestrol, given orally, but was later changed to parenteral 
doses because of severe vomiting. The dosage was sufficient to produce a 
decreased libido and right. gynecomastia. The patient remained the same 
until February 1956, when again there was increased fluid in left chest. 
Nj.trogeh mustard was instilled intrapleurally. At this time urine analysis 
revealed high levels of male hormone, and in March 1956, bilateral 
orchiectomy was performed. 

Following orchiectomy, the patient noticed all loss of libido within a 
6-week period. Estrogens had been stopped, and he felt well until April 
1957, when shortness of breath returned. Loculated fluid was present in the 
left chest,. and thoracentesis was difficult. Nitrogen mustard was instilled 

~~Many associates made this work possible, especially Prof. Robert Thornton, 
Mr. James Vale, and the cyclotron crew. 

J 
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on two different days. A febrile episode followed, and the patient was 
hospitalized 10 additional days and given antibiotics. 

In September 1957, the patient was hospitalized with symptoms of 
cough and dyspnea on exertion (no orthopnea). Cervical and axillary lymph 
nodes were observed at this time, and there was moderate lymphedema of 
the left arm. The hemoglobin value was 9.6 g. White blood cell count and 
differential were normaL Roentgenographs of the chest revealed complete 
clouding of the left lung field, and multiple areas of increased density were 
now noted in the right lung field. The patient was started on heavy doses of 
prednisolone (1.50 mg/day), but the amount was gradua.lly reduced to 
50 mg/day, 

Prednisolone was thought to have no effect on the growth of the tumor, 
and the patient was considered for surgical adrenalectomy and hypophys
ectomy. Both procedures were rejected because of increased surgical risk 
due to venous engorgement from vena caval obstruction. The patient was 
given two blood transfusions. He also received x-irradiation therapy for 
enlarged mediastinal nodes. This treatment caused nausea and considerable 
dysphagia. There was a weight loss of 34 lb from a maximum of 217 to 
.183 lbs. 

Past history revealed that the patient also had a discharging cyst 
anterior to the left ear, which was excised in April 19.56, and proved to be 
epidermoid carcinoma. There had been no evidence of recurrence of this 
tumor, and his physicians believed that the present metastatic condition 
was unrelated to the epidermoid carcinoma. 

When the patient was admitted to Donner Pavilion, the left arm was 
found to be larger than the right, but there was no pitting edema. There 
were two hard nodules along the mastectomy scar, thought to be cancerous. 
A hard, entirely subcutaneous nodule was also noted over the left hemithorax, 
probably along the course of a previous thoracentesis. Over the chest and 
abdomen were prominent, dilated, somewhat tortuous veins, much more on 
the left than the right side. Venous pressure in these ves.sels was obviously 
elevated. Two large lymph nodes were palpable in the right axilla. Roentgeno
graphs of the chest demonstrated massi1.-re left pleural effusion and mediastinal 
masses at the level of the aortic arch. The right lung field showed multiple 
nodular lesions. Multiple osteoblastic metastases were seen in the' pelvis. 

t 

On February 5, 1958, alpha-particle irradiation of the pituitary was 
initiated, The patient received a total of 26,400 rads, divided into 11 treat
ments, over 23 days. 

The usual preliminary studies carried out on patients who are 
candidates for alpha-particle irradiation of the pituitary were performed. 
Protein- bound iodine prior to irradiation was 4, 5 flg/ 100 cc. Urinary 
gonadotropins were negative at 5 units. The urinary 17 -ketosteroids were 
6,0 mg/24 hr. Urinary ll-oxysteroids were 27.6 mg/24 hr. The uptake of 
rl31 by the thyroid was 3lo/o at 24 hr. Studies carried out 3 days after 
completion of pituitary irradiation revealed that protein-bound iodine (PBI) 
was now 4. 3 flg/ cc; urinary 17 -keto steroids were 5, 2 mg/24 hr; and the 
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urinary 11-oxysteroids, 16.9 rng/24 hr. Findings from other routine 

studies were not significant. Thus, no definite evidence of pituitary sup
pression was observed in these early metabolic studies. 

Roentgenographic examination one week after completion of irradi
ation of the pituitary showed the condition of the chest to be essentially un
changed, but there seemed to be an increase in the size of the osteoblastic 
lesions of the pelvis. 

The patient was discharged March 5, 1958, and instructed to continue 
taking prednisolone, 25 rng/day. He died on April 8, 1958, 39 days after 
completion of pituitary irradiation schedule. There was no postmortem 
examination. 

Discussion. This male patient had far-advanced mammary carcinoma, 
which appeared or-iginally to be endocrine-dependent. It was thus reasonable 
to expect that if the pituitary gland could be ablated or suppressed, there 
might be a further remission of his metastatic lesions. However, past 
experience has shown that from 2 to 6 weeks must elapse before the major 
effects of the irradiation on the pituitary gland are achieved, and it is 
probable that the advanced state of disease made the time -dependent response 
an irnpos sibility. 

Patient J.D., age 47 

This white male patient was admitted to Donner Pavilion in October 
1958, for consideration of pituitary irradiation because of osseous metastases 
from breast carcinoma. In May 1957 he discovered a 2 -ern nodule on the 
left breast near the nipple. This mass was removed, and following a 
histologic diagnosis of adenocarcinoma, a left radical mastectomy was per
formed on May 30, 1957. There was no evidence of lymph node metastases, 
and the patient received no postoperative irradiation. He did well until 
November 1957 when he developed an acute widespread osteolytic pain, which 
persisted, in the left hip. In April 1958, widespread metastatic osteolytic 
lesions were observed in the pelvis. In June 1958, he received x-irradiation 
therapy to the left hip, which gave some relief of pain. In September 1958, 
diagnostic roentgenographs showed rapid progression of metastases in the 
left femur and pelvis, and hence another course of x-irradiation therapy 
was given, with little improvement. The patient had lost 15 lb since the 
beginning of his illness. 

On admission to the Pavilion, physical examination disclosed hard 
palpable nodes in the left supraclavicular area. The liver edge was palpable 
2 to 3 finger- breadths below the costal margin in the anterior axillary line. 
Motion of the left hip was limited and painful. The patient walked with a 
marked limp, flexion of the left hip was limited, and abduction was irnpos sible 
because of pain. 

On November 10, 1958, alpha-particle irradiation of the pituitary was 
started. He received a total of 27,000 rads, divided into 6 treatments over 
11 days. 

, .. 
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On his first follow-up study, 6 weeks after completion of the irradi
ation schedule, the patient showed definite signs of hypopituitarism. This 
consisted of increased lassitude with a constant desire to sleep, sensitivity 
to cold, loss of pubic hair, and increased dryness of the skin. He also had 
much nausea and vomiting during the two weeks prior to this examination. 
There was some blurring of vision" The pain in the patient 1 s left hip 
continued as before. At this time, the 24-hour uptake of iodine had fallen 
from a pre -irradiation value of 25 to 3o/o; urinary 17 -keto steroids had fallen 
from 18.7 to 3A mg/24 hr, and the 20-21 ketols from 1 L8 to 8. 9 mg/24 hr. · 
There was no marked change in the urinary calcium or serum calcium at 
this time. 

Following this visit he was started on replacement therapy with 10 mg 
of hydrocortisone, 3 times a day, and 25 j.Lg of cytomel daily. Soori after 
institution of replacement therapy, the patient developed marked diabetes 
insipidus. Two months following irradiation of the pituitary, the patient 
noted marked alleviation of pain in the left hip and back. Four months 
following irradiation, urinary calcium fell to 43 mg/24 hr as compared 
with a 'value of 276 mg/24 hr before treatment. 

Objective roentgenographic evidence of improvement of bony metastases 
(Figs. 27 and 28) was first noted 6 months following pituitary irradiation. 
This consisted of definite remineralization of the pelvis. There was also 
improvement in gait so that the patient walked with only a slight limp. He 
remained completely free of pain, and the diabetes insipidus gradually 
diminished so that at the end of one year he no longer required pitressin. 

In summary, this patient showed excellent clinical and roentgenographic 
evidence of improvement together with evidence of hypophysectomy. In 
addition to the marked evidence of healing in osseous metastases, there was 
also regression and disappearance of hard palpable nodes in the left 
supraclavicular area. At present (18 months following irradiation) this 
man continues to work as a foreman .in a canning factory and enjoys a life 
of normal activity . .:~ 

Discussion: The problem of disseminated breast cancer in the male 
has been attacked by various endocrine manipulations, including orchiectomy, 
adrenalectomy, and surgical hypophysectomy, and satisfactory remissions 
have resulted in some cases. 3; 10-15 

Clinical evidence indicates that breast cancer in the male, when and 
if hormone-dependent, is aggravated by androgens. The disease process 
appears to be enhanced by the use of androgens, 10 even in patients in whom 
the beneficial effect of castration and estrogen therapy is lessening. This 
is in contrast to the response of female patients with cancer of the breast. 
In these cases, good results are obtained frequently by the application of 
androgens, after castration, in the premenopausal woman with metastatic 
disease. In the postmenopausal womari, especially 9 or more years after 

* The case of J.D. proves beyond a question that irradiation of the pituitary 
can cause regression that is worthwhile in cancer of the breast of the 
human male. 
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Fig. 27. Bony metastases in J. D., male, age 47. Diagnosis of 
cancer of the breast. Radical mastectomy, May 27, 1957. A 
total dosage of 27,000 rads was administered to the pituitary 
during the period from November 10 to November 21, 1958. 
Roentgenograph was made 3·1/2 months postirradiation. 
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Fig. 28. Same patient as shown in Fig. 27. Roentgenograph made 
9-1/2 months postirradiation. It shows striking healing of 
bony metastases, with recalcification of bone. 
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the menop~use, estrogens are more likely to give remi~si.fn and palliation, 
although e1ther estrogens or androgens may be of benef1L Estrogen · 
therapy in the male is of only subjective pa11iative value, either before 
orchiectomy or after the results of orchiectomy are waning. 10, 11, 15 

Orchiectomy may be the first procedure of choice in inoperable 
cases of cancer of the male breast, or in metastatic or recurrent disease. 
Treves-lO reports a study of 42 cases following orchiectomy. One died 
immediately postoperatively. There was objective remission in 28 of the 
remaining 41 patients (68o/o ). This lasted from two to 136 months. 
Huggins Jr. and TaylorlO report good to excellent remissions in 7 to 10 
patients following orchiectomy. Those patients who have shown response 
to orchiectomy are judged to be hormone -dependent. In a few of these 
patients, when the beneficial effect of orchiectomy appears to be wearing 
off, bilateral adrenalectomy, resulting in removal of the adrenal-produced 
androgens, has been found to be of benefit. Pyrah and Smiddy3 report one 
such case in which an excellent remission followed bilateral adrenalectomy. 
Dao 12 reports two such cases from Huggins 1 s clinic. In one patient there 
was an excellent remission for 8 months and in the other, a remission of 
more than three years. Douglas 16 reports a case from Scotland with a 
satisfactory remission. CadeJ 7 in London, includes two males in his series 
of 17 0 cases, but specific details are not given. 

Surgical hypophysectomy was employed by Ray and Pearsonl3 in two 
patients who did not show favorable response to orchiectomy. A fair re
mission was obtained in one case and no satisfactory response was found 
in the other. Luft and Olivecrona 14 report excellent results from hypophy
sectomy in two patients with recurrent metastatic disease. The first died 
of heart disease 3 years following surgery, and there was no evidence of 
metastases at autopsy. The other was living and well 39 months post
hypophysectomy. Scowenl8 reports one case in which there 'was no re
mission. 

The evidence, then, is that breast cancer in the male, if it is hormone
dependent, is probably dependent on androgens produced by the testis, or on 
androgen-like steroids produced by the adrenal gland. Removal of these 
organs, or ablation of the hypophysis, may produce significant and occasionally 
prolonged objective remissions, resulting from removal of the steroids or 
of pituitary factors that are not yet understood. 

Since remissions do result after .ablation of known sources of 
androgens and estrogens by means of orchiectomy and adrenalectomy, or 
by pituitary ablation, it is conceivable that if other sources of these steroids 
could be eliminated, further or longer remissions rnight result. One aspect 
of the problem we are now investigating is conversion of steroids to 
estrogens in these patients. Labeled steroids are being used in this study. 

.. 
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6. BODY COMPOSITION FROM FLUID SPACES AND DENSITY: 
ANALYSIS OF METHODS)~ 

William E. Siri 

INTRODUCTION 

The procedures for estimating body composition, and more particularly 
fat, from the volume of the fluid spaces and corporal density are well 
established in prin,ciple. Quantitatively they have been open to a variity of 
interpretations ever since the early use by Behnke and his associates of 
the underwater weighing technique for determining density, and the first 
uses of solutes for :rre asuring extracellular and total-body water. For the 
most part, these methods, when applied to laboratory animals, give results 
that are in agreement with those obtained by direct chemical analysis, 
Whether or not they can be applied to human beings with expectation of 
equally reliable quantitative results is still open to conjecture because 
human beings tend toward greater variability in body composition than do 
laboratory animals. Because of this variability, estimates of fat derived 
from fluid spaces and density have in some instances been treated with 
considerably more confidence than the underlying premises of these methods 

.. would appear to grant. Moreover, estimates by one indirect method have 
seemingly been corroborated by another, whereas both total-body water and 
body density, for example, must necessarily give identical fat values even 
if this means adjusting the constants in the fat-estimating formulas. 

Keys and Brozek
2 

reviewed critically the methods and concepts that 
had evolved in the investigation of body composition up to 1953. More re
cently Morales and Williams3 undertook an analysis of the densitometric 
method, but failed to take into account some of the basic premises of this 
and the total-body-water methods for estimating fat. Specific methods for 
estimating body composition from density and fluid spaces still warrant 
closer analysis for the purpose of answering the fundamental questions: 

(a) How are fat and protein plus mineral best estimated from total-body 
water, extracellular fluid space, and body density, or a combination of 
such measurements? 

(b) What are the underlying assumptions in these methods and what is 
their range of validity? 

(c) What uncertainty does biologic variability as well as error of 
measurement i:t).troduce into the final estimate? 

(d) For practical purposes, what accuracy is desirable in each of these 
measurements? 

* This paper is to appear in Human Biology (in press). 
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In the following sections each of the methods for estimating body 
composition from the fluid spaces or density, or their combination, is 
examined i:ri reference to its basic premises, formulation, inherent un
certainties, and general conclusions. The primary formulation is ex
pressed in as general a form as the underlying assumptions in a method 
permit. Differentiation into specific working formulas occurs only when 
numerical values are assigned to the constants. Although this has been 
done, it must be emphasized that such formulas are provisional until the 
numerical values rest on more definitive data. Eventhen, however, the 
inherent limitations in the accuracy of any of the formulas should be 
recognized. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

The sole constituents of the body are considered in the following 
analysis to be lipids, water, protein, and mineraL The addition of carbo
hydrates and a separation of lipids into "essential" and "nonessential," 
are not warranted because none of the indirect methods for determining 
body composition can be used to make such divisions. Water alone can, 
for this purpose, be regarded as two compartments, namely, the intra- and 
extracellular fluid spaces" .·For convenience in formulating the algebraic 
expressions relatingto body com'position, the constituents are expressed 
as decimal proportions of body weight, or of adipose tissue where this is 
indicated. Hence, fat is designated by f (kg fat/kg body weight, or, if 
specifi.ed, kg fat/kg a.dipose tissue), with w, i, e, p, and m_. similarly 
defined for total water, intra- and extracellular water, protein, and 
mineral.. · 

All methods. for deriving body composition have in common the two 
fundamental relations that the sums of the proportions of the constituents 
by weight arid by volume must equal unit weight and volume: 

f + w + p + m = 1 (unit wt), ( 1) 

F + W + P + M = 1 (unit von. (2) 

A third expression may be derived that is more useful than eq. (2) 
when densitometry is· employed: 

l_f w Etm 
d - df +d.+ d d 

w ·p · m . 
(3) 

in whiCh d is' the combined density- -the density of the whole body~ -and 
df, dw, dp,. and drn are the separate densities of the constituents expressed 
in g/ cm3 .. 

Despite the elementary character of these expressions the definitions 
of f, w, p, arid m must be explicit if an interpretation of equations. for 
estimating fat is to be unambiguous. In any method involving densitometry, 
f consists of all substances that have essentially the same density as storage 
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fat (triglycerides), hut it is assumed that f includes only such fats. The 
same criterion necessarily applies to w, p, and m. In particular, water 
is regarded as pure water and not as body fluids, which are solutions mainly 
of proteins .and inorganic salts and therefore have higher densities. Protein 
and mineral, as expressed by p and m, are the total of these constituents, 
including these substances in the fluid spaces as well as in cellular matter, 

In the numerical evaluation of constants in formulas for estimating 
fat, it is assumed that the densities off, w, p, and mare relatively con
stant compared to other biologic factors, and the following values are used 
(all expressed in g/cm 3 ); 

df = 0.900, 

d = 0.993, w 

d = 1,340, 
p 

d = 3.000. 
m 

The studies cited by Keys and Brozek2 indicate remarkable uniformity 
in the density of human fat irrespective of body site. If further investigation 
confirms that the density of human fat is essentially constant for all individ
uals, this result, though desirable, would be at variance with observations 
on melting points of human fat and the density and composition of animal 
fats, which appear to change somewhat with diet and environment. The 
reliability of the numerical values of dp and dm cannot be argued with great 
confidence. Proteins vary in density, and the value of l. 340 g/ em 3 is an 
average for fully hydrated protein in vitro. Whether or not it is the correct 
average for human protein in vivo has not been demonstrated. The same 
reservation applies to dm = 3.0 as well, and some authorities will prefer 
2.9 g/cm3. 

Nearly as fundamental as the three universal relations above is the 
need for a reference body upon which all the methods except that of com
bined total-body water and density are based. For the most part, the 
reference body has been tacitly assumed and often ill-defined, but never
theless present in every study of body composition, When only one or even 
two properties,, such as water and density, are measured, it is necessary 
to assume that a constant relationship exists among the remaining constit
uents. By this assumption a reference body is implicitly introduced to which 
all individuals are presumed to conform except for differences in the pro
portion of adipose tissue. 

The best -defined reference bodies have been the "fat-free body,. " 
Behnke 1 s "lean body mass, rr4, 5 and Brozek's "standard man. rr2, 6 Each 
of these is intended to provide the basic and presumably constant relation
ships between constituents that most indirect methods for estimating body 
composition cannot in themselves measure. 

In the first of these concepts it is assumed that all normal adult human 
beings are identical in their ratios of water, protein, and mineral, and that 
they differ only in possessing varying proportions of pure fat appended to 

I 
~ 
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the basic lean structure. Behnke 1 s concept of a lean body mass is essentially 
the same except for recognizing that the lean body contains certain essential 
lipid substances, such as phospholipids, that are irreducible cellular con
stituents. 

The view that the body may be regarded as a lean structure to which 
pure fat is added appears to obtain in small mammals and is supporte<;l by 
some studies. The recent studies by Pitts 7 appear particularly to support 
this contention in guinea pigs, at least in animals for which fat is less than 
25o/o of body weight. 

On the other hand, the extensive studies by Keys and Brozek2 on 
changes in body composition in human beings during weight changes due to 
altered diet suggest that adipose tissue--or at least the tissue gained or 
lost- -is not pure fat, but consists of water and cellular material as well. 
Behnke and his associates5• 8 have reported similar findings, though nu
merically somewhat different. Moreover, Keys and Brozek2 found that 
the composition of adipose tissue was not constant over the entire emaciation
obesity range, but was substantially different for extremely lean persons. 
Under these conditions, the fat-free body could not serve as a suitable 
reference because its composition would depend on the fatness of the indi
vidual. Instead, Keys and Brozek adopted a "standard man" derived from 
the mean composition estimated for a selected group of young men. It was 
believed that adipose tissue in the range of and greater than the 14o/o of 
body weight estimated for the standard man was nearly constant in composition; 
hence, the standard man would presumably serve as a valid reference for 
most of the population, but would be inappropriate for very lean persons. 

There is not yet sufficient evidence to formulate precisely what 
constitutes a satisfactory reference body, nor, for that matter, to assume 
that all adult human beings 1 must necessarily conform to any one reference. 
Nevertheless, a reference body is essential to most of the methods discussed 
here and must be introduced into any generalized formulation for calculating 
fat from fluid spaces or density. The analysis of each method, therefore, 
proceeds from a generalized reference body whose composition is 
l = £0 + w 0 + Po + m 0 and who:se density is d 0. It is then assumed that other 
indiv1duals differ only in possessing a greater or smaller proportion of 
adipose tissue, A, whose generalized composition is 1 = f 1 + wl + p 1 + m 1 
with density d1, where f 1, wl, PI• and ml are the proportions of the· 
constituents in such tissue. The quantity A is therefore the adipose-tissue 
difference ·between subject and reference in the sense that ~t was employed 
by Keys and Brozek, 2 but in more general form. The total proportions of 
fat, water, protein, and mineral in the normally hydrated person are 
therefore 

f = ( l - A) £0 + A£ l' 

w= (1 -A) w
0 

+ Aw
1

, 

p = (1 - A) Po + Ap 1' 

m= (1 - A) m 0 + Am 1. 

(4) 
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One may now choose whatever composition seems appropriate for adipose 
tissue and for the reference body. 

In the following sections, the general formulation for each method is 
also evaluated for two extremes in reference-body composition. The first 
is based on Brozek's "standard man". 6 which is characterized by 
do = 1. 063 g/ em 3, fo = 0.14, w 0 = 0.61, Po = 0.19, m 0 = 0. 06, together 
with Key and :&rozek' s estimate of the composition of adipose tissue: 
d 1 = 0.948 g/arn,3,£1 = 0.,62, w 1 = 0.31, p 1 = 0.07, and m1 = 0.00. 

The second example is evaluated on the basis of the fat-free body, 
assuming that the ratios between water, protein, and mineral are constant 
for all adult human beings, and by identifying adipose tissue with pure fat. 
Under these conditions f 1 = 1.0, wl = Pl = m 1 = 0, and the remaJning 
quantities have approximately the following values: do = 1.1 g/crn 3, 
fo = 0.0~ wo = 0.72, Po= 0.21, m 0 = 0.07. 

These two references are used primarily because they illustrate 
opposite extremes in concepts of reference bodies. It will be apparent in 
analyses of most methods that the choice of reference body may have less 
material effect on the estimate of fat or of protein and mineral than do the 
underlying uncertainties in the method. In view of the insensitivity of most 
methods and the consequent uncertainty associated with them, the character
istic values ind+cated above appear to be justifiable, even when there may 
be disagreement on the precise values of the proportions of constituents. 

TECHNICAL ERRORS AND BIOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY 

It would be a misl~ading simplification to assume that the accuracy 
with which body composition can be estimated is dependent solely upon the 
accuracy with which corporal density or the fluid spaces.can be measured. 
Even if experimental error were insignificant, there would still remain in 
most methods for estimating body composition a residual uncertainty 
(standard deviation) that is about ± 4o/o of body weight .. Each method depends, 
whether explicitly or implicitly, on a fixed reference body, or its equivalent 
consisting of a set of assumptions interrelating the constituents, that cannot 
be measured directly. Thus, for example, all methods assume that mineral 
constitutes a fixed fraction of the fat·,free body, or that it has a fixed ratio 
to protein, or that it conforms to some alternative empirical relationship. 
Since it can hardly be expected that all individuals will conform exactly to 
the same numerical constants in such relationships, individual deviations 
constitute an irreducible biological variability. 

The empirical constants in fat-estimating formulas may at best 
represent an average for a selected population, and they may furthermore 
be correct in only a limited segment of the obesity-emaciation range. The 
variability in each constituent therefore contributes its share to the un
certainty in an estimate of fat, protein, or mineral. Biological variability 
sets the limit of confidence one may have in estimates of body composition 
by methods now available, and it also sets a useful limit of accuracy 
desirable in measuring density and fluid spaces. This latter consideration 
is particularly significant from a practical standpoint. On the one hand, 

.... 
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it may save the expenditure of great effort put into improving the accuracy 
of an experimental technique that would in reality produce no significant 
improvement in the estimate of fat, and on the other hand, would avoid 
interpreting an already precise measurement of density or fluid space as 
a comparably accurate determination of fat and body composition generally. 

The over-all uncertainty in an estimate of fat must consequently in
clude both biological variability and experimental error. Since the various 
methods can be formulated explicitly in terms of the biological variables, 
an estimate of this uncertainty expressed as standard deviation can be 
found by applying the Law of Propagation of Errors to the general formulas 
(see Appendix 1 ). This als~ yields an estimate of the optimum experimental 
accuracy that seems justified in applying a specific method. 

The formulas for calculating the variance in the fat estimates are 
expressed in terms of the biological variables and their variance, experi
mental and biological. Obviously, the biological uncertainties must be the 
same in every method for estimating body composition from density and 
fluid spaces, although their cumulative effect may vary with the method used. 

The standard deviations listed below are intended primarily to illustrate, 
when substituted into the appropriate formulas, the approximate magnitude 
of the uncertainty associated with each method. Nevertheless, the values 
are believed to be justified by the available data on body composition. The 
quantities to which they ;refer are indicated by subscripts. 

Experimental: 

Biological: 

ad=± 0.0025 g/cm
3

, 

a = ± 0. 02 body weight . 
w 

(J = ± 0. 1 ' a. 

a = ± 0.02 reference body weight, 
wo 

3 
ad = ± 0.01 g/cm , 

0 
3 

ad = ± 0. 0 1 g/ em 
1 

The quantity a., the ratio of total mineral to protein, is discussed 
below under Density--Total-Body-Water Method. The standard deviations 
a w and (J d include the uncertainty in the exact composition of the 

0 . 0 
reference body but more particularly reflect dispersion in body composition 
for the population. They are, in effect, measures of the deviation of 
individuals from a fixed reference. The standard deviation in d 0 , the 
reference body density, is derived from a a. and a w (see Appendix 2). The 
value of ad is estimated frgm the combined data oP Keys and Brozek, 2 
Behnke and 1 co-workers, 5• and Siri. 9 
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DENSITOMETRIC METHOD 

A correlation between corporal density and fatness was suspected as 
early as 1901 by Stern~O but lacking an accurate technique for measuring 
body density, he could not establish a well~defined relationship. By im
proving the underwater weighing method for determining density of the body 

1 by Archimedes' principle, and compensating for lung volume, Behnke et al. 
were able to demonstrate a high correlation between overweight and density. 
Using ·this method Rathbun and Pace 1 1 formulated a quantitative relationship 
between body density and depot fat in guinea pigs by comparison with direct 
chemical analysis. The semi-empirical expression derived by these investi
gators has the form f = (a/d) ~ b, in which d is body density and a and 
b are empirical constants. The constants derived for humans on the basis 
of the guinea pig studies, which were related to body specific gravity rather 
than density, were a = 5. 548 and b = 5. 044. These values are still used 
widely although they contain a systematic error because they are based on 
an incorrect value of fat density. Keys and Brozek2 and Behnke8 later pro~ 
posed somewhat different values based on more extensive though indirect 
human data and the correct fat density. 

The formula for estimating fat from density alone is derived from the 
general formulations. It requires that all adult human beings be identical 
in composition except for individual differences in their proportions of 
adipose tissue. Thus the individual is neces,sarily regarded as a reference 
body of standard composition to (or from) which adipose tissue of some 
prescribed composition has been appended (or removed). 

The formulas are greatly simplified for the densitometric method if 
expressed in terms of the density of the reference body do and that of the 
generalized adipose tissue, d 1. An individual who differs from the reference 
body by a proportion of adipose tissue A is characterized by a mean body 
density d, related to A by 

l 
d= 

A 1~A 
+ 

do "Cf"! (5) 

When terms are rearranged, the estimating equation for adipose tissue 
difference becomes 

1 
A= d (6) 

The difference that is pure fat is then ..6-f = Af1, whereas the total proportion 
of fat in the individual is f = Af 1 + (1 - A)f0 , or more explicitly, 

f = dod1 (f1 ~ fo) ~ d1f1 ~ dofo (7) 
d d

0
-d

1 
d

0
-d 1 

Equations (6) and (7) are entirely general but still retain the form, 
f = (a/ d) - b, that was proposed originally. 

.... 
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The examples of numerical working forms of these equations may now 
be evaluated first on the basis of Brozek's standard.:man, and then on the 
basis of the fat-free reference body. For the first of these 1 d 0 = l. 063 g/ em.~. 
£0 = 0.141 and £1 = 0.62; hence, 

A = 8. 764 
d 

f - 4.206 
- d 

(8) 

- 3.817. (9) 

These are essentially the equations proposed by Keys and Brozek2 except 
for small differences in the constants because fewer decimal places are 
used in do and d1. 

If1 on the other hand. the fat-free body is the correct reference, then 
d 0 = 1.1 g/cm3, d 1 = 0.90 g/cm3• f 0 = 0,0, and £1 = LO. and the fat-estimating 
equation becomes 

f = A = 4
· 950 - 4. 500. d (1 0) 

It is of interest. before examining the uncertainty in the method, to 
compare the values for fat derived from these and similar numerica~ 
formulas that have been proposed. For a man of density l, 050 g/ em • the 
original Rathbun- Pace formula yields 23.9 %. and Keys and Brozek's 
version~ which is the same as Eq. (9) 1 gives 18.9o/o, whereas Eq. (10) gives 
21.5o/o, For a density of 1.000, the total fat estimated by these two formulas 
differs by 6% of body weight. 

A true estimate of the uncertainty associated with the determination of 
fat by the densitometric method must include not only the error of me a sure
ment in d. but also the biologic variability associated with the assumptions 
made in formulating the method. The standard deviation in the estimated 
value of fat may be derived from the general Eqs. (6) and (7) by applying 
the Law of Propagation of Errors, recognizing that there will be dispersion 
in do, d1, f 0 , and f1 due mainly to the variability in total body water and in 
the mineral-protein ratio among individuals with the sa~e weight and fat. 
The over-all uncertainty, expressed as the variance a f in fat and 
variance a Ef in difference iri fat between subject and reference body, are 
given in explicit form in Appendix 3. For values of d 0 , d1, £0 , and £1 pro
posed by Keys and Brozek, and a subject of density 1. 050 g/ em 3, the 
variances become 

(11) 

2 2 2 2 2 
a .6.£ = 24,28 ad+ 18.66 ad + 0.38 ad + 0.01 a£ 

0 l 1 
( 12) 
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The standard deviation ad represents solely the error in measuring 
3 

the subject 1 s density, and for the present purpose is taken as ± 0. 0025 g/ em . 
The remaining standard deviations reflect primarily biological variability; 
thus, variations in the mineral-protein ratio for total body water introduce 
a dispersion into d 0 , even though the reference body may be a true average 
for the population and its composition kn0wn precisely. The estimated values, 
which are discussed in the section devoted to a discussion of technical errors, 
are ad = ± 0.01 g/cm3, ad

1 
= ± 0.01 g/cm3, a£·=± 0.02 reference body 

weight,0 and a f = ± 0. 05 unit adipose tissue. Thg standard deviation in fat 
estimated by tlfe densitometric method becomes 

a f = ± 4. Oo/o body weight, 

a 6.£ = ± 4, 6% body weight.,, 

Several conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing analysis of the 
densitometric method. First, it is evident that little is gained, especially 
in view of the increased technical difficulties, in attempting to measure 
body density more accurately than about ± 0. 005 gj em 3. If there were no 
error whatever in measuring density, the uncertainty in fat estimate would 
still remain± 3.8% of body weight, primarily because of normal variability 
in body constituents, and also because of the uncertainty in attempting to 
establish the compositions of ad.ipose tissue and reference man that are true 
averages for the category of subjects measured. 

Second, the uncertainty in the estimate of difference in fat, .6.£, or in 
adipose tissue, A, between subject and reference is the same as or greater 
than the uncertainty in the estimate of total fat. While this result is not 
intuitively evident, it follows from the fact that the same uncertainties affect 
both .6.£ and f. 

Third, the reference body cannot be formulated from densitometric 
analysis alone without danger of introducing a large systematic error. This 
error does not stem from lack of precision in measuring density, but from 
the impossibility of establishing body composition solely by measuring one 
quantity such as density or total-body water. As a corollary to this, it may 
be noted that even if the densities of both subject and reference were de
termined with great accuracy, the uncertainty in the estimate of fat would 
still be 3. 8% of body weight. 

Fourths significant differences from the average in any of the gross 
constituents other than fat introduce a comparable indet~rminate error in 
fat estimate. The method is obviously invalid, for example, in abnormal 
hydration. 

Fifth, the nature of tissue gained or lost during weight change cannot 
be deduced from densitometry alone if other tissues in ·addition to adipose 
tissue are involved. It is conceivable, for example, that the apparent density 
of tissue lost could be less than that of pure fat, i.e., 0.9 g/cm3, if there 
occurred a gain in muscle mass concurrently with a loss of adipose tissue. 
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TOTAL=BODY=WATER METHOD 

Investigations of the gross composition of small animals by direct 
analysis reveal for the most part a relatively constant fraction of water in 
the fat"'free body and a high inverse correlation between ether-extractable 
fat and total water. This has been demonstrated most extensively in. the 
guinea pig, 7, 12 suggesting that, at least in a limited range of fatness,· such 
animals. consist of a basic lean structure to which pure. fat is appended with= 
out greatly altering the relative proportions between water, protein, and 
mineral. If this conclusion is accepted, the proportion of fat is given on the 
average by the widely used formula 

w 
f= 1- -:::r w 

(13) 

where w is the measured total-body water and w' the proportion of water 
in the fat-free body, which has been variously estimated as from 68 to 74o/o. 

There are, on the other hand, no comparable experimental data to 
support a similar conclusion for the constancy of the human body., On the 
contrary, there is some directl3=1~ as well as indirect evidehc'el6 to 
demonstrate that such a pattern is not followed quantitatively. Adipose 
tissue is thought by some investigators to consist inpart of water and pro~ 
tein, so that these constituents should increase in absolute amount with 
obesity. 2, 8 A greater variability in the ratio of mineral to protein among 
humans, compa'red to small mammals, would also affect independently the 
constancy of the total=body water fracti6n, as would also transieht and 
pathologic alterations in hydration .. There is no way in which either altered 

. hydration or deviations in the ratio of mineral to protein can be taken into 
account in estimating fat solely from total=body water. However, if water 
is associated with adipose tissue, this can be expressed in the formula 
relating fat to total-body water, assuming the water fraction of adipose 
tissue is constant. In principle, a somewhat more general equation than 
that above should be obtained . 

. For the same reasons that a refere~c·e body and a geperalized form 
of adipose tissue are inherent in a formulation of the densitometric method, 
they are equally necessary in deriving the body=water formula for esti= 
mating fat. Not only are the same assumptions required, but the reference 
body must be identically the same in the densitometric and total=body water 
methods if they are to be mutually consistent. A subject who then differs 
in composition from that of the reference body is presumed to differ only 
in possessing a proportion A of adipose tissue that is greater or smaller 
than that of the reference body. The total wat'er and fat in the normally 
hydrated person are then the sums of these constituents associated with the 
difference A in adipose tissue plus that associated with the proportion 
1-::A of the body that corresponds to the reference body: 

(14) 

.f=Af1 + (1-A)~o· (15) 

'' 
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Combining equations, one has the general relation between total fat and·· 
water, 

(16) 

The difference in adipose tissue between reference and subject is then 
A= (w0 -w)/(wo-w1), while the difference in fat is .6.f = Af1. Equation (16) 
is the most general relation between fat and water that is consistent with 
what is presently known of body composition. The choice of reference man, 
insofar as it is an accurate average in a given obesity range, is otherwise 
arbitrary. 

The numerical form of the fat~estimating equation based upon Brozek's 
standard man as a reference becomes 

f = 1.016 - 1.600 w. (17) 

U, however, the fat-free body is the appropriate reference, the equation is 
then 

f = 1.000 - 1.390 w. (18) 

The validity of the total-body water method for estimating fat rests 
upon the same assumptions as are inherent in the densitometric method. 
The uncertainty associated with fat estimated by this method consequently 
reflects the error in measuring total-body water together with the actual 
and irreducible variability in body composition for the population, and, of 
course, any uncertainty in reference body composition. 

The variance in the estimate of fat, taking these factors into account, 
may be derived from Eq. (16), and is given in explicit form in Appendix 3. 

The numerical magnitude of the uncertainty in the estimated fat may 
be illustrated with a subject for whom water constitutes 55% of body weight, 
and using Brozek's standard man as a reference. The numerical values of: 
the standard deviations in wo, w 1, f 0, and f 1 were discussed in the fore
going sections. The estimate of fat and the attendant standard deviation, 
calculated with Eq. (18) and the formula for .6.f in Appendix 3, are 

f = 23.6 :t: 4.8% body weight, 

A£ = 12.4 :t: 5. 5% body weight. 

Similarly, an estimate of fat in the same subject may be calculated 
from Eq. (18), based on the fat-free body as a reference: 

A£= A= f = 23.6 :t: 3.5% body weight. 
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Although in the example given here, in which w = 0. 55, the calculated 
value of fat is the same according to both formulas, in very lean and very 
obese persons the two formulas differ by about 3o/o of body weight. This, 
however, is still within the estimated uncertainty of the method. 

It is seen at once, in view of technical difficulties involved, that re = 

clueing the error in total-body water measurement below ±2o/o of body weight 
is of doubtful value. More precise water measurement yields little im
provement in the reliability of the fat estimate. For a = ± l o/o, the un
certainty in fat would be reduced only to ±3. 9o/o. Indeed, wif there were no 
error whatever in total-body water measurement, the uncertainty a f in 
total fat would still be ±3.6o/o of body weight because of irreducible vari= 
abilities in the other factors. 

A particularly significant result is that the standard deviation associated 
w:i.th the differential fat estimate is,· if anything, greater than that for the 
estimate of total fat. The reason for this is explicit in the formulas for 
a f and a .6.f• both of which contain the same factors affected by biologic 
variability and error of measurement. 

No attempt was made to evaluate systematic errors, as they may vary 
widely with techniques used. Such errors include hydrogen exchange in 
measuring body water with hydrogen isotopes, errors in the estimate of 
the compositions of the reference body and adipose tissue, and possibly the 
use of a reference body of one composition for the whole of the emaciation~ 
obesity range. Altered hydration will, of course, render the method 
invalid. 

Finally, it may be noted that the densitometric and total-body water 
methods are not independent means for estimating fat. Aside from errqrs 
in measurement, both methods must in the strictest sense yield identical 
values, for they are derived on precisely the same premises in whatever 
formulation one chooses to accept. If, on the average, the two methods, 
when used separately, lead to different values for fat, it can mean only 
that inadvertently two different reference bodies were implicitly involved 
and consequently the constants in the density or total-body water equation, 
or in both, must be readjusted. 
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DENSITY -TOTAL~BODY·~ WATER METHOD 

Combined measurements of density and total·c·body water yield a 
method for estimating body composition that does not require a reference 
body nor an explicit description of the composition of adipose tissue. The 
method is based, not on separate estimates of fat by the two measurements, 
but rather on a single formulation in which density and water occupy the 
roles of independent variaoles. 2, 9 Although it is the method that appears 
to be the least affected by biologic variability, because it requires the 
fewest assumptions concerning interrelations between constituents, it is not, 
however, wholly free of such uncertainties. On the other hand, since only 
one assumption need be made, it is possible to choose an empirical relation
ship for which the associated biologic variability has relatively little effect 
on the reliability of the fat·-·estimating equation, 

A formulation of the method is derived directly from the fundamental 
Eqs. (1) and (2) which, it may be recalled, apply to a body of any descrip
tion. 

One additional relationship is needed to complete the system, but it 
may be any assumption one chooses that relates two of the constituents by 
means of a constant. However, among the numerous relationships between 
constituents that can be and have been postulated, only one is best suited to 
the present method. It assumes that the ratio of mineral to protein is 
constant, i.e., m = ap, or its equivalent, that mineral forms a constant 
per cent of the mineral-protein fraction of the body. This ratio is not altered 
by abnormal hydration, and the effect that adiposity may have upon it is 
relatively small, but·"·"more important--the estimate of fat is not strongly 
affected by fluctuation or uncertainty in the mineral~to-protein ratio. 

The formula for fat, as well as that for estimating the standard 
deviation, is greatly simplified by introducing the substitution s = p + m = 
p(l -t a) and the combined density, ds• of protein and mineral given by 

(1 + a)d d 
d = m p 

s d tad ( 19) 
m p 

Combining these equations with the fundamental equations in the section 
devoted to general principles, one obtains the general formula for fat, 

(20) 

The value of a, upon which an estimate of d depends, rests on 
admittedly meager data for human beings. Althougt it is relatively con~ 
sistent in laboratory animals, with a value of about 0.25, 12, 17 the ratio 
appears to be substantially greater and more variable in human beings. 
The direct. ahalyses of five cadavers by Mitchell ~ _ru.. ,14 Forbes ~ _gl, s 13 
and Widdo~son et <11. •• 15 whose results are summarized by Keys and Brozek, 2 
yielded values ranging from 0.292 to 0.404. For the present purpose in 
illustrating a numerical form of the fat-estimating equation, a value of 
a = 0. 35 is· adopted, which corresponds to total mineral of about 7% of the 

·•· 
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fat-free body, The exact value of a, either for the individual or for the 
average, is not needed, ho'Yever, for as is shown below, a considerable 
variation in a does not greatly affect the estimate of fat and of p + m, 

The combined density of protein and mineral for a = 0, 35 is then 
ds = 1,565 g/cm3, Substituting this and the numerical values for df and 
dw into Eq, (20), one obtains the fat-estimating equation · 

f = 
2

·
118 

- 0.780 w- L354. 
d 

(21) 

The reliance that can be placed on an estimate of fat by this method 
is affected by the one empirical constant, a., in addition to the errors in 
measuring density and water.· The magnitude of the uncertainty this
produces can be estimated by applying the Law of Propagation of Eqs. (19) 
and (20) to determine the over-all standard deviation a f' The variance in 
ds and in f takes the forms given in Appendix 3. Inserting the numerical 
values for df, dw, and ds' the variance in the estimate of fat reduces to 

4.22 2 .
0 608 

2 = --2- ad.+ 0 a· .. + 
d . w 

(1.126- l.~lS - 0.106 w) 2 2 
(J 

a 
(22) 

The effect of biologic variability introduced through a depends some·
what on the fatness of the individual; it is greatest for very lean individuals 
and becomes smaller with o(>esity .. Although there are no direct data other 
than those referred to. above, it is reasonable, on the basis of these and 
indirect data, to assume that the standad deviation in the ratio of mineral 
to prot~iri for human beings is not greater than± 0~1 3 L e,, about ± 30o/o of 
the assumed mean value of a~ 

. . '. . 

The uncertainty to be expected in a determination of fat by the density
total-body water method may be illustrated for .a subject with d= 1.050 g/cm 3 

and w = 0, 55. Substituting a~ =:= ± 0,1 and the experimental errors of 
ad = ± 0, 0025 g/ em 3 and a w = ± 0. 02 into Eq. (22) yields a standard deviation 
in fat estimate of a£ = ± 2, Oo/o body weight. 

From the foregoing ·analysis, several conclusions may be drawn re
garding the applicability and validity of the method. First, the d-w method 
is valid for all states of hydration. Moreover,. since the isotopes of 
hydrogen can be used as solutes in measuring body water, the method is, 
for practical reasons, the only one that appears to be generally valid in 
estimating fat when extensive edema, pleural effusion, or ascitic fluid is 
present. In some circumstances, the test solutes for extracellular water-
which in pl-inciple is the only alternative measure of excess hydration-
cannot be expected to ·give a correct fluid volume because of their rapid 
disappearance and slow diffusion. Second, the estimates of fat and of 
p + m are affected relatively little by biologic val-lability. Third, it is 
evident from Eq, (22) that little is to be gained in measuring body density 
more a.ccurately than± 0, 0025 g/ em 3, In point of fact, an error as great 
as 0, 004 g/ em does not greatly alter the over-all accuracy of the fat 
estimate. This conclusion would apply even if the error in water measure
ment were reduced to± lo/o of body weight. Fourth, the error in measuring 
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total-body water, set here at 2o/o, introduces the largest single source o.f 
error. In the example given above, a reduction in the water error from ±2 
to ±lo/o of body weight would reduce af to ±l.So/o of body weight. Fifth, if 
the experimental errors were altogether negligible, the uncertainty in fat 
estimate would still remain about ±l. 2o/o of body weight unless a a. were 
substantially less than± 0.1. On the other hand, even if a a. were as 
great as ± 0. 2, the resulting uncertainty in fat would be only ± 1. 7o/o. Sixth, 
an estimate of total protein plus mineral is just as valid as that for fat, 
although the relative error is slightly greater. 

DENSITY-EXTRACELLULAR-FLUID METHOD 

Intuitively, it would seem advantageous to combine extracellular fluid 
space and corporal density in a method similar to that of total-body water 
and density for estimating fat. However, the reliability that might be ex
pected is offset by the increased complexities of the assumptions that are 
inherent in such a method and by the substantial uncertainties that extra., 
cellular fluid space introduces, both on theoretical and on practical grounds9 

With the introduction of the consideration of extracellular fluid, the 
body must be regarded as a system of five components instead of four, L e. , 
1 = f + i + e + p + m, where i and e are respectively the intra- and 
extracellular water proportions of the body. The additional compartment 
necessarily increases the number of assumptions needed to relate f, i, e, 
p, and m. It is also necessary, as in other methods, to inta.-oduce a 
reference body and a prescribed form ofadipose tissue. A considerable 
array of possible relationships among the five constituents are available 
for a formulation of this method in addition to the basic equation above aJ:id 
the corresponding general equation for density: 

1 
([ 

f i+ e p 
= cr::- + --a- + d 

f w p 

m +cr 
w 

(23} 

To include the possibility of abnormal hydration, it is necessary to regard 
e as the sum of a component g associated with the normally hydrated 

person and a component h representing the excess (as in edema} or 
deficit (as in dehydration}. Whatever approach is then taken, the following 
relations are inherent in a formulation of the method: 

m = a.p or m = p (1 - f - h), 

i = fl.( 1 ~ f - h), 

g = vi, 

where a. and p are empirical constants relating mineral to protein, 
fl. is a constant relating intracellular water to the fat-free body, and v 
is a constant relating extracellular to intracellular water. In particular it 
is necessary to the validity of the method to assume that intracellular water 
is in no way- affected by abnormal hydration .. 

• 

· .. 

... 
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A person who differs from the reference by a proportion of adipose 
tissue A and possibly an abno;rmal proportion of extracellular water h 
must then have a density given by 

l. 1-A-h 
cr = d

0 
+ A 

dl 

h +cr 
w 

(25) 

where the subscripts 0 and 1 signify respectively reference body and 
adipose tissue~ When combined with the expression for total extracellular 
fluids e = (l -A- h)e 0 : Ae l + h, an~ that for total fat, 
f = (1 -A= h)f0, the estlmatmg equatwn for total fat has the form 

fl(l- eo) - fo(l- el) 1- e 
f = + f 0 -- . (26) 

1 - eo 1 -eo 
0 

The constants in the equation may now be evaluated for the two 
reference bodies.. With the values proposed by Keys and Brozek, the 
equation becomes 

5.148 . 
f = -d- - 0.573 e - 4.612. 

For a subject with d = I. 050 g/cm 3 and e = 0.14, as an example,. f is 
21. O% oLbody weight. 

(27) 

If, however, the fat-free body were the more nearly correct reference, 
then one has f1 := land £0 :::: e 1 = 0, e 0 is about 0.18, and the general fat 
formula reduces to· 

4.475 . 
f = A = ~ - 0. 535 e - 3. 97 2. (28) 

When this is applied to the subject above, a value off = 21.5% body weight is 
calculated. · 

In the middle range of fatness, i.e., 15 to 30%. the difference between 
the two estimating formulas is negligiblea while in the extremes of leanness 
and obesity, the difference is never greater than. 3% of body weight. Even 
under the extreme conditions 1 the difference in the fat estimates derived on 
the qasis of two references is far less than the uncertainty associated with 
either formula. So.far as the method is concerned, it seems immaterial 
whether one chooses to think of adipose. tissue as pure fat or some com
bination of fat 1 water, ani protein •. For the same reason it makes relatively 
little difference whether the fat-free body or some other reference is used. 

A serious limitation in the reliability of this method stems from the 
large uncertainty im ·measuring extracellular fluid and the ambiguity in 
precisely, what it means. Related to this is the difficulty in ascertaining 
the normal variability in extracellular water. By the method described in 
this and the following section any deviation in the volume of extracellular 
fluid from that of the reference plus adipose tissue can be intrepreted only 
as altered hydration, whereas it may be a normal variation in the extra-
to intracellular water ratio, and a systematic error in fat is then. introduced. 
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The method in principle takes into account abnormal hydration, but on 
the other hand, it is not always likely to do so in practice, It is questionable 
whether any of the solutes employed in measuring extracellular fluid can be 
expected to yield valid results in the presence of a substantial volume of 
transudate. 9 

Additional uncertainties are introduced, as in the other methods, by 
the normal variability in total·-body water and the mineral·~to··protein ratio 
among individuals in a population. These factors alone lead to an uncer-~ 
tainty in the fat estimate of about ±4o/o of body weight. 

In view of the great number of assumptions that are necessary and 
the possibility of large systematic error, it seems unlikely that the com
bination of density and extracellular fluid will yield an estimate of fat as 
reliable as that derived from density alone. 

EXTRACELLULAR FLUID-TOTAL-BODY WATER METHOD 

An analysis of methods for estimating body composition would not be 
complete without examining the use of combined measurements of the extra·~ 
cellular fluid space and total-body water. The general assumptions described 
in the preceding section governing the reference body and adipose tissue are 
again necessary in essentially the same form for this method. Assuming as 
before that an excess or deficit in total fluids, expressed as a fraction h of 
the body weight, is associated only with extracellular fluid space, the actual 
proportions of total water and extracellular water are then 

w = ( 1 .~, A - h) w O + Aw 
1 

t h, (29) 

(30) 

where the subscripts 0 and 1 designate quantities associated respectively 
with the reference body and adipose tissue. When these two equations are 
combined to eliminate h, and then with f = (1 -A- h)fo to eliminate A, the 
fat -estimating equation becomes 

(31) 

where 

The. general formula may now be evaluated on the bases of the two 
references, Inserting first the constants for the standard man of Brozek 
and the values e 0 = 0.16 and e 1 = 0.14 proposed by Keys and Brozek, 2 one 
gets the fat·-·estimating equation 

• 
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f = 0,596 e- 1.620 w.+ L04L (32) 

With the fat-free body as the reference, one has f1 = l, e 1 = w 1 = f 0 = 0, 
and the fat-estimating equation becomes 

f = A·= 0. 519 e -: 1. 518 w -11- 1. (33) 

Estimates of fat on the basis of the two reference bodies never differ by 
more than L 5o/o of body weight. This difference is fa.r smaller than the 
inherent uncertainty of this method. Consequently, the choice of reference, 
adipose tissue composition, and other assumptions that may be introduced 
are relatively unimportant. Conversely, the method cannot be expected to 
give a very reliable estimate of body composition. 

The introduction of extracellular space merely compounds the diffi
culties by adding greater uncertainties than those associated with estimating 
body composition solely from total;..body water. However, the most im
portant conclusion is this-; in the presence of edema, the method is subject 
to serious systematic error, and for normally hydrated persons, an extra
cellular-total-body water method does not in fact exist. The latter conclusion 
may be demonstrated by formulating the method for conditions of normal 
hydration, in which case either the extracellular fluid space or the total-
body water cancels out of the formulation. One or the other measurement 
is redundant. · 
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APPENDIX 1 

If a quantity f is related by a function F(a, b, c, · · · ) to the quantities 
a, b, c, · · ·, each of which is subject to an uncertainty expressed as standard 
deviation, a, the Law of Propagation of Errors provides the appropriate 
rule for calculating the cumulative uncertainty in f. For simplicity the 
formula is expressed in terms of variance (standard deviation squared, a 2) 
as 

2 (a Fj 2 
2 (a Fj2 

2 (a F) 
2 

2 
a£ = -- a + -- a + - a + · · · , aa a ab b ac c 

where (a F/ a a) is the partial derivative of the function with respect to 
quantity a, and a a is the standard deviation in a. 

APPENDIX 2 

As explained in the text, the standard deviation of ::1: 0. 01 g/ em 3 in the 
value of the reference-body density is intended as a measure of the residual 
dispersion in body density of human beings after adjustment to the same 
proportion of fat as the reference body that was selected. The magnitude of 
the uncertainty in do is based here on,_the dispersion in normal total-body 
water of a w = ::1: 2o/o body weight together with a dispersion of ::1: 0.1 in the 
mineral-protein ratio. The resultant uncertainty in d 0 is then derived as 
follows, assuming m = ap: 

The reference body density may be expressed as 

Applying the Law of Propagation of Errors, with the condition that £0 is 
constant, one then has the variance 

a 2 + d 4 
wo 0 

= 0.164 a 2 
+ 0.0042 a 2 

w
0 

a 

a2 
a 

With a = ::1: 0. 02 and a = ::1: 0.1, the standard deviation in d 0 becomes w
0 

a 

ad = ::1: 0. 01 g/ em 
3

. 
0 

• 

_ .. 
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A.. Variance in: Densitometric Estimate of Fat 

a/= ( d:::(~~~~f)or l aJ +(:o;d:~ dl)) 2 2 
,(:J d 

0 

UCRL-9235 

. The corresponding variance in the differential fat estimate, ~f, is also 
given by the equation above if f 0 is set equal to zero and the fourth term 
in the bracket is omitted. 

B .. Variance in Fat Estimated from Total-Body Water 

2 -(fl.-f0·).

2 

·[ 2 .(w:-'~1~ 2 
(]f - . . (] + w w -w 
. w Q.- w 1. · , . . .. . . , 0 1 . ( )

2 
w-w

0 
+ 

wO -wl 

The corresponding variance in the differential fat estimate, ~f, may also 
be calculated. by deleting the last term and £

0
. 

C. Variance in Fat from Combined Density and Total-Body Water 

The vari~nce in mineral plus protein has the form 

,: [. d ·.d(d . ·. -d· ) ] 
2 

_ mp··m p• · 
- ·. . 2 

(d +ad ) m . p 

2· 
(] 

a 
2 

- 0.308 (] • a 
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2 
while the variance in f, after substitution for ad , becomes 
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* 7. DYNAMICS OF BLOOD LIPID TRANSPORT IN HEALTH AND DISEASE 
- ·~··-·-W-----------·-·--·--·-···-·--··~oo•ooh-o•0-0•0_•_hOo-•O•••-••o ·--- • -·· 

John W. Gofman and Max W. Biggs 

For about 12 years the staff of Donher Laboratory has been actively 
interested in lipid metabolism, including the fate of such compo1.mds as 
cholesterol, fat, and fatty acids. Pursuit of this interest showed that studies 
of the blood transport system for lipid substances reveal much about the 
state of lipid metabolism in a particular individual, whether human being or 
experimental animal. This blood transport system consists of a series of 
macromolecules designated as lipoproteins, so named becaur£ essentially 
all the lipids in the blood are present in chemical association with one another 
and with proteins. In order to study these macromolecular lipoproteins the 
Laboratory has developed an analytical system in which flotation in intense 
ultracentrifugal fields is used. The "fine structure" of blood lipid transport 
can be observed in far greater detail by means of this ultracentrifugal tech
nique than by any other method. 

During the 12 -year period, the quantitative distribution of the various 
macromolecular lipoproteins has been studied in many thousands of human 
beings and in various other species. The nature of this distribution is known 
for individuals of both sexes from infancy through the ninth decade of life. 
Further, it is also known in a wide variety of metabolic disorders as well 
as for human beings in apparent good health. Certain facts of central im-
portance have emerged from these studies of samples of the human population. 

1. Human beings show tremendous variability, not only with respect to 
the total quantity of lipids (in lipoprotein form) habitually present in the blood, 
but, more importantly, also in the distribution of lipids amongst the various 
known lipoprotein types. 

2. Whereas environmental influences such as diet, for example, can alter 
the absolute c'oncentration of certain lipoprotein classes, the pattern of the 
di.~tribution of lipoprot.e.ins into various classes appears to be under the 
control of much more 'deep~seated metabolic characteristics of any particular 
individual. Indeed, human beings can be categorized into quantitatively delin
eated types by the ultracentrifugal patterns of their lipoprotein distribution. 

3. The type of lipoprotein distribution (and the absolute level of lipoprotein 
concentration) is a matter of prime biologic importance. For example: 
It has b~en demonstrated that the risk of a human being for subsequent 
development of the major form of adult heart disease (namely, coronary 
heart disease)_)s related directly t9 the circulating level and distribution of 
lipoproteins. Hayes and Hewitt have demonstrated that total-body irradiation 
of animals disturbs the lipoprotein distribution and that the extent of this 
derangement has high value for predicting the animal's chance of surviving 
the irradiation. 

* This paper summa:rize s much of the research on lipids that has been done 
at Donner Laboratory. Parts of the text appear in Advances in Biological and 
Me·dical Physics, J. H. Lawrence and C. A. Tobias, Eds., Vol. 5 (Academic 
Press, Iric., New York, 1957), p. 357-384. 

• 

ii 
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Because the blood lipoprotein transport system is of such great 
biologic importance, attempts are being made to understand the mechanism 
by which the characteristic distribution of lipoproteins in any particular 
individual is controlled. Our research program thus has the following goals: 

(a) Discerr:.ment of the various types of lipoprotein distributions by ultra
centrifugal studies of blood from· healthy individuals, with and without en
vironmental alterations, ·and from individuals with a variety of diseases or 
metabolic disorders .. 

(b) Physicochemical' evaluation of the size and sha,pe of the 'various lipo
protein classes by such techniques as ultracentrifugal, light-scattering, and 
electron-microscopic studies. 

(c) Chemical determination of the various types of lipids that are sub
structural units within the various lipoprotein classes. 

(d) Studies of the· flow of important lipid chemical entities into and out of 
the blood lipoprotein system, especially for possible ascertainment of the 
basis for the various types of lipoprotein distributions observed. 

This 'last type of study deserves more detailed consideration here. 
Basically, the observations ·are that all lipoprotein classes·in the blood con
tain some cholesterol in the unesterified form, some esterified cholesterol, 
some triglyceride, som·e phospholipid, and some unesterified fatty acids. 
If at the steady state an individual is characterized by t,ao .high a leve 1 or too 
low a level of any particular lipoprotein class, it appears .reasonable that the 
flow path or flow rates of ·substructural chemical constituents into and out of 
the blood lipoprotein system may be deranged in some wCJ_'y. Thu's, by labeling 
substructural chemical entities and by following the rate' of appearance into 
and disappearance 0f the labeled suhstance from the blood lipoprotein system, 
it should be· pas sible 'to determine whether such rates <;~.re :rdated to the 
characteristic lipoprotein distribution observed. Such studies have been 
completed. In these, methods of labeling cholesterol with ~ritium, dietary 
effects of the labeled compounds, and the pathway of the labeled cholesterol 
in relation to the lipoprotein distribution type were investigated. 

Explanation of the nomenclature of the lipoprotein system will help in 
understanding the details of tracer studies. Lipoproteins range in size from 
those with molecular weights near those of gamma globulin up to those large 
enough to be observed in the darkfie ld microscope. Between these extremes 
in size exists either a continuum of sizes of lipoproteins or a series of siz.es 
spaced so closely that they are indistinguishable at present from a continuum. 
The low physical density of the lipid constitue·nts of the. lipoproteins together 
with the high proportion of lipid present within th~ hpoproteins confers a low 
density upon most of the lipoprotein classes that are of special interest. As 
a result, it is possible to study the lipoproteins by suspending them in a salt 
solution (or salt plus heavy water). allowing th~m· to ut-J.::leTg·o~ flotc:d:ion in ai1 
intense centrifugal field, and observi1ig,~e'- flotation process optically. The 
diversity of lipoprotein components present in blood re.nders individual 
designations impractical. Hence, it has become customary to name tb.e 
lipoproteins by their flotation rates under a set of specified standard co;J.diti.onc;. 
These flotation rates are described in svedbergs of flotation, or ·Sf 
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* units, The lipoprotein concentration in human beings is measurec;i in terms 
of the total concentration of lipoproteins between any two specified flotation 
rates. Thus such classes as the S 0 -12 lipoproteins are described. The 
Sf 0-12 lipoprotein concentration is \he~ of concentrations of all lipo
proteins with flotation rates lying between 0 and 12 Sf units. 

The healthy human being in early life is characterized by a moderate 
level of Sf0~12 lipoproteins together with very low levels of the larger 
lipoproteins of the Sf12-20, Sf20-100, and Sf100~400 classes. Studies to 
date indicate that this may be an ideal or desirable lipoprotein distribution. 
The major de_ranged lipoprotein distribution .fall into the following groups: 

(a) Massive elevation of the Sf0~12 lipoprotein level without elevation in 
leve 1 of other c lasses. Such per sons.:; frequently develop the clinical dis
order known as xanthoma tenciinosum. 

(b) Massive elevation of the Sf0~12 class plus elevation in some or all of 
the classes of lipoproteins from Sf12 to Sf400. Patients with nephrosis 
commonly show this type of pattern. 

(c) Marked reduction in the level of all classes of lipoproteins. 

(d) Marked reduction in concentration of the S£0 ~ 12 lipoproteins with massive 
elevation in level of some or all of the lipoprote1n .cl.asses. between Sf12 
and Sf400. Such persons commonly develop the chn1cal d1sorder known as 
xanthoma tuberosum. 

Both lipoprotein regions, that is, Sf0~12 and Sf12-400, are involved in 
increasing the risk of coronary heart disease. Elevation of either class alone 
is unfavorable. Elevation of both is singularly unfavorable. The best data 
available at this time indicate that the lipoproteins of the Sf12 ~400 region 
are approximately 1.5 to 2.0 times as effective, mill1.gram for milligram, 
as are the Sf12~400 lipoproteins in the determination of heart disease risk. 

* . ~i3 -1 
1 Sf unit refers to a flotation rate of 10 ern sec - dyne gram at 

infinite dilution in a medium of specified density. 

., 
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STUDIES OF HUMAN BEINGS: AN APPARENT METABOLIC DEFECT IN 
EXOGENOUS CHOLESTEROL METABOLISM IN ATHEROSCLEROSIS 

During the last several years, H
3 

- labeled cholesterol has been fed 
to about 2d individuals and the dynamics of its ar:pearan::e and disappearance 
in the plasma as a function of time have been determined . This group rep
r ese nts a variety of different clinical entities. Many can be classified as 
"he althy" individuals; several had xanthoma tuberosum; several, xanthoma 
t e ndinosum; one, nephritis; one , biliary cirrhosis; and several had previously 
~ x; ~ < -:: ~ ,ced a myocardial infarction. Ultracentrifugal analys e s were made 
of the s e rum lipoproteins of each . 

Each patient received a single dose of cholesterol-H
3 

dissolved in 
cottonseed oil and emulsified into a mixture of 250 ml of whole milk and 45 
g of ic e cream. The total and free - cholesterol specific activities of the 
serum were determined as a function of time . Results to be found in "normal" 
in c.'5v:_~Jals are exemplified in Fig . 29 . Figure 30 illustrates the results 
found in a patient who had one year previously experienced a myocardial 
infarction . Typical results seen in xanthoma tendinosum are illustrat e d m 
Fig. 31 . Figure 32 illustrates results for a patient with a xanthoma 
tuberosum. 

In the usual patient the peak specific activity for serum cholesterol 
1s not reached until 24 to 48 hours follow i ng the cholesterol-H3 meal, and 
usually between 8 and 15o/o of the dietary cholesterol-H3 exists in the cir
c ula ting plasma at this time . The delay in maximum serum cholesterol 
specific activity is, of course, a function of the rate of cholesterol-H3 
a bsorption and the metabolic fate of dietary cholesterol during the first day 
or two following its absorption . The rate of cholesterol absorption in man 
is difficult to establish. In rats with thoracic duct fistulae , absorption 
continye s for approximately 24 hours following a single cholesterol--containing 
meal. ' 2 It is reasonable to assume that absorption continues for as long 
or longer in man , and that the rapid rise in the specific activity of the serum 
cho les t e rol. during the first 24 hours is predominantly a function of absorption 
rat e. Integrated into the rate of cholesterol absorption to d e t e rmine the 
final shape of the specific activ ity curves are the rate of hepatic removal 
of chy le c holeste rol and the rate of its subseque nt return to the systemic 
ci r cu lation. (This metabolic pathway is discuss e d in more detail in a l a t er 
S(~ c tion of this paper. ) 

The existing evidence indicates that appreciable amounts of di e tar y 
cho les terol ar e excreted in the feces without absorption . Perhaps the 
strongest supporting evidence tha t the absorption of dietary cholesterol is 
not e ffie ient arises from animal studies with thoracic -duct fistulae. Appre
ciably less cholesterol is recovere d in the collected lymph than is a~ministered 
o rally. In man, large amounts of tritium label fed as cholesterol-H appear 
in the feces over a period of 3 to 4 days following a single feeding . Ther e 
seems no doubt that some of the exc reted tritium label repres e nts cholesterol 
that has been absorbed and returned to the intestine as cholic acid or as 
c13olesterol. The bulk of the tritium label in the stools following a cholesterol
H meal however, must repres ent unabsorbed cholesterol. After the fourth 
day, the content of label excreted in the stools falls to very small amounts 
a lthough! the specific activity of serum cholesterol remains high . This speaks 
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PATIENT I, 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 14 21 
DAYS 

MU-1 2556 

Fig. 29. Changes in specific activities in sermn cholesterol as 
a function of time following a single feeding of 0.63 g of 
cholesterol-H3 (sp. act. = 1. 07 j.LC/mg) in a fatty meal. The 
lipoprotein spectrum shows: sf 0-12 = 259 mg o/o, 
sf 12-400 = 74 mg %. Sermn choleste~ol values: 
free = 42 mg %, total = 19 3 mg %. (From M . W. Biggs and 
D . Colman, Circulation 7, 393 (1953). ) 
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Fig. 30. Changes in serum cholesterol specific activity as a 
function of time following a single feeding of 0. 54 g of 
cholesterol-H3 (sp. act. = 1.07 f.LC/mg) in a fatty meal. 
The lipoprotein spectrum shows: Sf 0-12 = 432 mg o/o, 
sf 12-400 = 429 mg o/o. Serum cholesterol values: 
free = 66 mg o/o, total = 266 mg o/o. (From M. W. Biggs 
and D. Colman, Circulation 7, 393 (1953).) 
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Fig. 31. Changes in serum cholesterol specific activities as a 
function of time following a single feeding of 0.60 g of 
cholesterol-H3 (sp. act. = 1. 07 f-LC/mg) in a fatty meal. 
The lipoprotein spectrum shows: sf 0-12 = 974 mg o/o, 
sf 12-400 = 193 mg o/o. Serum cholesterol values: 
free = 143 mg o/o, total = 519 mg o/o . (From M. W. Biggs 
and D . Colman, Circulation 7, 393 (1953).) 
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DAYS 

ZN -2569 

Fig. 32. Changes in serum cholesterol specific activities as a 
function of time following a single feeding of 0. 7 2 g of 
cholesterol-H3 (sp. act. = 1.07 fJ.C/mg) in a fatty meal. The 
lipoprotein spectrum shows: sf 0-12 = 124 mg %, 
sf 12-400 = 537 mg %. Serum cholesterol values: 
free = 7 3 mg %, total = 259 mg o/o. (From M. W. Biggs and 
D. Colman, Circulation 7, 393 (1953).) 
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against an efficient absorption of dietary cholesterol with resecretion of a 
large portion into the gut. It would appear that on the average somethi n.~~ 

around 50% of ingested dietary cholesterol is absorbed . In two patie nts 
for whom stool examinations were done in our Laboratory , 72 and 52o/o of 
the ingested labe 1 fed as cholesterol - H3 appeared in the feces in 4 days . 3 

These patients received respectively 0 .86 and 0 .69 g of cholesterol. 
Three patients reported by Hellman and co ~worke : 's4 excreted 11, 1 4, and 
27o/o of a smalllO ~-mg dose of labeled cholesterol in 4 days while afourth 
patient excreted 48o/o of the dose following a feeding of l g . 

The relationships between the specific activities of free and total 
cholesterol in the serum during the first few days following a cholesterol-
H3 meal are of particular interest . In the normal patient the free cholesterol 
specific activity was h igher than the esterified cholesterol specific activity 
for a period of approximately 3 days (F ig. 2 9) . In the patient with xanthoma 
tendinosum , these relationships were retained but exaggerated. The free
cholesterol specific activity rose inordinately high, and may have continued 
above the esterified cholesterol level for 4 or 5 days (Fig . 31) . In a patient 
with xanthoma tuberosum, the reverse situation existed . Here the esterified 
cholesterol had the higher specific activity for 3 or 4 days (Fig . 32) . Patients 
with intermediate specific ~ activity curves between the extremes were found 
easily (Fig. 30) . Figure 30 illustrates the finding for a patient in whom the 
free and esterified cholesterol specific activities were the same within ex
perimental error . 

It can be demonstrated that the type of low - density lipoprotein spectrum 
determined in the ultracentrifuge predicts accurately the relations hips 
between free and esterified cholesterol specific activity to be expected 24 
hours following a chole~terol -H3 feeding . When the spectrum shows pre
dominantly sf 0 ·- 12 lipoproteins in the serum ' the free ~ cholester o1 specific 
activ ity i s higher; when the sf 12 ~400 lipoprotein molec u les predominate , 
t h e esterified - cholesterol specific activity is higher . This interrelationship 
is illustrated in Table V . Twelve patients are listed, together with their 
ratios of free ~ cholesterol specific activity to total ~ cholesterol specific activ ity 
at the end of day one, and the ratio of the concentration of Sf 0 - 12 molecules 
to Sfl2 - 400 molecules in the lipoprotein spectrum . Calculation of Pearson ' s 
product ··moment coefficient of correlation between these two parameters gives 
a value of 0.92 . The serum cholesterol values are included, but these data 
do not give a significant positive correlation between the type of specific 
activity ~urve seen and the serum cholesterol. 

c 
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Table V 

Correlation study of cholesterol ~pecific activi~y absorpt~o!_l C\U"ves, lipoprotein molecular spectra, and the 
· ;total serum cholest_erola 

Ratio. of . Ratio of Total 
Free-:_ Total- Free~chol. Sf0-12 to serum_ 

Sf 0-1? - 'Sf_lZ-400 -chol. _ chol. spec.act.to_Sf12-400 chol. 
spec.·-act;. spec. act. -- Total-chol. 

-Diagnosis (mg o/o) - .(mgo/~) (.,._G/mg.J --_. (...,C./mg) - s.pe.c .. act. (mg o/o) 

1. ·xanthoma tendinosum 974 175 5.90. 2.70 2.19 5.57 .?19 
2. Healthy male 604 294 ·• z,.25 . 1.52 1.48 . .. 2.05 293 
3. Xanthoma tendinosum 966 446 . 7.83 5.83 1.34 2.17 565 
4. Healthy male 274 140 8.16 6.20 1.32 . 1.97 226 
5. Healthy male -446 237 9.26 7.11 1.30 1.89 352 
6. Healthy female 259 74 4.90 4.11 1.20 3.50 193 
7. Nephritis 441 365 6.95 6.94 1.00 1.21 266 
8. Healed myocardial infarction 432 429 7.03 7.16 1.00 1.01 266 
9. Xanthoma tuberosum 211 827 3.70 4.84 0. 77 0.26 529 

10. Healthy male 178 455 4.51 8.00 - 0.56 0.39 290 
11. Xanthoma tuberosum - 124 537 5.15 9.95 0.52 0.23 259 
u. Xanthoma tuberosum 115 1164 0.64 1.36 0.48 0.14 666 

-a 
FromM. W. Biggs and D. Colman, Circulation 7, 398 (1953). 
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STUDIES OF ANIMALS: THE HEPATIC UPTAKE OF CHYLE CHOLESTEROL 

A series of experiments on animals have been done with the prime 
objective of clarifying the dynamics of exogenous cholesterol metabolism 
in man. 

It has been well established that dietary cholesterol is absorbed in 
the chyle ;md enters the systemic circulation by way of the thoracic duct 
lymph, S, b There is no evidence that any exogenous cholesterol enters 
directly into the portal venous system. Further, it is l~nown that the newly 
absorbed dietary cholesterol in chyle is containe~ i~ a lipoprotein molecule 
floating with an Sf rate greater than 400 Sf units. ' All evidence would 
indicate that the newly absorbed cholesterol is contained within the so-called 
chylomicrons. Tracer cholesterol studies show that newly absorbed cho-· 
lesterol exists in both the free and esterified forms in chyle, the larger 
amount being in the esterified fraction, 1 • 6' 7 

Experimental Procedure 

Chyle containing cholesterol-H
3 

was collected. The donor animal 
was give~ by stomach tube, 30 mg of cholesterol~H3 (sp. act. = 1.81 f.J.C/mg) 
dissolved in 1 ml of cottonseed oil plus 5 ml of whole milk. A group of 15 
female rats, Wistar~Purdue strain, weighing 200 to 225 g each, received 
intravenously by tail vein 0.5 ml of the chyle containing cholesterol-H3. 
The 0.5 ml of chyle injected contained 28 mg o/o of free cholesterol 
(sp, act. = 0.43 f.J.C/mg) and 83 mg o/o of total cholesterol (sp. act. = 0.54f.J.C/mg). 
These animals had been allowed to eat freely of Purina Rat Chow until study 
began. The animals were killed by exsanguination und·er ether anesthesia in 
groups of three at 30 min, 45 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, and 4 hr after the injection 
of chyle. The blood was collected in a syringe containing a drop of heparin 
solution, and the· plasma was separated from the red blood cells immediately 
thereafter by centrifugation. Following exsanguination, the liver was excised 
and lyophilized, The free and total cholesterol content and specific activities 
were determined for both the plasma and liver cholesteroL 

Chyle containing stearic -H
3 

-acid wa~ collected from a donor animal 
given by stomach tube 2.0 mg of stearic~H -acid (sp, act. = 83.3 f.J.C/mg) 
and 30 mg of unlabeled cholesterol dissolved in 1 ml of cottonseed oil 
togethel' with 5 m l of whole milk. Twelve animals, comparable to those used 
in the cholesterol-H3 experiment, were each given intravenously 0,5 ml of 
chyle containing stearic ~H3 c•acid (sp. act. = 3.56 f.J.C/m l of chyle). These 
animals were also killed in groups of three at 15, 30, and 45 min, and 1 hr. 
The blood was collected in a heparinized tube to prevent clotting, The livers 
were removed immediately and frozen. Aliquots of whole blood and of wet 
liver were combusted directly in a combusion tube, and the water obtained 
was used for tritium assay. Thus, the total tritium content of a known 
aliquot of blood or liver was obtained. 

Results 

At 30 min following the injection of cholesterol-H
3 

chyle, more than 
90o/o of the c~yle cholesterol had been removed from the circulating plasma. 
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At tl~is time more than 80% of the injected chyle cholesterol was found in 
the liver. The percentages of injected chyle cholesterol found in the plasma 

. and liver at each time are' recOrded in Table VI. For these calculations, 
the plasma volume for each rat has been estimated as 10 ml. 

During the period between 30 min and 1 hr following the chyle in
jection, the specific activities of the liver cholesterol rose to levels greater 
than 5 times those of the corresponding specific activities of plasma cho
lesteroL The specific activities of plasma total cholesterol and the li\!:er 
total cholesterol are recorded in Table VII. This table also gives the con
centrations of free, total, and esterified cholesterol for the whole liver as 
well q.s the specific activities -for these metabolic pools. The average values 

-for si)ecifi'c activities of free, total, and esterified cholesterol in the liver 
have been-plotted in Fig. 33. This gives a qualitative picture of the changes 
in free -and esterified-cholesterol specific activities as a function of time. 

The data obtained for the stearic -H
3 

-acid-injected animals are recorded 
in Table XI as the percent of the total tritium injected in the chyle found in 
the liver and whole blood. . 

··Discussion 

During the period ranging from. 30 minutes to 1 hour following the 
chyle-cholesterol-H3 injection, the specific activity of the total cholesterol 
in the liver rose to some ·5':times the specific activity of the plasma total 
cholesterol. Such.a finding demonstrates unequivocally that dietary cho
lesterol, following its entrance into the systemic. circulation, is in a 
separate metabolic pool; that it does not normally mix in a metabolic sense 
with the rest of the serum cholesterol but is specifically and rapidly re
moved from the circulating blood into the liver. The literature of the life 
sciences is full of papers indicating that the liver is of prime importance 
in the metabolism of both exogenous and endogenous cholesterol. It is not 

. 'Surprising_ then to find the liver actively participating in chyle cholesterol 
metabolism. The feature of particular interest, when viewed in light of the 

-~ .specific -acitivity absorption curves seen in man, and in light of current 
'Hdi§a~'of the serum lipid transport system, is that exogenous cholesterol 
·f61lbws this specific pathway to the li!Ver and does not mix initially with the 
other serum lipids. The implications of this observation will be discussed 
further. 

Following the injection of chyle cholesterol-H
3

, the specific activity 
of the liver esterified-cholesterol pool rose quickly and fell precipitously 
during the period 30 minutes to 1 hour .(Fig. 33}. The relative height of the 
specific activity observed in esterified cholesterol results from the relatively 
small size of the esterified cholesterol pool in the liver; however, a simple -
calculation shows that the esterified-cholesterol pool in the liver at 30 minutes 
contained approximately 0.111 f!C of tritium. The tritium content in the 0.5 
ml of chyle injected existent in the esterified cholesterol fraction was 0.178 f!C. 
Thus, about 60% of the injected esterified cholesterol was present in the 
liver at 30 minutes. Since we were observing a dynamic state and since 
the spec:lfic activity of esterified cholesterol {Fig. 33) was falling rapidly, 
appreciably more than 60% of the esterified cholesterol injected probably 
entered the liver still esterified. 
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Table VL 

Percent of chyle -cholesterol~H3 and chyle -stearic ~H3 acid in the 
liver and blood following intravenous injectiona 

Injected Injected 
3 Time Injected Injected stearic-~H3 _ stearic ~H -

after chol. -H3 chol. ~H3 acid in acid in 
Animal chyle in plasma in liver Animal whole blood liver 
number injection (%) (%) number (U/o) (o/o) 

15 min 16b 8 30 
15 min 17 7 18 
15 mi~ 18 28 

1 30 min 4 89 19 9 24 
2 30 min 9 81 20 10 21 
3 30 min 7 85 21 7 19 ' 

4 45 min 8 81 22 8 15 
5 45 min 7 76 23 7 24 
6 45 min 4 81 24 7 18 
7 1 hour 7 77 25 6 21 
8 1 hour 7 78 26 7 22 
9 1 hour 6 76 27 7 16 

10 2 hours 7 37 
ll 2 hours 
12 2 hours 8 46 
13 4 hours 6 34 
14 4 hours 8 36 
15 4 hours 8 33 

aln part from MoW 0 Biggs, Proceedings _of the International Conference on .. _tb_~ 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Genev:~ 1955 (United Nations, New York, 
1 9 56 }, p 0 52 9 0 

bTime intervals after chyle injection given in column 2 apply to animals 16 to 
27 0 

., 

•• 
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Table VII 

Plasma and liver cholesterol specific activities following the intravenous 
injection of chyle containing cholesterol-H3 a· 

Plasma total Liver cholesterol Liver cholesterol specific activity 

Rat Time cholesterol 
content (X Io- 3 ~C/mg) 

num- after chyle specific activity Free Total Ester 
ber injection (X 1o--3 ~C/mgl_ (mgl (Il'!g) - (mg) Free Total Ester 

1 30 min 1.4 12.3 _15.6 3.3 6.9 12.9 35 
2 30 min 2.6 12.2 14.3 2.1 6.6 12.8 49 
3 30 min 1.9 18.4 21.1 2.7 4.6 9.1 40 
4 45 min 2.2 12. 1. 15.1 3.0 8.5 12.1 27 
5 45 min 2.3 13.3 15.6 2.3 7.2 1 o. 9 32 
6 45 min 1.5 13.4 16.5 3.1 8.4 11.0 . 22 
7 1 hr 1.9 12.1 16.6 4.5 7.9 10.5 17 
8 1 hr 1.9 14.4 16.8 2.4 8.2 10.4 24 
9 1 hr 2.4 13.7 16.0 2.3 9.9 1 o. 7 ·1s 
10 2 hr 1.8 13.6 16.8 3.2 3.7 4.9 10 
ll 2 hr ~ - - - - - -
12 ·· 2 hr 3.5 12.3 15.1 2.8 7.7 6.9 3 
13 4 hr 2.5 16.1 19.4 3.3 3.8 4.0 
14 4 hr 2.9 17.0 20.0 3.0 4.1 4.1 
15 4 hr 3.1 13.8 15.0 1.2 4.5 4.9 

aln part from M •. W. Biggs, Proceedings of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy, Geneva, 1955 (United Nations, Ne·w York, 1956 ), p., 529. 
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Evidence is good that the falll in the specific activity of esterified 
cholesterol in the liver during the-intervali 30 minutes to 1 hour is due to 
hydrolysis of cholesterol esters and not to the return of these esters intact 
to the b iood. In the original chyle injected there was 0.060 f.LG of tritium 
in free cholesterol. At 30 minutes following the introduction of chyle cho
lesterol., there was on the average 0.083 f.LC of tritium in free cholesterol in 
the liver; at 45 minutes this had increased to 0.104 f.LC in free cholesterol, 
and at l hour there was 0.116 f.LC in free cholesterol inthe liver. Such 
evidence strongly supports a nclearing" mechanism for the removal of 
dietary cholesterol into the liver without appreciable chole sterase activity 
as a serum event prior to hepatic removaL 

The detaiJ.s of the hepatic clearing of chyle cholesterol are poorl.y 
understood. The presence of lipid material in the reticulo-endothelial 
system of the liver foLlowing cholesterol-fat feedings has been reinvestigated 
and extended by Fri~dman and co-workers. 9, 10 These authors point to the 
reticulo-endothelial. system as the place where the initial important step of 
transferring the exogenous cholesterol from the serum into the liver takes 
place. The specificity of the hepatic uptake of chyl.e must ce:;:·tainly dep'JD.>~ 
on the structure of the lipoproteins in which the exogEinous cholesterol exists 
in the serum . 

The data presented. in Table VI on findings following the injection of 
chyle containing stearic- H3 -acid are of interest when compared with the simple 
concept of "phagocytosis" of chytomicrons by the hepatic reticuloendothelial. 
system, The data show an effective divergence of the metabolic fate for 
neutral fat and cholesterol early in their rnetaboUs·m following absorption. 
Ii the chyJ.omicrons are removed in toto into the hepatic reticulo-endothelial 
system, a rapid resecretion of fat back into the circulation in some form for 
distribution elsewhere would appear to be the explanation, An alternative 
explanation of the data is that the neutral fat content of chylomicrons can be 
reduced at various tissue sites other than the liver prior to hepatic uptake 
of chyle cholesterol. 
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INTEGRATION OF STUDIES ON HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS 

In studies of human beings it was observed that the forms of the cho
lesterol specific-·activity absorption curves are a function of the Sf0-12 
versus Sf 12-400 lipoprotein molecules iri the serum. When the Sf 12-400 
molecules predominate, the esterified cholesterol of the serum has the 
higher specific activity at 24 hours following a single cholesterol-H3 meal. 
When the Sf 0-12 molecules predominate, the free cholesterol has the higher 
specific activity. 

The studies of animals reported here and in the literature afford a 
number of observations on fundamental metabolism of exogenous cholesterol 
which appear pertinent to the interpretation of the hurnan_ data. In summary 
these observations are: 

10 Dietary cholesterol is absorbed in the chyle of the thoracic duct
5

• 
6 

in lipoprotein molecules that float in the ultracentrifuge with a flotation 
rate of greater than 400 Sf units. 7 Presumably the exogenous cholesterol 
is in the chylomicrons, 8 which contain more than 90% neutral fat. 

20 Exogenous cholesterol in the chyle is in both free and esterified forms, 
and in animals the greater amount is esterified. 1 

3. In the rat, exogenous cholesterol~ ~upon entering the systemic circulation 
in chyle- ~is rapidly removed into the liver withm.~t mixing metabolically with 
the other cholesterol pools of the plasma. 

40 The clearing of chyle cholesterol into the liver does not involve 
appreciable hydrolysis of exogenous cholesterol esters as a plasma event; 
however, once within the liver the exogenous cholesterol esters are hydrolyzed 
rapidly. Once hydrolyzed, exogenous cholesterol undoubtedly loses jts 
identity and mixes with the hepatic cholesterol of endogenous origin. 

50 Studies of the binding forces within the lipoprotein molecules of the 
serum show that free cholesterol exchanges freely between the various 
lipoprotein molecules and red blood cell cholesterol. 1 1 Exchange d 
esterified cholesterol occurs, but at a much less rapid rate. 12 

On examination of the different specific ~activity absorption curves for 
human beings, two possible explanations suggest themselves. First, the 
composition of chyle may differ in various subjects; or, secondly, if the 
chyle cholesterol composition is essentially the same in all, the metabolic 
fate of chyle cholesterol upon entrar~ec~ into the systemic circulation must 
differ from individual to individuaL These possibilities are considered 
be low, and it appears most likely that the rate of uptake of hepatic chyle 
cholesterol andthe rc'teaf hydrolysis of cholesterol ester determine the shape 
of the specific activity curves. 

If exogenous cholesterol entered in the 'chyle of the normal patient pre
dominantly free, while entering in the chyle of the xanthoma-tuberosum-like 
patient predominantly esterified, the observed ;specific activity absorption 
curves would be explained at least partially. The composition of human 

" 

• 

• 
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chyle with respect to cholesterol is not known accurately. Lindgren et at
13 

found the chylomicron fraction separated ce:-;trifugally from the serum Of two 
normal patients to contain respectively 3 and 6% cholesterol. The r·atio of 
ester to f~ee cho_lesterol_ found ~as appro_ximately 2 in both cases. Peters 
and Man exammed patients w1th chyluna and chylothorax and found e:ster-
to-free -cholesterol ratios in the fluid so obtained 11 of the same orde'r of 
magnitude as those in the sera. 11 Cholesterol absorption for rat chyle gave 
an ester -to -free -cholesterol ratio between 1 and 4. The evidence would 
suggest that more exogenous cholesterol enters normally in the est~rified 
form than free. If one estimates the serum cholesterol specific ac~i~ities 
to be expected in the normal patient, conservatively estimating that· equal 
amounts of free and esterified exogenous cholesterol-H3 enter the systemic 
circulation in chyle, the esterified serum cholesterol should have the' higher 
specific activity during the period 24 to 48 hours following a cholesterol-H3 
meal if simple dilution into the free- and ester -cholesterol pools ocs~1:<:'S. 

There is little doc.bt that th3 free-and ester-cholesterol pools of bot'h the 
blood and liver would he involved. 4, 15 An estimation of the size ol.the 
blood cholesterol pools in patient Number 1 (Fig. 29) gives a free-.~ll.olesterol 
pool of approximately 4.2 g and an esterified-cholesterol pool of 3 .4··'g. ':' The 
cholesterol pool in the liver is less well known; it is entirely reas9·narjh, 
however, to assume that the pool of free hepatic cholesterol is appreciably 
larger than the pool of esterified hepatic cholesterol in this healthy patient. 
Thus, the specific activity curves for the normal patient appea.r to require 
a metabolic hydrolysis of exogenous cholesterol esters early in the metabolism 
of dietary cholesterol. Witbout such hydrolysis, the specific activity curves 
for patients with xanthcnla tuberosum would be expected. Such reasoning 
does not eliminate differe•:".ces in the composition of chyle as a possible 
factor; howeve+·, in the absence of any positive evidence to support such an 
hypothesis, we i::;elieve that the rate of hydrolysis in vivo of newly absorbed 
cholesterol estero ;.J.etermine s the shape of the specific activity curves. 

The possibility'th(lt hydrolysis of exogenous cholesterol esters might 
occur t!! ~ivo in ti1e circulat~ng plasmahas received attention in our Laboratory. 
That choleste:rase exists in the plasma has been unequivocally shown by 
Sperry and Stoyanoff. 16, 17 These workers, however, observed esterification 
of free cholesterol rather than hydrolysis of esters on incubating serum for 
prolonged periods of time. Studying the clearing effect !.!l vi~o of serum 
obtained following intravenous heparin injections, we have been unable to 
demonstrate that cholesterol esters serve as a substrate for the enzymes 
involvec;1..7. Although cholesterase activity is present in the serum, the ani-:.-r;al 
studies would indicate that the site of hydrolysis of exogenous cholesterol · 
esta:e is withirl·the liver. 

In light of our pre sent knowledge of exogenous cholesterol metabolism, 
the best hypothesis regan1ii.·g the normal metabolic fate of chyle cholesterol 
in man can be summa;rized as follows: When the Sf 12-400 lipoprotein 
concentration of the plasma is low, chyle cholesterol enters a small metabolic 
pool, and removal into the liver is relatively rapid and efficient. Within the 

':'Estimated using a body wt = 60 kg; red cell volume = 2 7 cc/kg; red-cell 
free-:-chclesterol concentration= 200 mg%; plasma volume = 37 cc/kg. 
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liv~r the chyle cholesterolesters are hydrolyzed, and the resultant free _ 
cholesterol becomes indistinguishable fron1- endbgenous hepatic cholesteroL 
The ·hepatic free cholesterol and serum-free chole!sterol equilibrate rapidly. 
The Sf 0~12 lipoprotein molecules, since they are the major cholesterol 
carriers of the serum in normal patients, partic,ipate activ3[y in this 
equilibriurn. The net result is a shift of exogen;ous cholesterol-H3 from 
the esterified pool in the serum into the serum free cholesterol pool via 
the liver. The introduction of cholester-Ol ester of hepatic synthesis into 
the serum is. known to be a m~ch slower-proces_s than t~e e~uilibration of 
free cholesterol between the hver and plasma hpoprote1ns. 8 

·. :: . -~- ' 

Figure 34 is a schematic represent~ation· of the normal fate of exogenous 
cholesterol~H3 as interpreted from the:·present data. · 

If the concentration of Sf 12-400 molecules is large, chyle cholesterol 
enters a relatively large metabolicpooland the effective rate of hepatic 
uptake of chyle cholesterol is low. Exchange of cholesterol-H3 esters among 
all the lipoprotein species in the plasma occurs, and the specific activity 
absorption curves seen in xanthoma tuberosumresult. 

· The specific activity of the -esterifi·ed cholester-ol' is higher than the 
specific activity of free cholesterol,-- for the effective shift of cholesterol,..H3 

esters of serum to free cholesterol~H3 does ·not-occur ·as efficiently as in 
the normal patient. A schematic repre sentatiori of the fate of .exogenous ' 
cholesterbl esters of chyle in the case of xanthoma tuberosum is presented 
in Fig. 35. 

The specific activity curves .for human tholester.ol thus appear to be 
the net re stilt of two dynamic metabolic proces·se 6: the r:ate M hepatic up-~-
take of chyle choiesterol esters and the re 1-attvce itate's- 6freturn :of free and. 
esterified cholesterol of hepatic origin to the plasma. 

. i 
_, _, ~ ~ \. -~ ·. ~ . 

In the course of the last several years·, a:'theoty of how the lipid
transport system of the serum functions has been developed' by Gofman, 
Lindgren, Pierce~ Nichols; and Freeman.13;, '19, 20 -,These' authors ha\1-e" 
been able to demonstrate_ a step like convers·i'6n of 'one species \if lipoproteins 
into another of higher density,: i; e., Sf 400 . .4: Sf 100. ·Chemica-l tests oil the 
various stepwi'se conversions 's'how a gradual reduction in glyceride content. 
An effective divergence of metabolic pathways early- ih the metabolism of···· 
chyle is consistent with their ideas~ 

·-··! 

f/ 
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ULTRACENTRIFUGAL LIPOPROTEIN COMPOSITION - NORMAL 
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Fig. 34. Schematic representation of exogenous cholesterol 
metabolism in the normal patient. The Sf 20-400 lipo
protein pool is small and hepatic uptake is rapid. 
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,------ ULTRACENTRIFUGAL LIPOPROTEIN COMPOSITION -----. 
XANTHOMA TUBEROSUM 
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Fig. 35. Schematic representation of exogenous cholesterol-ester 
metabolism in xanthoma tuberosum. The Sf Z0-400 lipoprotein 
pool is large, and effective hepatic uptake is slow. 
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SOURCES AND PROPER T!~..§ _ _Q_:[ _ _HUMAN 
URINARY ERY':fHROPOJE':f:JI:f'' 

Donald c. Van Dyke 

UCRL-9235 

The widespread interest in the physiology, clinical significance, and 
chemical nature of the erythrocyte -stimulating factor (erythropoietin) found 
in the plasma and urine of severely anemic animals and human beings has 
created a demand for large quantities of active material. 1 At present, 
erythropoietin can only be obtained in reasonably large amounts either from 
the plasma and urine of animals made severely anemic by bleeding or treat
ment with phenylhydrazine2 or from the urine of a small proportion of 
patients with severe anemia. 

An occasional anemic patient consistently excretes such a high titer 
of erythropoietin in the urine that administration of as little as 1 .ml of this 
urine per day for 14 days to normal rats will make them polycythemic. 3 

Such a patient provides a convenient source of erythropoietin, since the 
activity is retained for long periods when the urine is frozen, and stable 
concentrates with fairly high specific activity can be obtained by the relatively 
simple 4rocedures of adsorption on collodion gel ("ultrafiltration") 3 or 
kaolin, This paper describes sources, one method of preparation, and 
some ~f the properties of humaTl urinary erythropoietin. 

M.ETHOD OF ASSAY AND COMPARISON OF DOSAGE 

:Erythropoietic activity_ of the sample was determined .either by the 
incorporation of Fe 59 into the red cells of-starved or normal rats, 5 or by 
the increase in the total circulating red cell volume after 14 injections of 
erythropoietin .containing urine into normal adult female rats fed a complete 
diet. t A description of the assay used .in this laboratory has appeared 
earlier 6 .·· · · · ·. ·· 

0 • • • 

Estimations of the sp~cific ~ctivity of the various preparations were 
based on: dose-response curves obtainedby injecting graded doses of 
material collected by ultrafiltration of urine from the same patient used in 
the majority of these studies. 6 · 

"~This pape~ was presented Cl,t the CIBA Foundation Symposium, 
Haemopoiesis: Cell production and its reguU:t~ion, February 2-4, 1960, 
London, England. . 

tModification of McCo.llum' s· for~ula: 67.5% whole wheat; 15o/o casein; 
1 Oo/o whole milk powder; 0, 75o/o NaCl; 1. 5o/o CaC03; 5, 25o/o hydrogenated 
vegetable oil arid fish Oil concentrate to give 19 USP units of vitamin A 
and 2, 5 A. D. A, C. chick units of vitamin D per g o/o diet. 
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Some basis for comparison of the activity ol;i>tained from various 
sources and in different laboratories is recognized as essentiaL Goldwasser 
and White 7 have proposed a unit based on response to a standard dose of 
cobalt, and workers at the California Institute of Technology have distributed 
aliquots of a single batch of partiaUy purified material from phenylhydrazine
treated rabbit plasma to a number of different laboratories to provide a 
comparison (to be published). ·.This comparison indicates that 1 mg of the 
human urinary erythropoietin ob6ained by ultrafiltration and used for the 
published dose-response curves was equivalent to 7 cobalt units, Thus, in 
this report, where the dose has been estimated in cobalt units, it has been 
obtained by comparing the activity of the material used with the published 
dose-response curve for human urinary erythropoietin and by converting to 
cobalt units by multiplying the dose in mg equivalent by 7. 

TYPES OF CASES IN WHICH ERYTHROPOIETIN IS EXCRETED 

In an attempt to determine the clinical and pathologic significance of 
erythropoietin, the plasma and urine of all available patients with hematologic 
disease have been assayed by the Fe59 method. Erythropoietic activity has 
been found only in the presence of severe anemia and only in a small per 
cent of the severely anemic group. There are three categories of activity 
found in the urine of severely anemic patients: (a) no measurable activity 
(even if large amounts of urine are extracted); (b) small but definite activity; 
and (c) a very high titer of erythropoietin (which has been found in urine 
from only a few individuals). Patients in the third category excrete approxi
mately 10 times as much erythropoietin as the intermediate group. The 
types of cases that have shown measurable erythropoietic activity in the 
urine are listed in Table VIII. Out of 104 patients with hematologic dis~ 
orders who were assayed (7 5 had anemia), only 4 individuals showed a very 
high titer. One was an infant with hemolytic anemia and splenomegaly, and 
one was a patient with paroxysmal erythroid aplasia with hypogamma·
globulinemia. 

The case of hemolytic anemia with splenomegaly was a 
6-1/2-year-old Caucasian female who had fused ribs and a 
congenital trachea-esophageal fistula which was surgically 
repaired at the age of 4 days. She had an older sister who 
died at the age of 8 of hypoplastic anemia. A hemoglobin 
of 10 g was found at routine preschool examination at 5-1/2 
years. This value fell to 4. 7 g in the next 6 months, during 
which time she developed recurrent purpura. Bone -marrow 
aspiration revealed an increase in erythroid activity, with a 
definite relative increase of immature fqrms. Erythropoiesis 
was of the normoblastic type. Granulocytopoiesis was de
cidedly reduced, and only one megakaryocyte was seen on 
several preparations. Reticuloendothelial cells, plasma 
cells, and tissue mast cells were quite numerous in this 
sample. The total circulating red cell volume was 8. 9 cc/kg 
of b<?,_dy weight (normal, 24 to 33). Analysis of plasma radio
iron''" showed a daily formation of 4. 5 g of hemoglobin. When 
related to the total-body hemoglobin, which was 89 g, this 
indicated a mean life span of 20 days. In vivo measurements 

::;~ ~ 

Iron kinetic studies were done by Dr. Myron Pollycove of this Laboratory. 
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showed accumulation and subsequent normal release of radio
iron from the sacra] marrow followed by a secondary accumu
lation of radioiron ~n the spleen and liver, indicating some 
splenic and hepatic sequestration and destruction of erythro
cytes. Marrow erythropoiesis was increased approximately 
two and one-half times, which was insufficient to compensate . 
for a sixfold reduction in mean erythrocyte life span. A high 
urinary titer of erythropoietin was demonstrated both by the 
Fe 59 red cell incorporation assay and by the 2~week blood 
volume Cl.Ssay (Reference 8, case No. 2, Table III). Fatal 
hemorrhage followed splenectomy. 

The case of paroxysmal erythroid aplasia with hypo
gammaglobulinemia was a Caucasian male of 19 years at the 
time of study. Three paroxysms of severe normochromic 
normocytic anemia occurred at ages 17-1/2, 19, and 20 years, 
with complete aplasia of the red cell series of the marrow and 
no plasma cells seen. During each episode the onset of com
plete remission followed prednisone therapy. The laboratory 
values obtained before remission in the second episode of 
aplasia were as follows: Hgb 4 g; Hct 13%; RBC 4, 700; 
reticulocyte count O%; total circulating red cell volume 
11.4 cc/kg of body weight (normal 24 to 33). Iron kinetic 
studies. showed the qaily hemoglobin synthesis to be 0. 0937 g 
before remission and 12.955 g after remission. Assay for 
urinary erythropoietin was done before, during, and following 
remission in the second episode of aplasia, (Table IX). As 
can be seen from the table, a high level of urinary erythro,.., 
poietin was. found before and during remission, but none was 
found after recove.ry when the hemoglobin had.returned to , 
hormar'. ·During the third episode of aplasia, · sel-,ial 'electrO-:·~, 
phoretic studies demonstrated a rise in gamma globulin as · 
the erythrocyte values returned to normal.~:~ 

A third case with erythroid hypoplasia, summarized previously, 3 was 
an excellent source for two years and then suddenly dropped into the in
termediate category; the activity of her urine fell to 1/10 what it had been 
for the previous two years, without apparent change in clinical condition. 
Examination of the urine of this patient by Dr. K. L Altman t has shown an 
abnormally high level of 3..,.hydroxykynurenine,. indicating a derangement of 
tryptophan metabolism of the type associa1Ed with erythroid hypoplasia in 
erythr9genesis imperfecta. 9 A fourth patient (with paroxysmal nocturnal 
hemoglobinuria) described previously8 remained active for the two years, 
during which his urine was. collected. This patient was lost to us when he 
return~d to his home after graduat:lon. Both of the patients, who were 
consistently good sources, maintained a hemoglobin concentration of approxi-
mately 5 g. One had an almost complete absence of red cell production, 
whereas the other had a high rate of red cell production. Urine from these 
two patients was the source of erythropoietin used in these studies. 

* · Case to be reported in detail by Dr. J. Linsk, Atlantic City, New Jersey. 

tuniversity of Rochester, Rochester, New York .. 
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Table VIII 

Results of erythropoietin assays of plasma or urine from patients 
with various hematologic disorders 

Diagnosis 

Hypoplastic anemia 
Leukemia 
Hemolytic anemia 
Polycythemia vera 
Polycythemia, secondary 
Iron-deficiency anemia 
Kidney disease 
Hypoxia, altitude 
Neoplastic disease 
Maturation defect 
Myelofibrosis 
Anemia of undetermined origin 
Myxedema with anemia 
Pernicious anemia 

Number of Cases 

Positive 

14 
3 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 

Negative 

9 
10 
10 
12 
10 
6 
6 
5 
4 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
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Table IX 

Erythropoietic acti.;ity.of urine fr~m p~dent with paroxysmal erythroid aplasia 

Condition 

Complete, 
aplasia · 

Assay ... 

Fe59 uptake in 
ri.orrnal female rats 

During .Fe 59 uptak~ in 
remission normal female rats 

During R~d cell volume 
remission increasein normal 

female rats. 

After 
recovery 

Fe 59 uptake in 
normal female rats 

Dose. 

1 c c native. urine 
per day for. 2· days 

equivalent of 2l.cc · 
urine per day for 
2 days (conc.'by 
ultrafiltration) 

2.86 mg/day for. 
14 days, urine 
cone. by ultra~ 
filtration 

1 cc native urine 
per day for 2 days 

a Fe 59 uptake for 100 normal controls was 26.1 o/o. 

B. W. 
TRCVb 

Result 

36.1 o/o uptake a 

42. 6o/o uptake 

Injected 
219 

8.03±.5. 

Control 
214 

4.85±.1 
~---------------------------------
increase 6 5. 5o/a 

21. 2o/o uptake a 

bTotal circulati~g red cell volume ± standard error of the mean. 
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Because a marked dependence of erythropoietin titer on hematocrit or 
hemogJobin concentration has been demonstrated in rabbits, 10 sheep, 2 
dogs, J.l and man, 4 we have sought a large population of patients with a hemo
globin value of 5 g. A large group of such severely anemic patients is found 
in tropical areas where hookworm flourishes. Through the cooperation of 
Dr. M. Layrisse, ):c we have assayed the plasma and urine of four patients 
with hemoglobin of 3. 5 to 6. 5 g secondary to hookworm infection (Ancylostoma 
duodenale or Necator americanus) and found no activity in either the native 
urine or urine concentrated by adsorption on collodion gel. 

One patient who had polycythemia associated with a clear cell carcinoma 
of the kidney showed no measurable erythropoietic activity in the plasma or 
urine or saline extracts of the tumor or kidney tissue. An alcohol fractionation 
of 200 g of tissue containing approximately equal amounts of tumor and what 
remained of the kidney was made in an attempt to concentrate any small amount 
of erythropoietin that might be present. Data showing results of the assay of 
these fractions are presented in Table X. The fraction that precipitated at 
an alcohol concentration ,between 3~ and 49o/o produced a small but definite in
crease in the incorporation of Fe5 . 

Table X 

Erythropoietic activity of fractions of "polycythemia-producing" 
kidney tumor 

Alcohol concentration 
(o/o) 

26-35 
35°,49 
49~60 
60-70 
70-90b 

Noninjected control 

a 
Standard error of mean 

b 
5 vol.acetone added 

( l 0 rats in each group) 

59 
Fe uptake 

(o/o) 

6.1 
10.2 ± l.6a 

8.2 
8.9 
4.9 

5.2 ± 1.4 

:::(, 
A detailed description of cases will be -published by Dr. Layrisse, 

Banco de Sangres Del Distrito Federal, Caracas, Venezuela. 
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In an attempt to clarify the role of the kidney in erythropoiesis, the 
response to hypoxia of nephrectomized animals maintained parabiotically 
with normal partners has been studied. 

Since one of the members can be maintained by the kidneys of its 
partner, a nephrectomized animal can be kept in good health indefinitely, 
and tests can be made of the capacity to respond to hypoxia by using the 
classic technique of Reissman. 12 Inbred rats of the Fisher strain were used. 
One member each of several pairs of adult rats, which had been parabiosed 

. for 1 month, was nephrectomized. Three days after nephrectomy either 
the normal or the nephrectomized parabiont was subjected to an atmosphere 
of 1 Oo/o oxygen for 12 hours on three consecutive days. On the following day, 
Fe59 was given intravenously, and 18 hours later, blood was drawn for 
Fe 59-incorporation studies and urea nitrogen determination. The rats were 
perfused with saline, and liver; spleen, and marrow samples taken. The 
results are summarized in Table XI. The incorporation of Fe59 into spleen, 
liver, and marrow was usually greater in the animal to .whom the iron had 
be.en given whether it was normal or nephrectomized, indicating that this 
degree of elevation of the B. U.N. per se does not inhibit erythropoiesis. 
This has been demonstrated in ureter-ligated animals by Goldwas.ser et al. 13 

·The Fe 59 red cell incorporation corrected for the plasma i:ron· concentration 
indicates that the response of nephrectomized rats to hypoxia was equal to 
that of the nonnephrectomized controls. As can be seen from the data in the 
table, this result depends entirely on the validity of the plasma iron con~ 
centration, which was measured at the end of the experiment, 18 hours after 
administration of the Fe59, 

Nephrectomized animals maintained in good health by parabiosis with 
normal partners appear to be an ideal approach to the question of the renal 
origin of erythropoietin. One difficulty with the use of Fe 59 as an indicator 
of erythropoiesis in such a combination is that plasma for iron determination 

. cannot be taken at the time of administration of Fe 59 in such small animals 
without disturbing the equilibrium. However, the results of the preliminary 
studies using such animals, assuming that the plasma iron level does not 
change markedly in the 18 hours between administration of the Fe59 and 
autopsy, indicate that nephrectomized r.ats linked parabiotically with normal 
partners show a normal erythropoietic response to hypoxia. This cannot be 
called a response in the absence of the kidneys, but a response in the 
absence of hypoxic kidneys, since it is conceivable that the kidneys of the 
normoxic partner could be stimulated to produce erYthropoietin through some 
mechanism other than hypoxia. 

.. 



Table XI 
00 . 

Response to hypoxia of nephrectomized rats as demonstrated With parabiosis 

Combination o2 in B. U.N. 
o/o Fe59 uptake in 

Plasma Fe59 uptake 
atmosphere Spleen Liver Bone Red iron X plasma 

(o/o) (mgo/o) marrow cells ('y/ 100 a:) iron cone. 

Nephrectomized 21 100 0.31 2.1 5.0 47 
16.7 8.01 

Normal a 21 18 1.06 4.1 12.9 49 

Nephrectomize~ 21 185 0.63 8.5 13.6 105 
8.8 9.32 

Normal 21 24 0.54 3.4 6.1 108 

Nephrectomized 21 33 1.30 0.5 3.0 78 
61.0 40.3 I 

Normal a 10 7 1.50 4.3 16.7 53 .... .... 
0" 

Nephrectomizeda 21 89 z.z 3.2 17.5 '51 0 

73.2 63.9 
Normal 10 zz 1.1 0.9 3.5 124 

.Nephrectomizeda . 10 52 0.60 9.8 23.1 187 
20.9 44.3 

Normal Z1 18 1.40 3.7 Z1.0 236 
-----~----

Nephrectomized 10 46 0.5 6.5 10.0 114 
16.6 18.7 

Normal a Zl 21 0.5 10.6 17.2. 111 

Nephrectomizeda 10 47 0.6 5.5 15.4 228 c: 
35.4 76.5 C1 

~ 
Normal 21 21 0.8 2.7 10.4 204 t"' 

I 
..0 

alnjected with Fe59 
N 
w 
1.11 

..:1 ... .. .... ~ )' 
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METHOD OF COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 

Those patients whose urine was consistently very high in activity were 
provided with freezing units in their quarters so that a large part of their_ 
output could be collected. The urine was frozen immediately after it had been 
voided, and the frozen urine was collected once a week. One aqult patient 
can excrete approximately 500 cc of urine per day or i 5 liter:s a month, 
from which is obtained 1 gram of active powder by ultrafiltration~ 

. , . 

Approximately 1500 ml of urine was thawed and filtered through coarse 
filter paper before ultrafiltration. The collodion membrane was prepared 

. according to the method described by Gorbman; 14 Each membrane was 
made with 10 ml of a 2% nitrocellulose solution prepared from 7 parts 
absolute ethyl alcohol, 3 parts absolute ethyl ether, 1 part glacial acetic 
acid, and 11 parts USP collodion (Merck). After the urine had been forced 
through the membrane. 1.1.nder 20 lb pressure froma nitrogen tank, the 

·membrane was 'placed in a centrHuge tlibell dissolved in ether-alcohol, and 
centrifuged. The supernatant containing the dissolved membrane was dis
cardedll and the residue was washed twice with ether-alcohol (50-50), once 
with etherll and then dried and sto.red un.der vacuUm. .. Approxirttately 50o/o 
of the activity remains iri.the insoluble portion when such material is .. 
dissolved in cold water, but the activity can be brought into solution by · 
immersing it for 1/2 to 1 minute in boiling water.· .It was this rll.a:terial that 
was used for a.n· studies except where otherwise indicated. 

Although the technique of ultrafiltration has proved to be a satisfactory 
first step for recovering erythropoietin from human uri:Q.ell attempts to im~ 
prove the specific. activity of the recovered material have demonstrated that, 
as is the case with urinary gonadotrophin, IS recovery of the activity is made 
possible by retention of material because of pore size and by adsorption on 

.the collodion gel of the membrahe through which the urine is filt~red. 

It was observed that when one of the collodion membranes was immersed 
in erythropoietically active urine overnight and processed by dissolving in 
ether-alcohol, erythropoietic activity was recovered. from the membrane. .· 
When various amounts of collodion (from ~/ 4 to 2' membranes) were immersed 
in 300-ml aliquots of urine for 2 hoursll· the weight of material adsorbed was 
proportional to the amount of membrane added, and the erythropoietic 
specific activity was considerably lower than that obtained by ultr~filtration. 
The results are summarized in Table XII. · 

The effect of duration of exposure of the membrane on speCific a:.ctivity · 
and amount of recoverec;l material was tested in the following way. One~half 
membranes were added to four 650-ml aliquots of urine, with stirring, in . 
the refrigerator for Ill 6, 11, and 24 hours. The membranes were then 
lifted out and dissolved in ether-alcohol. Jt was found that the greatest 
weight of material was· recovered at 11 and 24 hours, but that within the 
limits. of the assay all fractions had similar s'pecific activity.· · · 

From these results it appears that to recover erythropoietin quantita
tively by s~spending the collodion membrane in the urine would require long 
exposure of a large surface area and the specific activity of the recovered 
material would be less than that obtained by ultrafiltration, suggesting that 
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Table XII 

Comparison of erythropoietic activity recovered on different amounts of 
adsorbent with that recovered by ultrafiltration 

(1 0 starved rats in each group) 

No. of Amount Daily Fe 59 Specific 
membranes recovered dose uptake activitya 

(mg) (mg) (%) 

Ultrafiltration 24.0 1.0 31.4± 1.9 
b 

0.9 

2 29.0 1. 21 22.7 ± 2.1 0.2 

1 19.0 0. 79 15.0 ± 0.4 0.2 

1/2 6.0 0.25 11.3:1:: 3. 9 0.3 

1/4 3.5 0.15 7.5±0.8 0.4 

Noninjected control 3. 9 ± l. 3 

aCompared with the previously published dose-response ·curve6 

b 
Standard error of the mean 

~ 
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ultrafiltration provides an ideal method of exposing the urine to .the ad~ 
sorbent. However, the material recovered by ultrafiltration represents . 

. both adsorbed material and that which is retained because- of the ·pore sl.ze. 
A simple method of separating the two mate rials is ultrafiltration followed 
by reversing the membrane and forcing deionized water through it to wash 
away the itonadsorbed material. Table XIII compares the results obtained 
by ultrafiltration with ultrafiltration followed by reversing the membrane 
~nd washing with deionized -water. What was washed ?ff was concentrated 
by a second ultrafiltration. As can be seen from the table, the total amount 
recovered was the same (37 mg for ultrafiltration and 38 mg for the filtered 
plus adsorbed fractions),· and the activity was entirely in the adsorbed 
portion, which represented the majority of the recovered material~ . .The 

. specific activity of the material recovered by ultr.afiltration and washi:ng · 
. was consistently higher than that recovered by suspending the adsorbent in 
the urine or by ultrafiltration witho~t· subsequent washing. 

'' 
Table XIII 

Separation of adsorbed and filtered components of "ultrafiltered" 
sample by reversing and .washing ~embr,~me 

(10 starved rats in each 'group)' . 

Material Amount 
recovered 

Daily 
dose 
(mg) 

Fe 59 
uptake 

· ' Specific ·· · 
activitya 

"Ultrafiltration" 
·Adsorbed 
Filtered 
Noninjected control 

37 
30 

8 

(mg) 

1. 54· 
1.25 
0.33 

(o/o) 

.. 43.2±'2~2b. 
42. 7±5.1 

7 .2±1.6 
·s: 6±0. 9 

aGompared with the previously published dose-response curve6 

bStandard error of the mean 

1.3· 
1.6 
0 

The technique of reversing and washing the membrane after ultra
filtration was applied routinely to the urine collected over a three.-week 
period in order to get an average value for the proportiC:,n of filtered to 
adsorbed material. The filtered m'aterial that was washed :from the . 
membrane was recovered by a second ultrafiltration. When the re'sults 
of separate processings were combined,. the dry weight of the adsorbed 
portion was 2/3 of the total. When the two' fractions from differerit<patients 
were assayed, either by determining the incorporation of Fe~9 into red 
cells or by the increase in total circulating red cell volume after 14 in~ 
jections, the erythropoietic act.ivity was found aln:10st entirely inthe adsorbed 
fraction (Table XIV). The SJ.i>ecific activity of the cidsorbed fraction was. 
in both cases, too high to be. compared with the standard cur:ve previously 
published. · · 



Table XIV 

Comparison of the erythropoietic activity of the adsorbed material 
with that which could be obtained by reversing and washing the membrane 

(6 normal rats in each group) 

Source 

Aplastic 
anemia 

Paroxysmal 
nocturnal 
hemoglobinuria 

Uninjected 
control 

Material 

Filtered 

Adsorbed 

Filtered 

Adsorbed 

a 
Standard error of the mean 

Daily dose 
for 14 days 
(mgLda~) 

0.9 

0.9 

2.1 

2.1 

Hemato- Hemo- Total red 
crit globin cell volume 
(o/o) {g) (ml) 

42.9 12.9 4. 99±0.16a 

55.5 15.3 7 .44±0. 58 

48.1 13.6 s. 48±0. 11 

58.8 15.3 8.05±0dl0 

46.2 13.3' 4.61±0. 31 

.. ,), 

Increase 

(o/o) 

8.0 

61.4 

18.8 

74.6 

! c) 

00 
0 

n 
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·EFFECTIVENESS/IN PRIMATES 

In an attempt to determine how much erythropoietin would be .required 
for therapeutic trial in human beings, three dose levels of collodion-adsorbed 
human urinary erythropoietin were given intravenously to cynamolgous 
monkeys, one injection daily, for 15 days. The total circulating red cell 
volume before, during, and after treatment was determined by the P32 ~ 
labeled red cell dilution method. 16 Figure 36 illustrates the most marked 
response obtained. In each case the red cell volume continued to increase 
for several days beyond the tfme of the last injection. The hematologic 
values obtained at the peak of the response are presented in Table XV. 

Table XV 

Polycythemia in normal monkeys after 15 daily injections 
of human urinary erythropoietin 

Daily dose 

(mg equiva). (cobalt units) 

90 
42 
21 

630 
294 
147 

Body 
weight 
(kg) 

6.6 
2.0.>' 
2.0 

Hgb 

33 
35 

3 

a · 6 Compared to published dose-response curve. 

bTotal circulating red cell volume. 

DISCUSSION 

Hct 
(%in
crease) 

26 
41 

4 

61 
78 
55 

The types of patients in which measurable amounts of erythropoietin 
have been found have had in common only the fact that they were severely 
anemic. Many more patients with equally or more severe anemia have 
shown no erythropoietic activity. The few individuals that have had very 
high levels of erythropoietin have had entirely different diseases with no 
common recognizable etiologic basis. However, that .three of the four had 
evidence of other inborn disorders~~as indicated by congenital anatomical 
abnormalities in one~ hypogammaglobulinemia in another, and a derange
ment of tryptophan metabolism as indicated by an abnormally high level of 
excretion of 3-hydroxykynurenine in the third·~~suggests that extremely high 
titers may result from a combination of metabolic defects. An abnormally 
high production of erythropoietin in response to the anemia combined with 
an abnormality in the removal of the hormone from the circulation could be 
responsible for the very high levels seen occasionally. Such a combination 
has been suggested to account for higher erythropoietin levels seen following 
phenylhydrazine treatment than following hemorrhage. 17 

The relatively simple procedure of passing the entire urine output 
from two ap.emic patients through a collodion membrane (ultrafiltration) 
has provided gram quantities of erythropoietic concentrate with a minimum 
effective daily dose in rats of less than 0.1 mg as judged by the Fe59 red 
cell volume assay. 6 By reversing the membrane and washing it with water 
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Fig. 36. Marked increase in ~otal circulating red cell volume 
obtained in.monkeys with human urinary erythropoietin. 
Note that the red cell volume continued to increase for 1 week 
after the last injection. 
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following ultrafiltration, 20 to 40o/o of the solids retained by the membrane 
can be washed off and discarded as inactive. This relatively small gain in 
specific activity is of importance when one is dealing with material that was 
already of sufficient activity and of sufficiently low toxicity to be given in 
effective amounts to a large variety of species without evidence of injury. 
A comparison of the activity recovered from these patients with that obtained 
from plasma of phenylhydr~azine-treated rabbits ·(comparisons done in 
collaboration with Dr. G. Keighley) showed that one patient with high levels 
of erythropoietin provides as much of this material a day as can be obtained 
from two or three phenylhydrazine-treated rabbits. Although no direct 
comparisons have been made, the method of kaolin adsorption, as reported 
by Gordon et a1.,4 appears to be another simple and efficient method for the 
initial extraction of erythropoietin from human urine. 

If one is willing to ignore the differences in route of administration 
and timing and compare the responses obtained in monkeys with those ob
tained in rats, the response in terms of dose per kg of body weight is similar 
(Fig. 37). The dose required to produce a 50o/o increase in total circulating 
red cells in either rats or monkeys is approximately 8. 7 5 mg/kg of body 
weight per day. On this same basis" a 70-kg man would require 600 mg/day 
(or 4.200 cobalt units per day) to produce a 50o/o increase in red cell volume, 
or roughly 0. 5 g per day of human urinary erythropoietin. Since it takes 
1 month to collect 1 gram from one very active patient, it would take 7 months 
to obtain enough human urinary erythropoietin from the active patient to 
produce 50o/o increase in total circulating red cells in a normal human 
recipient in 14 days. Since a 25o/o increase requires only 1/3 that dose in 
rats, one might be able to produce a significant increase in a normal human 
subject with 200 mg/day (1400 cobalt units) for 14 days, or the total output 
of a single active patient for 2 or 3 months. 

' 

A comparison of the magnitude of response to hypoxia of monkeys and 
man shows that they are remarkably similar, indicating that extrapolation 

. of dosage from monkey to man may be justified. Figure 38 illustrates 
changes in total circulating red cell volume during and following exposure 
to a simulated altitude of 15,000 feet of one of the monkeys (the larger) used 
in the erythropoietin assay to the change;> found in human beings moved from 
Morococha (14,900 feet) to Lima" Peru~b,l8 The similar rate of fall of 
the red cell volume of both man and monkey after prolonged exposure to 
hypoxia suggests that the mean life span of monkey erythrocytes is similar 
to that of man. An incidental observation was .that data for both human 
beings and monkeys suggest the possibility that a period of relative anemia 
follows the return of the red cell volume to normal. 

* The per cent change in human beings is based on data given by Reynafarje 
compared with the average sea level values from the Donner Laboratory 
Clinic (24 to 33 cc/kg of body weight). 
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Fig. 37. .The per cent increase in total circulating red cell volwne 
of monkeys and rats in terms of dose of hwnan:urinary 
erythropoietin pe.:r;- kg body weight per d~.Y· The dQ~e-response 

6 curve for rats was redrawn from a preVlously pubhshed curve.··· 
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PER CENT CHANGE IN TOTAL RED-CELL VOLUME 
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Fig. 38. Changes in total circulating red cell volume in a monkey, 
during and following exposure to a simulated altitude of 
15,000 ft, compared with the changes found by Reynafarje 
et al. 18 in human beings moved from Morococha to Lima, Peru. 
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It is possible~ as in the case of growth hormone, 
19 

that material of 
primate origin must be used in order to obtain a response in primates. 
Until it has been demonstrated that erythropoietin from rabbits or sheep is 
effective in primates, it seems worth while to search for the rare human 
being who excretes sufficient erythropoietin in his urine to provide sufficient 

'material for further investigation. At ptesent there is no apparent method 
for deciding which patient might excrete large amounts of erythropoietin 
other than to assay the urine of all severely aneni.ic patients. 

SUMMARY· 

Erythropoietic activity has been found only in the presence of severe 
anemia and only in a small per cent of severely anemic patients. 

An occasional anem.ic patient excretes such high titers of erythro
poietin in the urine that administration of as little as 1 ml/ day to normal 
rats for 14 days makes them polycythemic. 

The erythropoietic activity of such urine can be concentrated in stable 
form by ultrafiltration and adsorption on collodion gel. From one very 
active patient as much erythropoietin can be collected per day as can be 
obtained from the plasma of 2 or 3 phenylhydrazine-treated rabbits; this 
represents approximately 7000 cobalt units per month. 

Human urinary erythropoietin has been shown to be effective in a 
variety of species, including monkeys. The dose required to produce a 
SO% increase in total circulating red cells in either rats or monkeys is 
approximately 60 cobalt units per kg of body weight per day. On this same 
basis, a 70~kg man would require 4700 cobalt units per day to have a 50% 
increase in total circulating red cell volume. 
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9. RADIATION AND LIFE IN SPACE 

Cornelius A. Tobias 

This paper appeared in Federation Proceedings 18, No. 4, 1242·~ 1249 
(1959). 

It describes the types and intep.sities of radiation encountered in space 
at various distances from the earth, and discusses the implications with 
respect to shielding, dosimetry, and biologic effects. 
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10. MORPHOLOGIC AND AUTORADIOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF 
H3 ~"THYMIDINE-LABELED THORACIC=DUCT LYMPHOCYTES . 

CULTURED IN VIVO'" 

John C. Schooley and L Berman t 

. . _The !!J. vivo method of tissue c~lture using cellulosE]_ ester _filter . 
d1ffus1on chambers developed by Algue and co-workers, comb1ned w1th 
the autoradiographic method of observing cells labeled with the specific DNA 
precursor, tritiated thymidine, has been used in the experiments described 
in this paper to study lymphocytopoiesis in an isolated population of lymphoid 
ce Us. In addition, data are presented on the transforming abilities of thoracic
duct cells when cultured in the diffusion chambers, either separately or com~ 
bined with bone marrow cells. 

METHODS 

T!J.e ~JOdified for.m ofAlgire's .diffusion ch~mbersdescrib~d by Ber~~~ 
and Kaplan was used 1n these exper1mertts. The chambers were cor:t~:t,:· c:<::~s -, 
of lucite rings (0. 75 in,, o. d., 0.5 in. i. d., 1/16 in. thick) which served as 
supports for Millipore filter membranes. § The membranes were sealed 
to the lucite rings with a solution of 1% lucite in acetone. The chambers 
were sterilized with ultraviolet light before use, 

Sprague -Dawley rats wer~ used as donors and hosts. In separate 
experiments, C57B1 mice were used. Lymph was collected from the 
thoracic duct at its entrance into the jugulo~subclavian veins aspreviously 
described. 3 Approximately 3 X 106 thoracic-duct lymphocytes were in
troduced into each chamber,. and the filter membranes were seal~d to both 
sides of the lucite rings. The chambers were placed in the peritoneal cavity 
of animals \Vbile~ they were under ether anesthesia through a small incision 
on the midventral surface. Usually only one chamber was placed in each 
recipient, although in one series, several chambe~s were introduced into 
the peritoneal cavity of one rat to compar~ the behavi~r of cultured B3- · 
thymidine -labeled and normal unlabeled lymphocytes. In one series of rats, 
lymph collected from an intestinal lymphatic was placed in the chamber, and 
the chamber was introduced into the peritoneal cavity of the same animal 
after leakage from the lymphatic used for lym,Ph collection had ceased. 

Labeled thoracic.-duct lymphocytes were obtained from donor rats 
and mice about 6 to 8 hours after the intravenous injection of H3 -thymidine 
(f.l.C/g body weight, 360 mC/millimole, Schwarz Lab.). Nonlabeled bone 
marrow was obtained from rats or mice by gently suspending the femoral 
marrow in modified Locke 1 s solution. The marrow suspension was then 

>:<This paper has been accepted for publication in Blood. 

tPresent address: Department of Anatomy, University of Miami School 
of Medicine, Coral Gables, Florida. 

-§Type HA, 150 fJ. thick, average pore diameter, 0.54 fJ. were obtained from 
the Millipore Filter Corporation, Watertown, Mass. 
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mixed with labeled thoracic -duct lymphocytes and placed in the chambers. 
This inoculum contained about 6X 106 cells, lymphocytes comprising about 
one .. ha 1f of the inoculated cells. 

At various times after implantation, the recipient animals were killed, 
the chambers removed, and their surfaces cleared of adherent host cells. 
In some instances the host animals were injected intraperitoneally with a lo/o 
trypan blue -saline solution several hours before the chambers were removed. 
The. Millipore membranes were then cUt from the rings and fixed in Bouin' s 
fluid or buffered formalin .. Serum smears were made of the fluid within the 
culture chambers and were fixed in methyl alcohol. Cover-slip cultures of 
the cells found in this fluid were also examined. Autoradiographs were made 
of the smears and of many of the membranes, using Kodak Ltd. AR-lO stripping 
film. The technique of autoradiograph preparation was similar to that of 
Pelc. 4 The films were exposed in the cold for 30 days, developed, fixed, 
and stained with dilute Giemsa at pH 6.8. The membranes were treated like 
tissue sections and stained wit'h hematoxylin and eosin. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Behayior of Cultured Thoracic -D'\].ct Lymphocytes 

The combined in vitro and in vivo conditions present in the diffusion 
chambers within the peritOneal cavity allow excellent growth of thoracic duct 
lymphocytes for at least 4 or 5 days if not longer. Before discussion of the 
behavior and morphologic appearance of cultured cells, some remarks 
regarding the ce·Uular composition of the initial inoculum of thoracic duct 
lymph are pertinent. In our experience almost all these cells in both rats 
and mite are mononuclear. Observations of living cells in cover-s lip 
cultures and in stained smears indicate that practically all of these mononuclear 
cells are typical lymphocytes. Macrophages and monocytes are occasionally 
found, however, and their presence in the initial inoculum seems certain. 
Typical mature plasma cells and reticulum cells are not obse.:rved in normal 
animals. The differential size distribution of thoracic-duct lymphocytes, 
based on measurements to the nearest micron of the nuclear diameters of 
cells found in smears made with serum or in smears made when thoracic-
duct lymph is mixed with leucocyte -free whole blood, is shown in Fig. 39. 
The nuclear diameters range as a continuum from 4 to 12 IJ. or greater. The 
presence of red cells produces a shift in the size distribution, and more 
larger cells are found. No modal distribution of cell sizes occurs in either 
type of preparation, and any separation into different size categories is 
necessarily arbitrary. Serum smears have been used in these experiments 
so that more reliable comparisions can be made with data obtained previously 
from serum smears of cellular suspensions of lymph nodes. Little morphologic 
difference is observed in those cells having a nuclear diatneter of 9 1J. or less, 
although there is some tendency for the smaller cells to have pachychromatic 
nuclei, whereas the larger cells have more leptochromatic nuclei. Utilizing 
the morphologic descriptions given by Sundberg5 and Sundberg and Downey, 
many of the remaining lymphocytes having a nuclear diameter equal to or 
greater than 10 IJ. are considered to be reticular lymphocytes. Some of the 
tells within this size range, especially those having a nuclear diameter of 
10 or ll !J., are typical large lymphocytes. Some of the largest cells within 
this group with intenseLy basophilic cytoplasm may be plasma cell precursors. 
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Fig. 39. Differential size distribution of thoracic-duct lymphocytes, 
based on measurements to the nearest 1-1. of the nuclear diameters. 
Lymph + serum based on measurements of about 10,000 cells 
and lymph+ blood on 5,000 cells. (Data of J. C. Schooley and 
L. S. Kelly.) . . 
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The morphologic characteristics that permit a separation into these different 
cell types are not striking, and often the similarities are greater than the ' 
differences; therefore, for convenience we have termed all of these larger 
cells large lymphocytes. 

A tbhsiderable number of cultured thoracic duct lymphocytes can be 
observed in mitosis during the fir.st 4 days of cultivation (Fig. 40 a, c). 
Most of these dividing cells are of the larger variety; however, wha~ appears 
to be· a dividing small lymphocyte has occasionally been observed (Fig. 40 b). 
The differentia 1 distribution of cell sizes found in smears of cells living 
within the diffusion chambers does not change much during the first 4 days. 
There is, however, a slight but steady increase in the percent of pyknotic 
nuclei observed. It is our impression, although no adequate method of 
quaptitation is available, that during this time the number of cells in the 
fluid within the chambers does not appear to change significantly. Commencing 
with.l;)q.y; 4, an increasi:ng number of pyknotic nuclei, .cells underg<;>ing 
karyi-'orrliexis,. arid increasing amounts of nuclear debris are observed 
(Fig. 40 f, g, h). The superficial resemblance between those cells undergoing 
karyorrhexis and early neutrophils suggests that careful evaluation is 
necessary of experiments that propose a transformation of lymphocytes into 
net.itrophils. In some instances, mitotic figures have been observed in 'cultures 
more than 2 weeks old; large numbers of dying or dead cells were also found, 
however. In addition, a network of fib rob las tic cells has been observed in 
some of these older cultures (Fig. 40 1). It is conceivable that these fibroblasts 
were the reshlts of a lymphocyte transformation; it is equally possible, though, 
that they are simply the result of rapid proliferation of some other cell present 
in the initial inoculum. 

Isotransplanted mouse thoracic~duct lymphocytes did not appear to live 
longer than homotransplanted rat thoracic -duct lymphocytes. Cultures of 
mouse lymphocytes, however, were more often contaminated with bacteria, 
probably because of the technical difficulties involved in the collection of an 
initial sterile inoculum of mouse lymph. Autotransplanted rat lymphocytes 
did survive for several days longer than either the rat homotransplants or 
mouse isotransplants. Preliminary observations indicate that homotransplants 
of suspensions of lymph node cells survive even longer, possibly because of 
the presence of reticulum cells in the initial inoculum. The increasingly 
poor nutrient conditions within the diffusion chambers brought about by the 
growth of host cells on the exterior of the Millipore filter undoubtedly affected 
adversely the growth of the cultured cells. Gregoire 7 has observed that the 
lymphoid elements of thymus cultivated in vivo die ra2idly and the cultures 
become composed of epithelial cells. Williams et aL 8 have observed that 
extensive death of the mature cells of transplants of thymus within the 
anterior chambers of the eyes of mice occurs progressively for 2 to 3 days 
after transplantation. The remaining immature types of cell prohferate, ·and 
by 20 days the transplants may consist of mature lymphoid cells. The mature 
lymphocytes of thoracic-duct lymph appear to survive no longer in the in ,:vivo 
conditions of the Millipore cultures than in vitro conditions. 9 Perhaps~Drne" 
substance that cannot pass through the Millipore filters, the presence of 
other ce 11 types, or a particular arrangement of the cells comprising the 
tis sue is necessary for the continual development of thoracic -duct lympho
cytes. 

.... 

·~ 
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Autoradiographic Observations of Cultured 

H 3 -Thymi.dine-Labeled Thoracic-Duct Lymphocytes 

UCRL-9235 

The basic premises involved in the use of labeled thymidine are: 
(a) thymidine is a specific precursor for DNA~ and is avaHable for only 
a short time after injection, {b) thymidine is incorporated into DNA only 
at the time of its synthesis in preparation for cell division, and the activity 
is distributed to the daughter cells at mitosis, (c) in a nondividing cell, 
formed from a labeled cell, the activity is stable for the life of the cell, 
(d) radiation damage produced by intranuclear irradiation is negligible at 
the dosage used. These and other problems relevant to the use of cellular 
labels have been discussed at a recent conference. 10 Johns on and Cronkite ll 
report that an intraperitoneal dose of 1 f.!C/g of tritiated thymidine in mice 
produces an effect on spermatogonia comparable to that produced by 5 r of 
acute whole -body gamma irradiation. The behavior of cultured thoracic -duct 
lymphocytes labeled with H3-thymidine was similar to that described for 
unlabeled cells. In·some labeled cultures, a few aberrant mitotic figures 
were found (Fig. 40 d,i), whereas none was seen in cultures of unlabeled cells. 
However, too few mitotic figures were examined to decide whether the rare 
abnormal ones were the result of radiation damage. It is assumed that these 
aberrant mitoses occur too rarely to affect significantly the following studie..s 
of lymphocytopoiesis. / 

The presence and temporal pattern of appearance of tritiated thymidine
labeled mononuclear cells in the blood marrow, and lymph has been re
ported for human beings and mice, 12, i3 dogs, 14 guinea pigs, 15 and rats. 16 
In previous experiments 17 an attempt was made to determin.e the generation 
times and mean-life span of the various classes of lymphocytes in mice by 
analyzing the temporal pattern of labeling of these cells following a single 
injection of labeled thymidine. In the experiments in vivo, a rapid decrease 
in the percent of labeled large and medium lymphocytesoccurred in lymph 
nodes, lymph; blood, and thymus during the first week. It was assumed that 
this decrease was primarily the result of cellular division and subsequent 
pas sage of the larger cells into the smaller size categories. It was not 
possible to assess to what extent these observed changes in the labeling 
pattern were influenced by cell migration into or out of the observed 
population or by reticulum cell lymphocytogenesis. These factors are 
absent in cultures of thoracic-duct lymphocytes, and any changes observed 
in the temporal pattern of lab~diEg are the result of homoplastic lymphopoiesis 
or cell death. 

' 
The temporal pattern of labeling in cultured lymphocytes during the 

first 4 days is summarized in Fig. 41. The cells were separated into 
categories on the basis of nuclear diameters: small, medium and large 
lymphocytes having, respectively, nuclear diameters of 7 f.! or less, 8 or 
9 f.!, and 10 f.! or greater. Cells having less than 3 silver grains above 
representative background areas were considered arbitrarily to be unlabeled. 
At least 1000 small, 200 medium, and 100 large lymphocytes were counted 
for each time intervaL The decrease in the percent of labeled large and 
medium lymphocytes is similar to that found in vivo in the mouse and rat 
except that detectable labeled cells disappeared from the cultured population 
more rapidly. Presumably this is because there are no labeled stem ceUs 
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Fig, 40, Photomicrographs of cells on the surface of the Millipore filter; 
hematoxylin and eosin, Mag,, 1 OOOx, 

(a) Normal appearance of cultured thoracic ~duct lymphocytes; 
1-day culture; mouse. 

(b) Division of small lymphocytes; 1-day culture; mouse. 

(c) Mitotic figure, metaphase; 3 -day culture; rat. 

(d) Aberrant mitotic figure~ anaphase; 4 -day culture of labeled 
thoracic -duct lymphocytes; rat~ 

(e, f, g, h)- Abnormal cells undergoing karyorrhexis. 

(f and g) 4-day culture; mouse. 

(h) 4-day culture; rat. 

(e) 7 -day culture; rat. 

(i) Aberrant mitotic figure, metaphase; many monocytoid cells; 
3-day culture of labeled thoracic-duct cells; rat. 

(j) Reticulum cell?; 1-day culture; mouse. 

(k) Monocytoid cell, prophase in large reticular lymphocyte?; 
3-day culture; rat. 

(1) Fibroblasts; 9-day culture; mouse. 
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Fig. 41. Temporal pattern of labeling of lymphocytes present 
in cultures of rat thoracic-duct lymph. 
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present whose divisions would continually add labeled large lymphocytes to 
the population.' It must be re c-emphasized that these larger cells are only 
a very small part of the total lymphocyte population. The relative importance 
of the labeled small, medium, and large lymphocytes i;:; shown more clearly 
in Fig. 42, in which the relative number of labeled cells in each size cat= 
egory per thoq.sand lymphocytes counted is givenJor the initial inoculum 
and after 1, 2,. and 3 days of cultivation. Increasing numbers of labeled 

·small lymphocyte'~ are observed during growth of the culture, whereas the 
number of labeled medium an'd large ce Us decreases. This increase in 
lab~led small lymphocytes could be the result of either selective death of 
older unlabeled small lymphocytes or of formation of labeled small cells 
by division of labeled lat.ge and medium cells .. A l~nge number of unlabeled 
small lymphocytes must die in order to account for the doubling in the 
relative 11umber of labele'd:'cells present in the 2=day culture when compared 
with that of the initial .inoculum. Since. no really great difference occurred, 
apparently, in the total number of cells in the c~ambers during this time, 
it is concluded that sma.lt lymphocytes do arise from 'the division of medium 
and large lymphocy:teso · · 

D<:3spite the many un:J;cno,wn variables .of autoradiography, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that the number of silver grains observed above 
a labeled te 11 is proportional to the amount of activity in that celL The decrease 
in the mean grain co~nt qfa .population of labeled cells. with time should l::le 
a measure of the generation time of those cells, assuming that no further 
activity can enter the oqserved·populatian . 

, The mean grain count of the 1 abe led cells found in tlp.e different size. 
categories of 'lymphocytes· is given iyt Table XVL The half times of the 
decrease in mean .grain counts indicate that the maximum generation times 
of large and. medium lymphocytes are about 15 and 24 hours, respectively. 
Similar calculations .for lymph nodes of rats in vivo give values of about 12 
hours for large anc:l medium lymphocytes; 18 however' in this case. further 
activity tiJay enter the pppulation by division of labeled stem cells, and 
migration into and out of the population can occur. The mean grain count 
of the .small lymphocyte increases during the life of the culture. This fact 
also supports the theory of production of small lymphocytes from .larger 
lymphocytes.. · · 

The QuestiOn ·of' Transformation 

Numerbu~ investigatbrs hav~ suggested that the small rymphocyte is 
a primitive' cell capable of transforming into a wide variety of other cell types 
suth as monocytes, mac.rophages, fibroblasts, plasma cells, and myeloid 
and _erythrC?id cells '20 ~r?':'ell has re~e~tly reviewe~ this _controversia_l 
subJect. 1 9 B lodm · m1tlally de scnbed the transformatwn of thorac1c -duct 
lymphocytes into monocytes and macrophages, but other workers have not 
been able to repeat these observations. Medaw~r21 carefully repeated 
Bloom 1 s ~x~~ri~ents and cone ~uded that such transformatlons occurred only 
when the m1hal moculum conta1ned a large number of monocytes. Trowell9 
has observed cultured rat lymph nodes and fo·und that after 4 days many of 
the small lymphocytes resemble monocytes. Interestingly, he observed 
this change only among these ceUs in the reticular tissue network .. Reticulum 
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Table XVI 

Mean grain counts 'of labeled large, medium, and small 
lymphocytes in cultures of thoracic-duct lymph 

Mean grain count 

Large Medium Small 

64.2 41.7 3.1 

27.5 24.9 9.5 

10.8 15.1 8.8 

0 0 13.3 

0 0 11.1 

• 
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Fig. 42. Relative numbers of labeled cells observed per 1000 
lymphocytes counted in the initial inoculum of rat thoracic 
duct lymphocytes and after 1, 2, and 3 days of cultivation. 
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fibers. were not observed in the present thoracic duct lymph cultures even 
though there was some indication that a few of the larger reticular lympho
cytes had become even less mature (Fig. 40j). Increased numbers of mono
cytoid cells were observed on the surface of the Millipore filters of lymph 
cultures after 2 days (Fig. 40i, k) .. Examination of living cells in cover
slip cultures and stained smears of the cells taken from the fluid within the 
culture chambers of animals that had been injected with trypan blue several 
hours before sampling demonstrated the presence of only a few cells having 
the capaeity to segregate this colloidal dye. Cells having this capacity were 
observed more frequently on the surface of the Millipore filter. Possibly 
the surface of the filter substitutes for a reticulum network and permits a 
transformation of lymphocytes to monocytes. Comparisons of the grain 
count of the few monocytoid cells found in smears of the chamber fluid 
would indicate that many of these monocytoid cells had been derived from 
large or medium lymphocytes rather than from small lymphocytes . 

. ·Lymphocytes must, undoubtedly, be expose'd to the proper thilieu before 
transformations to any other cell type can occur, assuming that such trans
formations do occur. In some experiments, labeled thoracic-duct lympho
cytes. were mixed with unlabeled bone marrow and were cultured. It was 
hoped that the conditions in these cultures would simulate those occurring 
nor'mally in marrow and would promote the metamor,phosis of labeled lympho
cytes into other marrow cells, a possibility that has often been suggested. 22 

The appearance of the label in marrow cells can be interpreted as evidence 
of transformation only if reutilization of labeled DNA fragments, released 
from dying lymphocytes, does not occur. Although this possibility8 which 
has been suggested by some workers, 23-25 cannot definitely be excludeds 
there is some evidence that such a process does not occur in these cultures. 
During the life of these cultures no evidence of phagocytosis of labeled or 
unlabeled fragments of DNA by any cell was observed. Labeling of the 
youngest cells declined rapidly, and no later increase in the labeling of these 
cells was seen. Reutilization of the labeled nucleotides released from deg
radation of DNA might occur, but this would be true for all DNA-synthesizing 
cells of the culture, and therefore its detection autoradiographically would be 
minimal. 

More than 40 labeled plasma-like cells were found in these mixed 
cultures after 12 hours of cultivation. All the other labeled cells present in 
these cultures were morphologically indistinguishable from the cells of the 
initial inoculum (Fig. 43 m). The temporal pattern of labeling of the non~ 
plasma cells was essentially similar to the pattern observed when labeled 
thoracic duct cells were cultured alone. The plasma cells were large, with 
eccentric nuclei,and had a considerable amount of flaky, quite basophilic 
cytoplasm {Fig. 43 n, o). A perinuclear clear area and vacuoles in the 
cytoplasm were often observed. The nucleus of these cells was identical to 
that of typical small lymphocytes. The large number of silver grains over 
these cells often obscured nuclear detail. In some cases, coordinates of 
the labeled cells were taken, the autoradiographic film was removed, and 
corn.parisons were made with plasma cells present in antigenically stimulated 
lymph nodes. The labeled plasma cell, such as shown in Fig. 43 Os was 
identical to the plasma cells of this size found in the stimulated node.s. The 
more mature labeled plasma cells observed in 60-hour cultures were generally 
smaller, and the cartwheel nucleus was not as pronounced as in the stimulated 

.. 
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Fig. 43. Photomicrographs of autoradiographs of labeled cells 
found in initial inoculum of thoracic -duct lymph {m) and 
of a typical plasma cell found in smears from cultur.es of 
labeled thoracic-duct lymphocytes and unlabeled bone marrow 
after 36 hours; n is focused on the silver grains of the 
emulsion and o is focused on the cell. mag., m 500 X; 

n, o, llOOX. 
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node. Comparisons of the grain counts of labeled plasma cells with labeled 

cells of lymph would appear to support of the concept of a direct origin from 
the larger cells of lymph rather than from the small lymphocyte. The 
identity of these larger cells of lymph has already been discus sed, and it 
was noted that many of these cells might be plasma-cell precursors. 
Reinhardt and Yoffey26 have observed such cells in guinea pig thoracic -duct 
lymph and have come to a similar conclusion. Apparently conditions exist 
,within these mixed cultur~!> that s~pply· th,e approprip.te stimulus fbr the. 
transformation or development of these plasma-cell precursors of lymph 
into mature plasma cells. It is not known whether this stimulus is the result 
of the presence of marrow cells or the antigenic nature of these cultures. 
Plasma cells were not observed in cultures of thoracic duct lymph to which 
bone marrow and had not been added. Future work using histocompatible 
donor animals is necessary to determine more specifically the nature of this 
stimulus and the P:r?cise ce,ll ,types, inv~l.v:e~ in t, ~is trq.r1:,sformati~1n. 
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11. THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF 
IRON KINETICS AND HEMOGLOBIN SYNTHESIS 

IN HUMAN SUBJECTS* 

Myron Pollycove and Robert K. Mortimer 
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Two.,.thirds· of the iron normally present in the body is in hemoglobin. 
Hemoglobin turnover is generally assumed to be much greater than turn-
over of iron in storage depots, in which nearly all the remaining iron is 
fourid. For these reasons, it was expected that hemoglobin synthesis could 
possibly be measured directly by means of radioactive iron. The pioneering 
work of Huff and his associates 1 ~ 3 proposed that hemoglobin synthesis could 
be determined from the product of the rate of removal of iron from plasma 
(plasma. iron turnover, mg per day) and the fraction of. radioactive iron in
corporated into circulating erythrocytes. Further studies by Huff and 
others 8 4-16 however, revealed that hemoglobin synthesis calculated in this: 
way was. consistently greater than would be·expected from relating circulating 
hemoglobin to well~established data concerning the life span of erythrocytes. 
Plasma iron turnover data yielded daily hemoglobin synthesis rates of 1.2 
to 2. Oo/o of circulating hemoglobin, in contrast with expected rates of 0. 7 5 to 
1.00%, corresponding to an erythrocyte life-span range of 100 to 130 days. 17- 2 0 

Though plasma iron turnover can be used for relative comparisons of 
erythropoiesis under certain circumstances, it is apparent that plasma iron 

. turnover must be analyzed into its component parts before it can be used for 
quantitative. determination of hemoglobin synthesis. 

This study was undertaken in an attempt to quantitate hemoglobin 
synthesis •. For this purpose, mathematical models were developed that are 
compatible with experimental data obtained from more than 400 subjects for 
whom sequential measurements of radioiron were made. in plasma, in red 
cells, and at the body surface. 21,.22 Data obtained from 13 normal subjects 
and 6 patients with endogenous hemochromatosis are presented in this report 
and analyzed in accordance with the proposed models. Most patients with 
endogenous hemochromatosis are not anemic and show normal blood and 
marrow erythrons upon histologic examination. 23 Iron kinetics in these 
patients are greatly altered by a marked pathologic increase of iron stores, 
usually associated with normal hemoglobin synthesis and erythrocyte life 
span. Study of patients with endogenous hemochromatosis therefore provides 
an especially useful test of the proposed iron kinetic model. 

* To be subr.r1,itted for publication in the Journal of Clinical Investigation. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The 13 normal subjects-~-! female and 12 male volunteers between 
the ages of 24 and 72 years-~include all normal subjects studied with the 
methods presented. All were asymptomatic, in good health, with normal 
hematoiogic values. · 

All patients with endogenous hemochromatosis (6 males) studied up 
to the time of writing are included in this report. None had received blood 
transfusion or iron therapy. Five of these patients were between 50 and 
60 years of age, with characteristic slate -grey or leaden dusky skin color 
and diabetes. Diagnosis was established by the abnormaqy increase,d 

-concentration of iron in plasma, 178 to 278 t-Lg/100 ml, decreased total 
plasma iron~binding capacity, 224 to 278 t-Lg/100 ml, and liver biopsy, which 
demonstrated characteristic periportal fibrosis in association with massive 
dep9sits of hemosiderin. The sixth patient was only 22 years of age. 
Though biopsy of his liver demonstrated markedly increased amounts of 
hemosiderin, no periportal fibrosis was present. Glucose tolerance and 
cardiac and hepatic £miction were normal. Plasma iron concentration, 
149 tJ.g/ 100 ml, and total binding capacity, 314 f-Lg/ 100 ml, were normal; 
he had 'not been venesected. The diagnosis wa·s established by demonstration 
of increased absorption of ingested iron~ -29o/o of 4 mg of iron (ferrous 
citrate) without ascorbic acid- -in association with a striking familial 
incidence of endogenous hemochromatosis, his father and one paternal 
uncle having died with endogenous hemochromatosis and diabetes. A 
living paternal uncle also has endogenous hemochromatosis and diabetes. 
More precisely, since no pathologic organ function or morphology was 
demonstrable, he is classified as being at a prehemochromatotic stage of 
endogenous hemochromatosis. 24 

Ten to 40 f-LC of radioactive iron (Fe 59), as ferrous citrate or ferric 
ammonium citrate, specific activity 1 to 15 f-LC/ f-Lg, was used. This was 

,,added to sufficient fresh plasma (the recipient's plasma is used except when 
'it lacks sufficient latent iron-binding capacity) to ensure binding of all iron 
to the f31 -globulin, tz:ansferrin. After incubation at 37°C for 20 to 30 
minutes, 5 to 20 ml of the l~beled fresh plasma was injected intravenously 
(with a calibrated syringe). During the 10 to 14 days following injection, 
serial blood samples were analyzed for plasma and erythrocyte radio
activity, and surface measurements of radioactivity over liver, spleen8 and 
sacral bone marrow were made. 

Plasma and erythrocyte radioactivity were measured by counting 2-
or _ 3~·ml samples in a well scintillation counter, with Nal crystal and 6-inch 
lead shielding. 25 Blood samples were centrifuged at 2000 g for 15 minutes 
to obtain plasma free of erythrocytes. It was necessary to take care in' 
drawing and manipulating the blood to avoid hemolysis which, after signif
icant labeling of erythrocytes occurs, would produce erroneously high 
concentration of radioiron in plasma (Fig. 54, N -9). Concentration of iron 
in plasma and latent iron-binding capacity were determined by the Peters 
modification of the Ramsey method. Z6 Hematocrits were determined on 
all samples. Pla~a and red cell volumes were determined independently 
by the Fe 59 and P dilution methods. 27' 28 Surface counting rates were 
obtained by using mobile scintillation counters placed over liver and spleen, 

• 

'I 
I 
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angled posteriorly from the anterior and midaxillary lines., respectively, 
and in the posterior midline over the broad upper portion of the sacrum, as 
shown in Appendix F2, 3. A counting rate is also obtained over the anterior 
aspect of the thigh at a level 12 em above the upper border of the patella. 
this position at the lower end of the femur is usedto detect increases in 
red marrow volume in adults and to monitor variations of background and 
instrumentation. 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF PLASMA RADIOIRON 

Study of normal subjects for whom tracer radioiron was measured in 
plasma, sacral marrow, liver, spleens and circulating erythrocytes (Fig. 
44~ 48, 49, 50), results in the following observations: Virtually all radio
active iron moves rapidly from plasma to bone marrow, remai;ning there 
lohger than one day. During the next 4 to 6 days, radioiron leaves the 
:tnaiioow while simultaneously appearing within circulating erythrocytes. 
In plasma, 'during the first 5 to 8 hours., there is a 'rapid exponential de-
crease of radioiron, the rate of which subsequently diminishes. After approxi
mately 2 days, a second, slower, exponential rate of decrease of radioiron 

·is' established. This persists for 8 to 12 days .(Figs. 44, 48), T4e presence 
of this Second component is evidence for feedback of radioactive iron into 
plasma from another iron pool. Since virtually all plasma radioiron trans
fers to marrow, it seems plausible that the feedback occurs from marrow. 
It can be shown that if feedback were to occur from a labile storage pool 
rather than a labile erythropoietic pool. almost all radioiron would equili~ 
brate initially with the labia.e storage ppol instead of the erythropoietic pool, 
and would thereby markedly increase the hepatic counting rate. Also, loe
appearance in plasma of radioactive iron from destroyed circulating 
erythrocytes and storage depots is normally delayed beyond the 10- to 14-
day period of measurement. 

From these considerations, the model shown in Fig. 45 is proposed to 
apply for normal subjects whenever storage deposition is a very small frac
tion of plasma iron exchange. Solution of the corresponding simultaneous 
differential equations is presented in Appendix A. The plasma radioiron can 
be expressed as a function of time by the equation 

The slope r 1 is determined largely by the rate of transfer of radioiron 
from plasma into the labile erythropoietic iron pool (fraction of plasma iron 
transferred daily); the slope r3 is determined largely by the rate of trans
fer of radioiron from the labile erythropoietic iron pool into maturing 
erythrons (fraction of erythropoietic pool transferred daily). Measurement 
of the two plasma radioiron slopes and their intercepts, together with use of 
the formulae summarized in Appendix D, permits calculation of the inter
compartmental rate constants and the amount of iron in the labile erythro
poietic pool. Calculations of the rates of irreversible iron fixation in 
maturing erythrons and the corresponding rates of hemoglobin synthesis are 
shown in Appendix B. 
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When considerable storage deposition of plasma iron occurs. as in 
patients with hemochromatosis, hemosiderosis, or decreased erythropoiesis, 
the model shown in Fig. 45 is not adequate. Under these circumstances, 
initial hepatic deposition of radioiron occurs along with transfer to marrow 
and erythrons, and there is a corresponding decrease in the percentage of 
radioiron incorporated into circulating erythrocytes (Figs. 46, 52. 53). 
This indicates that deposition of iron in relatively fixed stores occurs 
simultaneously with incorporation of iron from labile marrow pool into 
maturing erythrons (Fig. 46). Graphic analysis of plas.ma radioiron reveals 
that it may be resolved into three distinct exponential components (Fig. 55). 
This pattern indicates feedback of radioiron from two distinct iron pools into 
the plasma pool. Under these circumstances, it is postulated that plasma 
iron exchanges with a storage pool in addition to an erythropoietic pool. 

Based upon these considerations, the generally applicable model shown 
in Fig. 47 is proposed. Solution of the corresponding simultaneous differ
ential equations is presented in Appendix A. The plasma radioiron can be 
expressed as the sum of three exponential fractions, 

Xo = 
1 

-r t -r t -r t 
Ae 

1 + .Be 
2 + Ce 

3 

The magnitude of the slopes r 1 and r 3 corresponds to those observed for 
normal subjects. The additional slope observed when appreciable storage 
depostii::m of plasma iron occurs, r2, is largely determined by the rate of 
transfer of radioiron from the labile storage pool into relatively fixed iron 
stores (fraction of storage pool transferred daily); it is considerably smaller 
than r 1 and larger than r3. Slope r3 is considered to be determined by 
the irreversible transfer of iron from the labile erythropoietic pool into 
erythrons, as is the case in normal subjects. Measurement of the three 
plasma radioiron slopes, the"ir irtte.rcepts, and J, the maximum· fraction of 
radioir:on incorporated into erythrons, together with the use of the formulae 
summarized in Appendix D, permits calculation of the amounts of iron in 
the labile erythropoietic and labile storage pools. Calculation of the rates 
of iron deposition in stores, irreversible fixation in maturing erythrons, 
and corresponding hemoglobin synthesis is shown in Appendix B. The 
simple model is seen to be a special case of the more general storage model 
when a. 15 = 0. 

The rate of hemoglobin synthesis can be calculated from the amount of 
iron irreversibly fixed daily in maturing erythrons, by using the relation 
that 1 g of hemoglobin contains 3.4 mg of iron. This assumes that the iron 
present in mature erythrocytes is almost entirely in hemoglobin. The mean 
life span of the erythron is estimated by the ra~o of total hemoglobin to 
daily hemoglobin breakdown. The latter is calculated from the rate of 
hemoglobin synthesis and the change, if any, in total hemoglobin (Appendix 
B). The time interval between incorporation of iron into marrow erythrons 
and its appearance in circulating erythrocytes is designated as the mean 
effective erythron hemoglobinization time (MEEHT). The method of calcu
lating cumulative net incorporation of radioiron into maturing erythrons and 
mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time is presented in Appendix C. 
The simpler mathematical model (Fig. 45), in which plasma iron exchange 
with storage pools is neglected, can be applied, not only to normal subjects, 

.. 
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but also to a variety of patients in whom the normal pattern of iron flow 
from plasma to marrow to erythrocytes occurs. This includes ironc~ 
deficiency anemia 3 ~rimary or secondary polycythemia, and most hemolytic 
anemias. 21 • 22, 29. 0 Premature re -entr·y of radioiron into plasma results 
whenever erythron hemolysis occurs, whether in marrow (associated with 
increased mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time) or subsequent to 
erythron entry into the circulation (frequently associated with delayed in
crease of splenic counting rate above its initial level, i.e. , cpmf cpm 0 > 1 ). 2 2 

In hemolytic anemias, feedback of radioiron frbm destroyed labeled 
erythrocytes to plasma results in a progressive decrease of the negative 
plasma radioiron slope (which may even become positive in severe hemo~· 
lysis), terminating in a constant level of equilibrium. 22 Under these 
circumstances, the exponential components may be approximated by subtrac
tion of the minimal value from the preceding curve.· 

This mathematical treatment of hemolytic feedback is a simple approxi
mation that is very useful and yields results that agree closely with more 
complex and precise methods. The approach is not rigorous, since it is 
apparent that feedback of radioiron from hemolyzed erythrons to plasma is 
not present at a constant level from time of injection through the entire .2-
week period of study. Detailed analysis of this problem, with evaluation of 
the hemolytic component, will be presented separately, together with results 
obtained in studies of patients with hemolytic anemias. 21 The term 
D[ 1 - <l>(t)], where <l>(t) = 1 at t = 0 and <l>(t). = 0 at t =a, Fig. 45 and Fig. 
47, 13 represents the component of plasma radioiron resulting from hemo
lysis, A simple approximation is obtained by setting <l>(t) = 0, D being the 
measured final constant value of plasma radioiron. This simplification 
alters the calculated rate of hemoglobin synthesis and derived mean erythron 
life span by less than 1 Oo/o, as compared with values derived from use of 
D[ 1 ~ <l>(t)J, 

Feedback of radioiron from relatively fixed stores to plasma becomes 
appreciable in 14 to 21 days. Considerations similar to those discussed for 
hemolytic feedback apply, and we have 

-r f -r f -r t 
x 1 = Ae 

1 + Be 
2 + Ce 

3 + E[ 1 - t!J(t)] 

(Fig, 4 7). Since the. final constant plasma radioiron level, E, resulting 
from storage feedback usually occurs at a later time and lower level thari. 
that resulting from hemolytic feedback, a smaller error, less than 5o/o, is 
,introduced by subtracting this constant minimal value from the preceding 
curve. A more rigorous and complex mathematical treatment of feedback 
from relatively fixed stores (compartment 6 illustrated in Fig. 46) is 
presented separately. The amount of storage iron that is miscible in 
approximately 3 weeks is calculated by relating the constant plasma radio
iron level, E, to the fraction of injected radioiron deposited in storage, 
I-f , as shown in Appendix B. 

All radioiron is initially in plasma, and 7 to 10 days later is normally 
almost entirely in circulating erythrocytes. Initial surface radioactivity 
rates cpm 0 over liver, spleen, and marrow are largely the r~sult of radio
activity in plasma circulating through these organs. As radioiron leaves 
plasma and accumulates in marrow, splenic and hepatic counting rates 
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usually fall, while the sacral counting rate rises rapidly. Subsequently, 
in vivo counting rates normally return to their initial values, cpm0 , when 
almost all radioiron has returned to the blood (Figs. 44 and 50), For 
convenience, body surface radioactivity is not expressed as net· radio·· 
activity, . cpm - c.pm 0x (fraction of radioiro~ m ~irculating bl~od), but . 
rather as the ratw cpm/ cpm0. Expressed 1n th1s way, hepahc and splen1c 
radioactivity normally do not exceed 1, sacral radioactivity usually exceeds 
2 within 4 hours, and all sites approximate 1 within 10 days (Fig. 50). 
Slow increase of surface hepatic radioactivity during the first 3 hours after 
injection together with simultaneous slow disappearance of radioiron from 
plasma (small r 1 ), is almost always the result of considerable iron exchange 
between plasma and stores (Figs. 46, 51, 53); while relatively rapid initial 
hepatic accumulation of radioiron, comparable to the rate of normal accumu·~ 
lation of sacral radioiron, is associated with hemoglobin synthesis in hepatic 
erythrons and a subsequent decrease of hepatic radioactivity. 2• 21 • 22 A 
slow initial increase of hepatic radioactivity (not present in patients with 
low concentration of iron in plasmaL together with a distinct third exponential 
component in the plasma radioiron curve and a subnormal incorporation of 
radioiron in circulating erythrocytes, indicates application of the storage
exchange model (Fig. 47), Unless a gradual initial increase of hepatic 
radioactivity persists (Fig. 53), the "normal flow" model is used (Fig. 45), 
In this neglect: of the normal deposition of storage iron, not more than a 
1 O% error is incurred, as shown in the sub~equent discus sian. Because of 
the experimental error (±5%) involved in determinations of red cell volume 
used to calculate f , it does not seem advantageous to use the storage
exchange model for more exact measurement of normal deposition of stored 
plasma iron. 

The storage ~exchange model involves the variable f, the maximum 
fraction of injected radioiron incorporated into erythrons. When hemolysis 
is absent, as in five of the patients with hemochromatosis, f equals the 
measured maximum incorporation of radioiron in circulating erythrocytes 
(Figs. 46, 51, 53). If erythrons are destroyed within the 10-day period 
after incorporation of radioiron, than f is greater than the maximum net 
incorporation of radioiron in circulating erythrocytes. The occurrenceof 
hemolysis is evidenced usually by cessation of a decrease in plasma radio
iron and establishment of a constant equilibrium level in 10 days or 
less, 21, 22, 30 Plasma radioiron would not be expected to reach a constant 
level in less than 10 days whenever hemolysis is the result of a shortened 
finite erythrocyte life span longer than 10 days. Finite erythrocyte life 
span is here defined as the occurrence of eFythrocyte destruction with normal 
distribution about a definite time interval after erythron release into the 
circulation. This type of hemolysis is probably rare, since complete study 
of approximately 400 patients with shortened erythrocyte life span has 
demonstrated in every case cessation of the "normal" exponential decrease 
of radioiron, 21 in less than 10 days. 

The early stabilization of plasma radioiron is present in this study 
only in the hemochromatotic patient (patient No. 59-70), with mild he.mo
lysis resulting in mean erythron life span of 52 days. Plasma radioiron in 
this patient attained a constant level by the tenth day (Fig. 56). In this 
case f is greater than maximum erythrocyte net incorporation of radioiron· 
(Fig. 56), Surface measurements may be used as shown in Appendix E 
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to arrive at an estimate of f when significant hemolysis and plasma-storage 
iron exchange are both present. Measurements of radioiron in liver~ spleen, 
marrow, blooda and occasionally lung are used in an effort to account for 
all the radioiron distributed throughout the body .. With rare exceptions it 
has been possible to do this for more than 400 studies, including patients 
from whom. there was loss of radioiron by.gastrointestinal or pulmonary 
bleeding. 21, 27 These semiquantitative estimates. derived from surface 
counting make possible better localization and quantitation of pathologic 
function» and selection of the appropriate model and value for f used for 
quantitative analysis of plasma and erythrocyte radioiron data (Appendix E). 
M6~t patients with appreciable hemolysis, however, do not have appreciable 
pla~,ma·-storage iron exchange relative to plasma-erythropoiesis iron ex-, 
chan~e. and the "normal flow" model is used, i.e., f=d. 

RESULTS 

Results obtained for 13 normal subjects are shown in Table XVIL 
These include experimental data obtained by direct measurements and 
calculated intercompartmental rate constants, labile erythropoietic iron 
pool size, daily hemoglobin synthesis, mean erythrocyte life span, and 
mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time. The plasma radioiron 
curves of this group can be resolved into two exponential components (Figs. 
44, 48, 54). By using these slopes and their intercepts:, the following 
average estimates are obtained in normal subjects: 32.5 mg of iron leaves 
plasma daily (a. 12x1). Of this, 21.4 mg (a. 23x2 ), i.e., approximately 2/3, or 
a.23/ (a.23 t a.21). is used for daily hemoglobin synthesis. Expressed in 
another way, the daily feedback of iron, 11.1 mg (a. 21 x 2 ), from the labile 
erythropoietic pool (X2 ): mean value 84.9 m~, to plasma pool (XI), mean 
value 3.6 mg, 1s approximately 1/3, or a. 21 ; (a.2 3 + a. 21 ), of the amount of 
iron, 32.5 mg, daily entering the labile erythropoietic pool from plasma. 
Normal daily hemoglobin synthesis is 6.3:1:0.9 (1 SD) g per day (55 to 84 kg, 
weight range) or 1.3:1:0.2 g per liter of blood per day. Assuming a steady 
state, verified during the course of study of each patient, we calculate a 
mean erythrocyte life span of 117:1:7.5 days. The estimated mean effective 
erythron hemoglo'Qinization time is 1.4:1: ~.2 days. This quantity is a measure 
of the time interval between incorporation of iron into red cell precursors 
and its release into the vascular system. 

Results obtained from six patients with endogenous hemochromatosis 
are shown in Table XVIII. These include directly measured experimental 
data and calculated intercompartmental rate constants, labile erythropoietic 
and storage iron pools, daily iron storage deposition, miscible storage iron, 
daily hemoglobin synthesis, mean erythrocyte life span, and mean effective 
erythron hemoglobinization time. The plasma 'radioiron curves for these 
patients can be resolved into three exponential components (Figs. 46, 51, 55). 
By using the slopes and. their intercepts, the following average estimates 
are obtained in patients with endogenous hemochromatosis: 51.9 mg of 
iron leaves plasma daily ([ a. 12 + a. 15 ]X 1 )~. of which 24.7 mg (a.23X2}• or 
48%, is used for hemoglobin synthesis, and 18.0 mg per day (a.56X5) goes 
into stores.'. The labile storage iron pool is 15.6 mg, approximately twice 
the plasma iron pool of 7.0 mg. Miscible storage iron in the four patients 
with advanced hemochromatosis without hemolysis averages4850 mg, as 
compared with 820 mg in the young prehemochromatotic patient. Though 



Table XVII 

Data -derived fro-~ thirteen normal subjects 

Firat Second Second Fe Erythro- Daily Fe M 
Total Total Plasma Plasma Plasma Intercompartmental leaving poietic for Hb Daily Hemoglobin E e;~ 

Hb Body tl/2. PI PlaRma Fe 59 Fe59 Slope Rate Constanta Plasma/ Labile Synthesis Synthesis L~feSr~: 
Age, Wt (g/ Hct RCV Hb (~J.g/ BV PV Iron x 1 Slope Slope Inter- day(mg) Iron Pool (mg) MELl MEEHT 

Name Sex (kg) lOOml) (%-.) M:HC (ml} (g) (hours) lOOml) (ml) (ml) (mg) rl r3 cept C a. 12 a.23 a.ll a. 12 X1 (mg) X2 a. 23 x 2 (g) (g/1) (days) (days) 

N-1 

N-Z 

N-3 

N-4 

N-5 

N-6 

N-7 

N-B 

N-9 

N-10 

N-11 

N-12 

N-13 

62£ 75.0 14.0 42..4 0.33 1540 509 2.25 101 4140 2600 2.6 7.4 0,289 0.0220 7.30 0.293 0.094 19.2. 49.5 14,5 4.3 1.0 

35m 78.0 15.9 42.5 0.37 2.360 883 1.80 112. 5590 3230 3.3 9.3 0,266 0,0070 9.19 0.268 0.061 30.3 92.1 24.7 7.3 1.3 

ZBm 66.8 15.4 44.0 0.35 2090 731 1.83 144 4750 2660 4.2. 9.1 0.289 0.0200 8.91 0.295 0.170 37.4 80.4 23.8 7.0 1.5 

32m 70.0 17.1 49.1 0.35 2130 745 2.32 ZOO 4490 2360 4.7 7.2. 0.2.89 0,02.44 7.02. 0.2.96 0.161 33.2 72..6 21.5 6.3 1.4 

Z9m 84.0 14.5 44,0 0.33 2810 928 1.60 117 5780 2970 3.5 10.4 0.306 0.0120 10.28 0.309 0.118 36.0 83.0 25.6 7.5 1.3 

26.m 75.0 15.2 44.9 0,34 2.180 741 2.28 150 5000 2.820 4.2 7.3 0.231 ·0,0180 7.2.0 O.l35 0.105 30.2 88.9 20.9 6.2 LZ 

26m 17.0 14,0 45.0 0.31 2410 749 1.89 119 5360 2950 3.8 9.0 0.238 0.0200 8.83 0,242 0.111 33.5 81.2 19.7 5.8 1.1 

32m 68.2 15.0 46.9 0.32 2010 643 2.00 130 4460 2450 3.2 8.3 0.210 0.0110 8.24 0.222 0.017 26.2 86.1 19.1 5.6 1.3 

72m 75.0 17.5 50.0 0.35 2070 725 2.10 185 4340 2270 4.2 7.9 0.239 0.0180 7.79 0.244 0.133 32.7 86.7 21.2 6.2 1.4 

35m 69.5 14.8 45.0 0,33 22.80 750 1.05 74 5500 32.20 2.4 15.8 0.266 0,0092 15.66 0.2.68 0.141 37.4 91.4 24.5 7.2 1.4 

24m 63.5 16.2. 48.0 0.34 2.310 785 1.62. 160 4940 2.630 4.2 10,3 0.167 0.0130 ·10.17 0.169 0.130 42.7 143,0 24.2 7.1 1.4 

29m 72.7 1'4.1 44.6 0.32. 2350 751. 1.35 86 5730 3380 2..9 12.3 0.289 0.0153 12.11 0.293 0.180 35.1 74.2. 21.8 6.4 1.1 

33m 54.8 14.0 43.3 0.32. 1980 634 2.31 136 4980 3000 4.1 7.2. 0.217 0,02.40 7.04 0.222 0.163 28.8 74.9 16.6 4.9 1.0 

Mean 15.2 45.4 0.33 736 1.88 132 3.6 9.3 0.254 0.0165 9.21 0.258 0.131 32.5 84.9 21.4 6.3 1.3 

a :~:99 :~:0.38 :1:35 :1:0.1 ±2.4 :t:0.039 :~:0.0054 :~:2.36 :~:0.039 :~:0.037 :t:5.7 :tl9.9 ±3.2. :~:0.9 :~:o.z 
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only 58%: of the radioiron is incorporated into circulating erythrocytes, 
hemoglobin is synthesized at a normal rate of 7 .2. g per day or 1.4 g per 
liter per day. Corresponding mean erythrocyte life span is calculated as 
108 days. The estimated mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time 
is 1.6 days. 

The applicability of the mathematical models and the validity of the 
solutions of the corresponding differential equations were confirmed with 
an. analogue computer. Intercompartmental rate constants were calculated 
from observed data by using the formulae given in Appendix D, and inserted 
into the analogue computer in both the "storage exchange" model and 
"normal flow" model. The resultant radioiron curves obtained in plasma, 
labile erythropoietic, and labile storage compartments in the analogue 
computer reproduce within 5% the observed radioiron curves in plasma, 
sacral marrow, and liver. 

DISCUSSION 

Mathematic analysis of the proposed general model (Fig. 47) predicts 
that tracer radioiron within the plasma iron compartment shcmld decrease with 
three exponential components when feedback from erythropoietic and storage 
pools is significant. These three components are clearly present in the 
measured plasma radioiron of patients with hetnochromatosis in whom a 
significant exchange of iron between plasma and storage compartments is 
demonstrated by striking hepatic deposition of radioiron (Figs. 46, 51, 53, 
55). When the rate at which plasma iron enters the storage compartment 
is very slowo, then the general model reduces to the simpler model (Fig. 
45). in which exponential decrease of plasma radioiron contains only two 
components. Measurements of plasma radioiron in normal subjects in whom 
significant hepatic deposition of radioiron is absent demonstrate only two 
significant exponential components, 

-r{ -r t· 
x 1 = Ae + Ce 

3 

(Figs. 44, 48, 50, 54). Patients with complete erythroid aplasia also 
demonstrate only two components of plasma radioiron; the slope of the 
second component, however, corresponding in magnitude to r2 and r 3 is 
absent; 21 plasma radioiron .. is given by 

-r{ -r t 
x

1 
= Ae + Be 

2 

(Fig. 57). When these models are used, the calculated rates of hemoglobin 
synthesis, when related to measured total-body hemoglobin, result in 
estimates of erythrocyte life spans in normal subjects and patients with 
endogenous hemochromatosis within the previously established normal range 
of 100 to 130 days. 17 • 19 There was one exception, a patient with endogenous 
hemochromatosis (patient No. 59-70), whose plasma "tadioiron remained 
constant after the tenth day of the study (Fig. 56). This corresponds to 
the "hemolytic" plasma radioiron pattern of Fig. 47. The mean erythron 
life span of this patient with the "hemolytic" pattern, derived from rate of 
hemoglobin synthesis, is reduced to 52 days. The other 18 subjects 
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(13 normal, 5 endogenous hemochromatosis) all showed a continued ex
ponential decrease of radioiron at the tenth day .. corresponding to the "normal 11 

pattern (Figs. 48, 51) . 

One patient with endogenous hemochromatosis (patient No. 60·~9) was 
venesected 10 days before the study was begun. Hemoglobin synthesis in 
this pati~nt was increased to 11.4 g per day9 or 1.6 g per liter per day, as 
compared with 1. 3 :I: 0.2 g/1/ d in normal subjects and the other hemochroma
totic patients without hemolysis. By relating this increased rate of hemo·~ 
globin synthesis to total hemoglobin (7 59 g) and its increase during the 
study (4.8 g/d), a mean erythron life span of 114 days was obtained. This 
demonstrates increased production of erythrocytes with normal longevity 
in response to venesection. Increased erythropoiesis of erythrocytes with 
normal life span has also been observed early in the development of poly
cythemia vera and in patients with polycythemia secondary to hypoxia. 2 ' 2 9 

Miscible storage iron in the four patients With advanced endogenous 
hemochromatosis without hemolysis averages 4850 mg. Hepatic ferritin, 
calculated from data obtained in three patients with endogenous hemochroma
tosis studied by Finch and Finch, 23 averaged approximately 2300 mg. 
Assuming that the liver contains almost half the total storage iron31 and 
that ferritin is distributed in approximate proportion to hemosiderin, the 
value of 4850 mg obtained for miscible storage iron is not significantly in 
excess of estimated total ferritin in these patients. It thus appears that 
very little of the radioiron deposited in storage is fixed in hemosiderin dur
ing the 4-week period following injection of radioiron. By using a hepatic 
hemosiderin:ferritin ratio of 4.5 derived from the data of Shoden et aL 32 

and Finch and Finch, 23 and equating ferritin to miscible storage iron, total 
storage iron of 26,700 mg is calculated for the four patients of this study. 
By using a hepatic hemosiderin:ferritin ratio of 10.6 derived from the data 
of Heilmeyer in five patients with hemochromatosis, 33 total storage iron 
of 56,100 mg is calculated for these four patients. Miscible storage iron in 
the fifth patient, 22 years old and classified as prehemochromatotic, is only 
820 mg. Assuming this corresponds to ferritin and using a smaller hemo·
siderin:ferritin ratio of 2.0, 32 one finds calculated storage iron in this 
patient is only moderately increased to 2460 mg; using the data of Heilmeyer, 33 
4670 mg. Miscible storage iron was not calculated in the sixth patient with 
hemolysis (patient No. 59~,70). In this individual, a relatively high equilibrium 
level of plasma radioiron derived from erythron hemolysis is present ("D", 
Fig. 56). This is superimposed on the lower equilibration level of storage
pool radioiron with plasma (11E", Fig. 55)12 so that storage equlibration 
could not be measured directly. 

The mean erythron life span is calculated as the ratio of total hemo
globin to daily hemoglobin breakdown, assuming measured erythrocyte 
kinetics are characteristic of the cells measured throughout their life span. 
Chromium-51 and DFp32 (P-32-diisopropylfluorophosphate) label the 
population of circulating erythrocytes. If a population' of erythrocytes with 
skewed distribution of potential life spans is released from the marrow, 
these cells do not have proportional representation in the circulation. At 
any given time the circulating blood will contain relatively few short~lived 
erythrons and, conversely, many more long-lived erythrons than in the 
population released originally from the marrow. If destruction is not 
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entirely random, numerical representation of circulating erythrons becomes 
weighted in proportion to longevity, On the other hand, the radioiron method 
presented measures mean erythron life span from the time of fixation of 
radioiron in maturing erythrons, beginning with the proerythroblasts, 34, 35 
Mean erythron life span measured in this way is comparable to mean survival 
of the!opulation of circulating erythrons~ as determined with the Ashby, 
DFP3 , or Cr51 techniques, only when erythron .destruction is random 
or occurs with a normal distribution about a definite time intervaL 21 When 
defective erythropoiesis results in marrow hemolysis of maturing erythrons 
or release into the circulation of a skew population, measurement of the 
circulating erythrons results in survival times that are considerably longer 
than the mean erythron life span, A more detailed consideration of these 
problems, together with observations in patients with hemolytic anemia, 
is presented elsewhere, 

Analysis of earlier ferrokinetic models used for calculating red cell 
iron turnover and rate of hemoglobin synthesis 1, 2 suggests two reasons 
for the lack of agreement. The earlier proposal that rate of iron fixation 
in erythrocytes is equal to the product of the rate of plasma iron removal 
and the fraction of radioactive iron found in circulating erythrocytes implies 
a linear progression of radioiron from plasma to marrow to red cells with
out significant feedback, When the return of iron from labile erythropoietic 
and storage iron pools is neglected, an erroneously large rate of iron 
fixation in erythrocytes is estimq.ted, In the normal subjects this error 
averages 52%, while in the patients with endogenous hemochromatosis it 
averages 22%. Another difficulty arises from equating the maximum fraction 
of radioiron present in circulating erythrocytes with the maximum fraction 
of radioiron fixed in maturing erythrons (f). This difference becomes signif
icant· in active hemolytic states in which maximum net incorroration of 
radioiron in circulating erythrocytes may be as little as 35%, 1 without 
appreciable initial hepatic deposition of radioiron. Under these circum
stances, multiplication of plasma iron turnover by maximum net fraction of 
radioiron in circulating erythrocytes results in erroneously small rate of 
iron fixation in erythrocytes. If, for example, in a patient with negligible 
plasmamstorage iron exchange and severe hemolytic anemia, one has 
a.23 + a.21/ (a.23) = 6/5 and net incorporation of radioiron in circulating 
erythrocytes is 1/3, then iron fixation in erythrons as calculated by multi
plying plasma iron turnover by maximum net incorporation of radioiron in 
circulating erythrocytes would be only 40% (6/5X l/3X 100%) of the actual 
iron fixation in erythrons, 

In terms of the proposed mathematical models, initial accumulation 
of radioiron in sacral marrow is largely the result of transfer and equili
bration of radioiron between the plasma and labile erythropoietic pools, 
If this marrow uptake, mirroring disappearance of radioiron from plasma 
and normally almost complete in 8 hours (Figs. 44 and 50), represented 
irreversible intracellular fixation of radioiron, then release o! radioiron 
from marrow and its appearance in circulating erythrocytes would corre
~nd to the division and maturation times of the various stages of erythron 
development in which iron is fixed. Since total division and maturation time 
of erythrons is estimated to be 2. 5 to 3. 0 days, 36, 37 marrow release and 
appearance in circulating erythrocytes of radioiron would be complete in 
approximately 3 days. The observed time of 7 to 10 days required normally 
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for maximal incorporation of radioiron in circulating erythrocytes (Fig. 49) 
is consequently incompatible with the assumption that initial marr.ow accumu
lation of radioiron occurs by irreversible intracellular fixation in marrow 
erythrons. If, on the other hand, a nonerythropoietic labile pool (also a 
nonstorage labile pool, as shown by absence of considerable hepatic accumuo; 
lation of radioiron) is postulated to supply radioiron to marrow via plasma 
at the appropriate rate, then sacral marrow radioiron.accumulation would 
be much more gradual and reduced than that observed (Fig. 50). 

The concept of a labile erythropoietic pool is central to the proppsed 
mathematical models. These models were first presented in 1956. 5• b At 
that time no morphologic or biochemical entity corresponding to such a 
pool had been observed. Bone marrow hemosiderin and ferritin were and· 
still are considered part of the irpn fltorage compartment. Subsequently in 
1957 9 Bessis and his associates, 3 8-4 0 using electron microscopy, demon
strated that ferritin mi'ly be transferred 'PY micropinocytosis from reticulum 
cells and extracellular fluid into.the cytoplasm of maturing erythronsa or 
possibly the reverse sequence occurs. It is well established that ferritin 
is a labile form of iron in equilibrium with ionic iron: 33, 41-48 

F +++ f 't' - f 't" e + apo err1 1n - err1 1n • 

Since it is known that plasma iron. is bound to transferrino 4 9, 50 the following 
over-all equilibrium is present: 

t f ' F - f . . F +++ f . . - f . . rans err1n - e - trans err1n + e + apo err1hn - err1t1n, 

It seems unlikely, however, that marrow ferritin constitutes the labile 
erythropoietic pooL. Approximately half of the total storage iron is 
estimated to be present in marrow. 31 In normal individuals, ferritin and 
hemosiderin iron are approximately equal; usually slightly more ferritin 
than hemosiderin is present. 23, 32 Marrow ferritin may thus normally 
represent half of the total ferritin and one~quarter of the total storage iron. 
Return of radioiron from misc.,ible storage iron to plasma is quite slow, 
becoming appreciable only after !4 days (Fig. 51). Miscible storage iron 
is probably composed largely of ferritin, since 'it corresponds closely in 
quantity to the estimated total amount of ferritin. Ferritin, then, exchanges 
with plasma relatively slowly and hence does not exhibit the very high degree 
of lability demonstrated by the labile erythropoietic pool. A more probable 
conjecture is that the labile erythropoietic pool consists of iron reversibly 
bound to the maturing erythron membrane, thereby being in a position to 
rapidly equilibrate with plasma, yet simultaneously being available for 
intracellular ·fixation in heme synthesis. Sondhaus and Thorell51 have 
recently shown by rnicrospectrographic study of individual salamander 
erythrons that the ratio of non-heme iron (probably Fe+++) to hemoglobin 
iron exceeded 20 in·the youngest cells and was approximately 2 from the time 
hemoglobin SYJ}thesi_s was one~third complete until maturity. Walsh and 
his associates 52 have suggested that the reticulocyte membrane functions 

. as an intermediate link between plasma transport and heme synthesis. 
Jandl and his associates53 have shown that iron bound to transferrin in man 
is tranferred actively to the reticulocyte membrane, but not to mature 
erythrocytes. After incubation of reticulocytes with Fe59_transferrin. at 
37°C for 2 hours, approximately half of the reticulocyte Fe59 was associated 
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with the reticulocyte membrane as non"·heme iron, the other half was present 
in the cell interior, mostly as heme iron. The uptake of iron by reticulocytes 
was shown not to be linked primarily to heme synthesis. Pb++(lo-4 M) 
blocked iron incorporation into heme without reducing iron transfer, with a 11 
resultant accumulation of iron on the reticulocyte membranes. The etythro-

. poietic labile pool, as calculated in this study, is decreased or absent in 
anemic patients with erythroid hypoplasia or aplasia. 21 This finding -would 
be expected if the erythropoietic labile pool consisted of iron bound to mem
branes of immature erythrons. This hypothesis is also supported by pre
liminary measurements in our laboratory of canine marrow. 21 Eight hours 
after most of the tracer plasma radioiron had accumulated in marrow, 
approximately half of the marrow radioiron was present as erythron non
heme radioiron, in accordance with an a.z3 of approximately 2. 5. The non
heme radioiron was ;;tssociated with the erythron membrane, while heme 
radioiron was present almost entirely in the erythron interior. 

The application of this model in normal subjects provides estimates 
of hemoglobin synthesis that correspond to well-accepted values for normal 
life span of circulating erythrocytes. 17-20 Since iron absorption is roughly 
equivalent to a daily iron loss of 1.2 mg per day, 54-64 iron removed from 
plasma for hemoglobin synthesis, 21.4 mg per day 
(Table ·XVII: a. 12x 1 (32.5 mg/d)-a. 21 x2 (11.1 mg/d) ), must enter plasma ' 
directly or indirectly from destroyed red cells. It follows that unless the 
life span of normal circulating erythrocytes is significantly shorter than the 
finite life span (well~established previously by Ashby studies 17 -20), so that 
more than 21 mg of iron per day is released for fixation in maturing erythrons, 
then only insignificant amounts of iron from circulating erythrocytes could 
bypass plasma (via breakdown of circulating erythrocytes to ferritin within 
marrow reticulum cells and subsequent direct transfer of this ferritin from 
cytoplasm of reticulum cells into cytoplasm of immature erythrons40). It 
is conceivable, however, that iron from normal destruction in the marrow 
of a small fraction of maturing erythrons is complexed to ferritin in marrow 
reticulum cells, and then reincorporated into other erythrons, without 
entering plasma or labile erythropoietic compartments. This breakdown 
of hemoglobin dl.lring erythron maturation was first suggested by the findings 
of London et al. b5 and Gray et al. 6bto explain the early presence in normal 
subjects ofarelatively high specific activity of N15~stercobilin at a time 
when specific activity of circulating Nl5_hemin is low, 11 to 20o/o of total 
N 15-stercobilin being. recovered in the initial 8-day period following ingestion 
of N 15-glycine. Other explanations of this finding suggested by these workers 
are that the stercobilin may be derived from porphyrins not synthesized into 
hemoglobin or from bile pigment not derived from degradation of porphyrin 
ring. When erythron hemolysis occurs in marrow, erythrophagocytosis67 -69 
and characteristic uniformity of hemosiderin granulation 70 are seen. This 
occurs ~n permc10u~ anemia, erythre~ic n:yelosis~ refractory anemi'7 with 
erythro1d hyperplas1a, and thalassem1a maJor. 70- r 1 The mean effectlve "" 
erythron hemoglobinization time in these disorders is prolonged markedly 
(Fig. 63), and plasma radioiron stabilizes in 2 days or less at a high equilib-
rium level (Figs. 45D and 58); parenteral administration of vitamin B 12 to 
patients with pernicious anemia in relapse results in a prompt exponential 
decrease of plasma radioiron (Fig. 58). These observations suggest that 
there is relatively little shunting of plasma by iron via the pathway 
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Two female patients with clinically mild pernicious anemia were studied. 
Their hemoglobin concentrations were 12.8 and 11.3 g/100 ml; hematocrits, 
39 and 37 %; and red blood cells, 3.8 and 3. 7 million per cu mm. Plasma 
radioiron in. both cases stabilized at a constant equi~ibrium level in 6 days 
(Fig. 58), in contrast to the exponential decrease, of" radioiron for approxi~ 
mately 14 days in all 13 normal subjects (Figs. 44, :48, 54). These findings 
suggest that in normal subjects there is no significant destructi!on of matur
ing erythrons and direct reincorporation of all recovered iron, thereby 
bypassing plasma and labile erythropoietic iron compartments. 

There remains the possibility that iron fixed irreversibly in marrow 
erythrons constitutes the labile erythropoietic pool. If this obtained, then 
approximately 1/3 of all iron fixed in erythrons would normally be returned 
quickly toplasm~ as a r.esult of d~struction of maturing erythrons, and only 
1/4 of the total number per day (a. 23 = 0.258, Table XVII) would ·survive to 
mature and enter the circulation without destruction. This degree of 
destruction is not compatible w~g the Nl5=stercobilin measurements by 
London z..t al.; 65 ~nd Gray~ c:!.=_ not with mprphologic examinations of 
normal marrow. o7 =70 · . 

Measurements of surface radioactivity in normal subjects show that 
as radioiron is removed from plasma, hepatic radioactivity usually decreases 
or, at most, remains constant (Figs. 44 and 50). The uptake of radioiron 
in rib marrow and, to a slight extent, vertebral marrow also c:o.ntributes· to 
the "hepatic" counting rate.· This means that, normally» maximum deposition 
o~ radi?iron in H:rer is less. than radioiron initially _P:resent in he~atic plasma: 
S1nce hver conta1ns approx1rnately half of the body uon stores, 3 and assummg 
that blood comprises approximately 18% of liver weight (1500 g), 7 2, 7 3 we 
estimate that maximal iron deposition in stores is less than 10% of total fixa~ 
tion of plasma iron in normal subjects. Measurements of the net incorporation 
of radioiron in erythrocytes are in close agreement with this estimate (Figs. 
44 and 49). The average daily fixation of iron in maturing erythrons is 
21.4 mg/d. ay in normal subjects; storage-iron deP?sition is estim.ated to be 
less than 0.1 this amount, or between 0 and 2 mg/pay. Relating mean 
effective erythron hemoglobinization time of 1.4 days to the daily fixation of 
iron in maturing erythrons, 21.4 mg/day, results in a total amount of 
1.4X21.4 = 30.0 mg of iron fixed irreversibly in maturing erythrons. From 
these considerations, the observations and results presented in Tables XVII 
and XVIII, and established dafa ~oncerning body iron stores$ 44 iron ab~ 
sorption, 55=64 iron excretion, 5 ·' 57 and plasma globulin exchange with 
extracellular fluid, 74, 7 5 we may represent the main pathways and compart~ 
ments as in Figs. 59 and 60. Corresponding pathw:ays and compartments in 

· patients with endogenous hemochromatosis without hemolysis are illustrated 
in Figs. 61 and 62. 

Mean effective erythron hemoglobinizationtime is the mean time 
interval between fixation of radioiron in maturing erythrons and appearance 
of radioiron in circulating erythrocytes. This is .shown in Figs. 44jl 46, 
and 63 and calculated in Appendix C. Radioiron enters and is fixed in 
maturing erythrons at all stages of development. The amount of radioiron. 
per cell is high for young cells and low for older ones. 34. 35 However, 
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many more erythrons at the later stages of development are present. Con
sequently~ the mean time interval from fixation to appearance in circulating 
erythrocytes (mature erythrons) is probably comparable in magnitude to a 
mean hemoglobinization time averaged over all stages of development. 
Total division and maturation time for erythrons, 2. 5, to 3. 0 days, has been 
estimated from mitotic counts and ratios of cell counts of erythrons of 
varying maturity. 34, 35 Since radioiron enters maturing erythrons at all 
stages of development, the mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time 
may be expected to be roughly of the order of half of the total erythron 
division and maturation time. Mean effective erythron 'hemoglobinization. 
times were calculated as 1.4± 0.4 days in normal subjects and 1.6 days in 
patients with endogenous hemochromatosis. These are approximately half 
the total erythron division and maturation time. 

The delay of incorporation of radioiron into circulating erythrocytes, 
which is seen in patients with hemochro:rpatosis, probably is not the result 
of hemolysis of maturing erythrons, delayed erythron maturation, or in
creased intermitotic interval~ since mean effective erythron hemoglobini-. 
zation time is na~tnal. The most probable cause of the delay is the in
creased time required for removal of radioiron from the increased labile 
iron pool (Fig. 63, Appendix C). Conversely, when erythropoiesis is 
greatly increased, abnormally rapid incorporation of radioiron into circulating 
erythrocytes probably is not the result of shortened erythron maturation, 
decreased intermitotic interval, or a decrease in normal destruction of 
maturing erythrons as suggested by Stohlmani 76 since mean effective erythron 
hemoglobinization time is normal (Fig. 63). 2 Early delivery into the. 
circulation of a large fraction of reticulocytes and a: few nucleated erythrons 
could conceivably shorten total division and maturation time in the marrow 
by as much as a full day. Since radioiron is fixed i~ maturing erythrons at 
all stages of development, the mean time for radioiron to appear in circu
lating erythrocytes could be shortened in this way by only 1/2 or, at the 
very most, 3/4 of a day. Early release of maturing erythrons cannot be 
the major factor in reduction of mean time required for the appearance of 
circulating radioiron from 4 days in normal subjects to 2 days in patients 
with greatly ·increased erythropoiesis (Fig. 63 ). Rapid incorporation of 
radioiron in circulating erythrocytes is probably largely the result of 
rapid fixation of radioiron in maturing erythrons, i.e. , a. 2 3 is increased, 
in accordance with the proposed mathematical model (Fig. 63, Appendix C). 
When this occurs, and the mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time 
is normal~ ~i.e., marrow hemolysis is absent- -labeling of erythrons may 
be complete in a fraction of a day and the time interval between the maximum 
net incorporation of radioiron in erythrons and maximum net incorporation 
in circulating erythrocytes furnishes a good estimate of the time required 
for the earliest labeled cell, the proerythroblast, 34 to divide, mature, and 
enter the blood. This interval is approximately 3 days, as shown in Fig. 63, 
and is not appreciably shortened even in patients with the most severe hemo
lytic anemias. 21, 22 These observations are compatible with the concept 
that compensatory increased erythropoiesis is the result of increased 
division of erythroid precursors more immature than proerythroblasts, or 
increased differentiation of multipotential ste·m cells into erythroid pre
cursors, which then proceed to divide and mature in normal fashion. as 
proposed by Osgood, 77 Alpen, 78 and Erslev. 79 
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. . ~arkedl[! incre~sed amounts of Nl5.~stercobilin in the first week after 
mgestlon of~ .. 5-~lycme80 and markedly mcreased marrow erythro
phagocytosis 7 -6 have been observed in patients with pernicious anemia. 
These observations indicate that marrow hemolysis of maturing erythrons, 
not prolonged. erythron maturation or increased intermitotic interval, is 
responsible for the rnarked increase of mean effective erythron hemo
globinizationtime (Fig. 63). The term mean effective erythron hemo-
g~obl.niz(3.tion time is used be·cause when h~molysis. occurs in marrow, the 
time· hetwe'en 'initial 'fixation of some radioi:ro'n in maturing eryi:hrons and 
the appearance of this label in a cell that reache.s the circulation may span 
two or more passages through the marrow maturational pathway. 21, 22, 30, 
67, 70; 81 . . 

The calculated amounts of miscible storage iron in the patients with 
endogenous hemochromatosis correspond closely to estimates of total 
fer:rttin.:~eriV.:~d frdm direc.t measurements ofhepatic ferritin. 23, 32 The 
' '' •• , • • • • ~) .• I • 1 " ' I /• ",.: '• /. 'j 1 h .c, I 1 I I I I " 1 ' ' amdunf of iron 'calculated to be present normally in the labile erythro-
poietic .pool, 84 mg, lies well within the accepted normal range of 7 50 to 
1500 mg of tptal-body nonhemoglobin iron. 44 The labile erythropoietic 
pool was found tc), be increased to a mean o£'117 rng in the six patients with 
endogenous hemochromatosis, and reduced markedly in 11 patients with 

. iron-defic~~ncy anemia to a mean of 14 mg. 8, 21, 22 In these. iron:""deficient 
patients the 'mean fi-actio·n. of labile pool turnover. fed hack to phtsma, · 
a 21/(a2.3 + a2I>• is 0.066, ~· 21, 22 compared with~ normal meanof 0.342. 
This suggests that the fraction of the total amount leaving the labile pool 
that is .nq~ :utilize_d fo:r; hemoglobin sy'n~hesis is gre?-tly decr(;!ased .. when the 
pool size is very smalL The distribution and :tnoverherit of iron, as· ·· 
calculated from mathematical application of the proposed model, . appears 

. consistent with established data concerning erythrpcyte life span, total
body nonhemoglobin irol:l, erythron division arid maturation time, and con-
cepts regarding mass -action equilibria. . 

CONCLUSIONS 

>. .,A ~athematical m.odel of iron kinetics is 'p'roposed and .. used in the 
study of 13 normal subjects and 6 patients with endogenous hemochromatosis. 
Of central importance to this model is the concept of a labile erythropoietic 
ir·on. pool.interpose9, between iron bound to transferrin in plasma and iron 
fixed irreversibly in erythrons for heme synthesis. This .model is .applied 
to measurements of radioiron in plasma, circulating red cells, and surface 
counting rates over liver, spleen, and marrow. Together with meas1-1re
ments· of plasma iron concentration and red cell volume, this permits· 
quantitc;~.tion of hemoglobin synthesis, mean erythron life span, mean 
effective erythron hernoglobinization time, storage ~iron tlep6siti6n, and 
misci91e storage iron. Results are presented that are in agreement with 
established concepts concerning the life span of normal erythrocytes, 
eryt}irorr :qlatq.ration,: .and body .iron stores.· ~n:c·rea's'ed storage -iron dep
osition, miscible storage iron, and plasma iron removal were evident in all 
hemochrotnatotic patients. Hemoglobin synthesis and erythron life span 
were normal in five patients with hemochromatosis; one was found to have 
compensate\! hemolysis. Erythron hemolysis, whether in marrow or 
subsequent to erythron entry in the circulation, may be detected and 

I . 
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quantitated by analysis of plasma radioiron which, as a result of hemolysis, 
equilibrates at a constant value in 10 days or less .. Evidence is presented'. 
suggestihg that normally there is insignificant erythron iron bypass of 
plasma, ,either by destruction of maturing erythrons in the marrow or via 
erythrophagocytosis of circulating erythrocytes with sub~equent direct 
transfer of iron into maturing erythrons. 

APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF KINETIC MODEL 

In this section is presented a mathematical analysis of the kinetic 
model illustrated in Fig. 47. The objectives of this analysis are to obtain 
a qualitative picture of.the turnover of iron and to derive equations., based 
on the turnover of labeled iron in the various compartments, which can be 
applied to experimental data in order to determine the rate constants .. 
describing the ferrokinetic system. 

The conditions assumed in this analysis are: 

(a) The exchange of iron (labeled or unlabeled) between the various 
compartments obeys first··order kinetics. Delay is assumed to be absent; 
an assumption known to be incorrect for compartment 3, representing the 
erythropoietic series. If no feedback from this compartment or from the 
mature red cells (compartment 4) occurs during the course of the experi
ment, this will not affect predictions for the turnover of labeled iron in the 
plasma (or other compartments). An empirical method for estimating the 
delay in the erythropoietic series is presented in Appendix C. 

(b) Let x. be the amount of iron (labeled and unlabeled) in a coni .. 
partment i, and

1
xi the amount of labeled iron in this compartment. Let 

a.ij represent the rate constant between two compartments i and j. It is 
assumed the a.ij 1 s have the same value for labeled and unlabeled iron .. 
Further, the a.ij' s are assumed to remain constant. 

With the above assumptions, the amount of labeled iron leaving com
partment i for compartment j per unit time is a.ijxi. The equationS 
describing the turnover of radioactive iron in the general model illustrated 
in Fig. 47 are: 

dx
1 

dt- ~ (a.l2+a.l5) xl +a.21 x2 + a.51 x5' 

dx
2 

a.l2 xl - (a.21 + a.23) x2' dt-

dx
3 

(1) dt- a.23 x2 - a.34 x3' 

dx
4 

dt- a.34 x3' 

dx
5 

-(a.51 +a. 56) xs, dt- a.15 xl 

dx
6 

dt= a.56x5. 

, .. 
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The boundary conditions representing injection of labeled iron into the 
plasma att = 0 are: x 1 (0) ::::: 1; x 2 (0) = x 3 (0) = x 4 (0) = x

5 
(0) = x 6 (0) = 0. 

Equations (1) may be solved by using the Laplac.e transform. With the 
above boundary conditions, the general solution for compartment 1 is 

. -r 1t -r 2t -r 3t 
x 1 (t) = Ae + Be + Ce . (2) 

For the cases in ·which there is significant storage of iron~ the plasma 
clearance curve can be resolved into three exponential components in agree
ment with the above equation. The values of A, B, C, r 1• r 2, and r3 are 
described by the equations , 

where 

a+ b =A (r 2 + r 3) + B (r
1 

+ r
3

) + C (r 1 + r
2

), 

ab ~=A r2r3+ Br1r3+ c~1r2, 

c = r 1 + r 2 + r 3, 

d = rlr2 + r1r3 + r2r3' 

e = r 1r2r 3, 

· ... a: = a 51 + a. 56''' 

b = 0.21 + a23' 

c = al2 + al5 + a.21 + a43 + a.51 + a56 ' 

= a 12 + a 15 + a + b, 

d = a12 (a23 +a)+ a15 (a56 +b)+ a~, 

e =al2a23a+al5a56b. 

(3) 

(4) 

The values a. b, c, d, and e can be determin~d from the experimental 
plasma iron curve by using Eqs. (-3). These values can then be introduced 
into Eq. (4) to solve for the a's. However, there are six unknowns and 
only fiv~ equations .. An additional equation dependent on the a.'s describes 
the fraction f of labeled iron that appears in red cells at equilibrium: 

q.23 
(5) f = 

~· 

b 
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Solution of Eqs. (4) and (5) yields values for the different a's. The 
method of data reduction is described in Appendix D. 

The model for normal iron kinetics illustrated in Fig'. 45 is a special 
case of this more general model. The amount of iron going to stores is 
very small. In this case a 15 ~ 0. The predicted plasma iron curve reduces 
to a sum of two exponentials, 

~r 1 t ~r 3t 
x 1 (t) = Ae + Ce . (6) 

The values of A, C, r 1, and r 3 are related to the rate constants by the 
equations 

Ar 3 + Cr 1 = a 21 + a 2 y 

rl+r3 =al2+a2l+a23' (7) 

The method of solution of Eqs. (7) to determine values for the rate constants 
is described in Appendix D. 

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF HEMOGLOBIN SYNTHESIS. 
IRON DEPOSITION, AND MEAN ERYTHRON LIFE SPAN 

1. Hemoglobin Synthesis 

Iron fixed! irrev~rs'ibly each day in maturing erythrons for hemoglobin 
synthesis is equal to the product of the amount of iron in the labile eryth
ropoietic· ; pool (X2 ) and the fraction of this pool irreversibly fixed each 
day in maturing erythro:hs (a 2 3). Fe for Hb synthesis (RBC Fe turnover)= 
az3X2 mg/day, 

al2xl 
x 2 = b (Since a 12x1 = (a23 + a 21 ) x2; and b = a 23 + a 21 ), 

X 1 =amount of iron in plasma = 

plasma Fe cone. (tJ.g/ml) X plasma vol (ml) 
1ooo ( tJ.gTmg) 

mg. 

Assuming negligible nonhemoglobin iron in mature erythrocytes, 
1 g of hemoglobin contains 3.4 mg iron, we have 

Daily hemoglobin synthesis = 
a23x2 

3.4 g. 

and since 



, 
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2. Iron Deposition 

Iron deposition in relatively fixed stores is equal to the product of the 
amount of iron in the labile storage pool (Xs) and.the fraction ofthis pool 
deposited each day in relatively fixed storage form (a.56). 

Iron deposition.= a. 56x5 mg/d~y, 

a.l5xl 
X5 = a (since a.l5Xl = (a.56 + a.5l) X5; 

3, Miscible Storage Iron 

The constant fraction of radioiron in plasma gradually reached after 
two weeks, E, may be viewed as the result of mixing a fraction of radio
iron, 1-.£, initially in plasma iron, x 1, with a miscible storage pool of iron, 
xms: . ' . 

1 ~ f E 
= x-· (Xl + Xms)' 

1 

X = 
(1-f)Xl 

- xl = 
(1-f-E)Xl mg ms E E 

(1-f)XI 
since 1-f >>E. = mg, 

E 

4. Mean:Erythron Life Span 

Total hemoglobin (g) 
Mean Erythron Life Span= Daily hemoglobinloss (g/day) days. 

(a) When the total hemoglobin remains constant, i.e., red cell volume 
remains constant during the period of study, then · 
the' -daily Hb loss = daily Hb synthesis. 

(b) When the total hemoglobin is decreasing, i.e., initial red cell volume 
·is greater than final red cell volume, thi:m 
daily Hb loss = daily Hb synthesis + daily total Hb decrement (6Hbd) . 

(c) When the total hemoglobin is increiising, i.e., initial red cell volume 
is less than final red cell volume, then· · ' · 
daily Hb loss. = daily Hb synthesis - d~ily total Hb increment (6Hbi). 
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Therefore for all cases (a, b, c), 

. .. . total hemoglobin (g) 
mean erythron hfe span= d .1 h 1 b" th · t Hb ( /d ) a1 y emog o 1n syn es1s d g ay 

days, 

- Hb. 
1 

where 

Hbd 
(RCV O - RCVf) MCHC/100 

g/day, = 
t 

Hb. 
(ac;vf = RCV 0 ) MCHC/ 100 

g/day, = 1 
t 

RCV 0 = initial red cell volume (ml), 

RCV f = final red cell volume (ml), 

MCHC = mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (o/o), 

t = days between initial and final red cell volume measurements. 

APPENDIX C. CALCULATION OF MEAN EFFECTIVE ERYTHRON 
HEMOGLOBINIZATION TIME 

The time interval between incorporation of iron into marrow erythrons 
and its appearance in circulating erythrocytes is designated as the mean 
effective erythron hemoglobinization time. Cumulative incorporation of 
radioiron in maturing erythrons is calculated from the intercompartmental 
rate constant a.z3 and the maximum net incorporation of radioiron in 
erythrocytes, Nmax · Nmax• the net fraction of radioiron involved in 
erythropoiesis, is equal to the total fraction involved in erythropoiesis, f, 
only when hemolysis is absent. Nmax is partitioned between (a) the com
bined plasma and labile erythropoietic compartments and {b) the maturing 
erythron compartment. Since the plasma compartment is usually very 
small (3 to So/o) relative to the labi]:E!" erythropoietic compartment, the 
fraction of the labile erythropoietic compartment fixed each day in maturing 
erythrons is approximately the same as the fraction of the combined plasma 
and labile erythropoietic compartments fixed each day in maturing erythrons; 
i. e. ' 

,. 

1 
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. Whenever x 2 is not much greater than x 1• then the term 

x1 + x2 
should be substituted for a. 23 in the following equations. 

If labile radioiron for erythropoiesis (in plasma and labile erythropoietic 
pools) is designated as L, and radioiron fixed" irreversibly in maturing 
erythrons is designated as F and net incorporation of radioiron in circulating 
erythrocytes is designated as N. then we have 

dL 
at 

dL 
--y:;-

log L 
( 

L 

L 

F 

F 

:::: -a.23L' 

= -a.23dt, 

= ~a.23t + C, 

C' e 
...;a,23t 

since L=N at t 0, = = max 

sinceF + L = N ·then max' 

=N =N e 
-a.23t 

max max 

-a.23t 
= N (1 - e ). max 

By use of this relationship F can be determined. for all days of the study. 
The mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time = t(N)-t(F) days. 

Usually a nearly constant maximum time interval has been shown to 
exist between the net incorporation of radioiron into erythrons (F) and the 
net incorporationin erythrocytes (N) only in the region of 10 to 30% Nmax· 
As incorporation continues the time interval narrows progressively 
(Figs. 44 and 50). This is to be expected, since radioiron is fixed at all 
stages of erythron maturation and the half time for transfer of iron from the 
erythropoietic labile pool to maturing erythrons is of the same order of 
magnitude as erythron maturation time: approximately 3 days from early 
proerythroblast (early rubroblast) to circulating reticulocyte~ 34 Under these 
circumstances, the best indication of mean effective erythron hemoglobini
zation time is the time required for a small ambunt of radioiron fixed in 
erythrons in a relatively short time to emerge into the circulation. In 
normal individuals and for many pathologic conditions, this time is maximal 
and nearly }:onstant between the levels of l 0 and 30% Nmax· For this reason, 
20% Nma:':{ 1~ chosen as a convenient level for measuring mean effective 
erythron. hemoglo binization time. 
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Since 

N = N (1 max/X max 

-a23t 1/X(F) 
- e ), 

-a23t 1/X(F) = 1 ~ 
1 

e 
X 

X 
log --x:T 

tl/X(F) 
e = 
(123 

tl/S(F) 
0.223 

tl/2(F) 
0.693 = = 

(123 (123 

In some cases, however, when the erythropoietic labile pool is very 
small (as in iron deficiency), or when erythron fixation of iron is greatly 
increased, the intercompartmental rate constant (123 is increased greatly 
and most of the radioiron is transferred from the labile pool to maturing 
erythrons in a time that is very short compared with the erythron maturation 
time. 22 Under these circumstances, the time interval between N and F 
increases progressively as incorporation continues and the 50o/o Nmax level 
is chosen to measure the mean effective erythron hemoglobinization time. 
Usually the time interval at t l 1 5 (F) is used, but for values of a 2 3 > 0. 5, 
the time interval at t1j2(F) may be greater than at tl(s(F). In borderline 
cases the mean effecttve erythron hemoglobinization ime is calculated at 
both 20 and 50o/o levels, the larger value being used: 

Mean effective erythron 
hemoglobinization time 

or 

where t l/x(N) and t l/x(F) are the times for incorporation of 

N max 
X 

radioiron in erythrocytes and erythrons, respectively; 

Use the 
larger 
value 

N = maximum net incorporation of radioiron in circulating erythrocytes. max 



t 
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The quantities t 1; 5 (N) and t 1; 2 (N) are obtained directly from the eryth
rocyt~~: radioiron net incorporation curve: 

0.223 
tl/5(F) = a.23 

t (F) = 0.693 
1/2 0.23 

(See table below. ) 

x2 
When x2 is not >> x 1, Xl + X

2 
a. 23 is used in the above equations in 

place of a. 23 . 

Examples: 

(a) Endogenous hemochromatosis (Fig. 63b) (52-48) 

0.23 = 0.173 

Since a. 2 3 is consiClerably less than 0.5, we have 

0.223 

0.23 
= 1.3 days; 

from net incorporation of radioiron in erythrocytes, Fig. 6ba, N = 0.45, max 
and 

N max 
5 = 0.09, with corresponding t 1; 5 (N) = 3.0 days. 

MEEHT = 3.0- 1.3 = 1.7 days. 

To visualize the relationship of this time interval to the F and N 
curves, the F curve may be quickly plotted by using t 1; 5 (F) and 

0.693 ~ . 
t 1; 2 (F) = O.l 73 = 4.0 days, and calculating t 3; 4 (F) and t

9
; 10 (F) as 

follows: 
X 1.33 

log 4 1.39 log-.·. ::1 loge 0. 33 
t3/4(F) = 

e.x- e = 8. 0 days, = = 0.17 3 0.23" 0.23 0.23 

1 1.11 log 10 2.30 

t9/ 1 o<F)= 
oge 0.111 e 13.3 days. = = 0.17 3 = 

0.23 0,23 
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(b) Sickle~cell anemia (Fig. 63c) 

0.23=4.74 

Since a.23 is considerably greater than 0. 5, we have 

MEEHT = t 1; 2 (N) '"'t 1; 2 (F). 

0.693 
t 1; 2 (F) = 4 . 74 = 0.15 day. 

UCRL-9235' 

From net incorporation of radioiron in erythrocytes, Fig. 60b, we 

N 
Nmax = 0,48 and ~ax = 0. 24, with corresponding t 1; 2 (N) = 1.45 days; 

MEEHT = 1.45 - 0.15 = 1. 3 days. 

To plot F. 

0.223 
t 1/ 5 (F) = 4 . 7 4 = 0. 0 5 day, 

0.693 . 
t 1; 2 (F)= 4. 74 =0.l5day. 

t 3; 4 (F) = J:i1 = 0.29 day, 

t9/10(F)= ti~ = 0.49 day. 

(c) Pernicious anemia (Fig. 58) 

0.23 = 3. 57 

Since a.23 is considerably greater than 0. 5, 

MEEHT = t 1/ 2 (N) - t 1; 2 (F), 

0.693 
t 1; 2 (F) = 3. 57 = 0.19 day. 

From net incorporation of radioiron in erythrocytes, Fig. 60c, 
N 

N =0.14, max ~ax= 0.07, with corresponding t 1;
2

(N) = 5.2 days, 

MEEHT = 5.2 ~ 0.2 = 5.0 days. 

t 
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-~ 

To plot F, 

tl/5(F) = 
0.223 

= 0.06 day, ~' 3.57 

tl/2 (F) = 
0.693 

=0.19day, 3.57 

t3/4(F) = 
1.39 

= 0. 39 day, 3.57 

t9/10(F)= :.-;71 
= 0.65 day . 

.,,. 

• 
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APPENDIX D. CALCULATIONS USING IRON KINETICS MODELS>:( 

Storage exchange (Fig. 47} 

(Appendix A) 

r 1 = 0.693/tl/Z of first slope (days) 

or, more conveniently, 
= 16,67/tl/Z of first slope (hrs) 

"Normal" flow (Fig. 45) 

(Appendix A) 

Where there is no ap_R..reciable storm 
age deposition of Fe!:>'l (best checked 
by in vivo counting over liver), 
apply the normal model as follows: 

r 1 = 0.693/tl/Z of first slope (days) 

or 
= 16.67 /t l/Z of first slope (hrs) 

r 2 = 0.693/tl/Z of second slope(days) r 2 =omitted in this case 

r 3 = 0.693/tl/Z of third slope (days) r 3 = 0.693/tl/Z of third slope (days) 

A = 1 -· (B + C) A = not needed in this case 

B = Intercept of second slope B = neglected in this case 

c = Intercept of third slope 

c 

e = rlrZ1'3 

f = maximum fraction of injected 
Fe59 incorporated into 
erythrons. 

When hemolysis is absent, 

f - = maximum fraction of injected 
Fe59 in circulating erythrocytes 

a+ b = A(rz + r 3) + B(r 1 + r 3 ) + 

C(r 1 + r 2 ) 

ab = A(r 2r 3 ) + B(r 1r 3) + C(r 1r 2 ) 

C = Intercept of third slope 

c 

e 

* Notation refers to kinetic models shown in Figs. 45 and 47. 

·"' 
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[The latter two simultaneous 
equations may be solved by 
using the binomial theorem, 

~L :1: .JLZ "'4 KM 
x= 2K 

where Kx2 + Lx + M = OJ 

Choose roots so that a > b 

·Then, 
ef e (1-f) 

d -a- - b - b ( c-b) 

a-b 

ef 
a. = --23 aa. 12 

= e (1 -f) 
ba.l5 

Calculation of hemoglobin synthesis 

(Appendix B) 

Using a. 1 s calculated from applicable 
model, 

= amount of Fe in plasma com
pa rtm ent (mg) 

_ plasma Fe(f.Lg/ml)X plasma vol( 
- J 000 (f.lg/mg) 

X 2= a~ou.nt of Fe in labile erythro
poletlc pool (mg) 

a.12x1 
= b 

Then, 

/ 
0.12 : .C - b 

Calculation of storage iron deposition 

(Appendix B) 

X
5

= amount of Fe in labile storage (mg) 

= 
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·Fe to hemoglobin} 
or (mg/ day)=a.23x 2 

RBC Fe turnover . 

Daily hemoglobin synthesis (g) = 

a.23x2 
3.4 

\ 

Calculation of mean erythron life 
span 

(Appendix B) 

Mean erythron life span 
(Steady-state condition) 

_ Total body hemoglobin 
-Daily hemoglobin synthes;is 

Mean erythron life span 
(Non-steady-state condition) = 

Total body hemoglobin 
Daily Hb synthesis+Dailytotal Hb dec

rement 

or 

·~ Daily total Hb increment 

Fe to storage deposition (mg/ day) = 

a.56x5 

Calculation of miscible storage iron 

(Appendix B) 

X = ms 
mg. 

Calculation of mean effective 
erythron hemoglobinization time 

(Appendix C) 

t l/ 5 (N) and t 1; 2 (N) are obtained from 

net incorporation of radioiron in 
circulating erythrocytes curve 

t (F)= 0. 223 t (F) = 0.693 
l/5 0.23 1/2 . 0.23 

When x
2 

is not >> X 1 

a.
23 

is used in place of 
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APPENDIX E. ESTIMATION OF "f" WHEN SIGNIFICANT 
HEMOLYSIS AND PLASMA-STORAGE IRON EXCHANGE 

ARE BOTH PRESENT 

Hepatic radioiron counting rates. are used as a rough index of storage 
iron deposition. For patients with hemochromatosis without hemolysis, 
f equals maximum net incorporation of radioiron in erythrocytes. Since 
hepatic radioactivity is expressed as cpm/ cpm0 (hepatic ratio). the fraction 
of radioiron deposited in storage (chiefly in liver and bone marrow), ! ~f, 
results in an increase in hepatic ratio approximahng 
cpm ·. 

max . -.1. Maximally, only a fraction (f) of all radioiron is in circulating 
cpm

0 
blood, so that a small error is involved in subtracting one instead of an 
amount slightly less than one. If all radioiron were deposited in storage, 
then the calculated increase in hepatic ratio would be approximately 

( cpmmax - 1\ ~1- £). Results obtained in the five patients without hemo~ 
cpmo }/' 

lysis are shown in Table XIX. These measurements were made with a 
L 7 5-~inch-diameter scintillation crystal recessed 1. 4 inches in lead shield
ing, 2. 5 inches thick, positioned as shown in Appendix F. Mean hepatic 
ratio increase for 100% storage of radioiron is 2.6 as compared with 2.6 in 
14 other patients with severe erythroid hypoplasia or aplasia in which 
hemolysis was slight or absent. Marked hepatomegaly and obesity result in 
lower values, lean individuals without hepatomegaly have high values. A 
hepatic ratio increase for 100% storage of radioiron of 3. 0 was estimated 
for patient 59-70 since he is lean, with only slight hepatomegaly. His 
measured maximum hepatic ratio is 1.78. Since 

we find 

1 OO% .6 hepatic ratio = 

1 ~ f=. 1. 78: 1 = 0.26. 
3.0 

f = 0. 7 4. 

l = f 

Measured net incorporation of radioiron in circulating erythrocytes at 
10 days is 0.63. The relatively moderate decrease of net incorporation of 
radioiron in erythrocytes, from 0. 74 to 0.63, is consistent with the 
moderately shortened calculated mean erythron life span of 52 days as 
judged by: (a) theoretical estimation that a l O% decrease of maximum net 
erythrocyte incorporation corresponds to daily breakdown of L 5 to 3. 5% of 
newly forme<;l erythrocytes, and (b) observations in many patients with 
varying degrees of hemolysis. 21 
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Similar analyses using splenic ratios derived in patients with eryth
ropoiesls, ·, occurnng chiefly in spleen or in patients with intense splenic 
sequestration of erythrocytes, are helpful as a check for estimating f in 
cases involving both considerable plasma-storage iron exchange and splenic 
sequestration of erythrocytes. In comparing hepatic and splenic counting 
rates with sacral counting rates obtained with broad collimation of a 
1-3/4 to 2-inch crystal, it must be kept in: mind that the sacral area and 
adjoining ileum is estimated to represent roughly one-eighth of active 
marrow, while liver represents roughly one-half of iron storage68 and is 
at a greater average distance from the crystaL A factor of approximately 
one -half should be used for multiplication of hepatic ratio increments as 
an index of storage for comparison with sacral ratio increments (when red 
marrow volume is not significantly increased) as an index of erythropoiesis. 
Similar considerations for spleen lead to the use of factors ranging f'Tom 
one-half to one-qua'rter'for comparison of splenic erythropoiesis or splenic 
sequestration with marrow erythropoiesis; 21 enlargement of spleen results 
in decreased splenic counting rate, splenic radioiron remaining constant, 

APPENDIX F. POSITIONING OF SCINTILLATION COUNTERS 
FOR SURFACE MEASUREMENT 

Surface landmarks: usual vertebral levels in quiet respiration 

Xiphisternal joint 

Diaphragm, right dome 

Diaphragm, left dome 

Transpyloric plane 
Tips of ninth costal cartilages 
Subcostal plane 
Supracristal plane .. 
Umbilicus 
Intertubercular plane . 
Interspinous plane . 
Posterior superior spines of ilia 
Sacro-iliac joint 
Spine of ischium 
Center of acetabulum 
Upper margin of symphysis pubis 

Spines 

TlO 

T9-10 

T10-11 

Vertebrae 

Bodies 

Tll 

T l 0~ 11 

Tll-12 

Spines or lower borders 
of bodies 

Ll 

L3 
L4 
L3-5 
L5 
S2 
.S2 
Sl, 2 and 3 

Tip of coccyx 

Positions of detector head for external counting of spleen, liver, and sacrum, 
see attached diagrams. 
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EXTERNAL COUNTING OF LIVER AND SPLEEN 

Upper surface of liver 

6th costal cartilage 

Upper surface of spleen 

····Tip of 9th costal cartilage 

··························lOth costal cartilage 

~)~ · · · "th l=bar 

Anterior surface projections of 
liver and spleen showing positions 
of scintillation detectors. 

Midaxillary 

Transverse section of upper 
abdomen, passing through xiphoi,J 
process, Tll body anrl TlO spine, 
showing liver, spleen, and 
positions of scintillation 
detectors. 

Pericardium 

6th costal cartilage 

Esophagus 

Stomach···· 

Spleen······ 

Descending l~ 
thoracic 
aorta 

Body 

.· 
... / Xiphoid process 

'··\·· ..... An~erior 
1· · ax1llary 

line 

··Inferior 
vena cava 

. Spine TJO 
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Sagittal section through pelvis showing sacrum 
and position of scintillation detector. 
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Posterior superior 
iliac spine;········ 

Posterior surface projection of sacrum 
showing position of scintillation 
detector. 
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Table XIX 

Calculation of hepatic ratio increment for 1 OOo/o storage of radioiron 
in five patients with hemochromatosis and normal erythrocyte life span 

Patient 

53-57 

52-·48 

59-154 

60-9 

.59-164 

Maximum 
hepatic 

(cpm/ cpm 0 ) -1 

0.94 

1.80 

0.75 

0. 90 

0. 96 

Mean of five patients 

Mean of 14 patients with severe 

erythroid hypoplasia or aplasia 21 

1 - f 

0.43 

0.55 

0.25 

0.30 

0.56 

Hepatic ratio increment for 
1 OOo/o storage of radioiron 
[(max cpmjcpm0)-l)/(l-f) 

2.2 

3.3 

3.0 

3.0 

1.7 

2.6 

2. 6 (range 1. 7 -4.4) 

For comparison, results in other patients without significant hemolysis· 

are also shown. Calculation and application of the hepatic ratio increment 

for lOOo/o storage of radioiron are discussed in Appendix E. 
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Time after intravenous injection of Fe59 

Fig. 44. Radioiron in plasma and erythocytes, and surface 
radioactivity in a normal subject. The interrupted curve, 
showing cumulative fixation of radioiron in erythrons, and 
effective erythron hemoglobinization time (MEEHT) are 
calculated as shown in Appendices C and D. 
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Iron kinetics model - negligible storage exchange 

RBC 

Daily iron to 
hemoglobin = a23 • erythropoietic la~ile 

pool tron 

Days 

"Normal" 

Plasma 

ID---A 

'" "'.r 0.1 'I 

RBC 

~ooooo 
0 0 ° 

·.,-+-..p.j..,o o o o 
0 0 0 
0 ° 0 0 ° 

0 0 0 0 

4 

Daily iron to 
hemoglobin = a23 • erythropoietic la~i/e 

pool tron 

12 
Days 

" Hemolytic" 

MU-166lZ 

Fig. 45. Iron kinetics model proposed to apply under ·conditions 
of negligible plasma-storage iron exchange, and solution of 
the corresponding differential equations. In the absence of 
hemolysis plasma, radioiron continues to decrease ex
ponentially for 2 wee:Ks. Hemolysis of maturing erythrons 
or circulating erythrocytes results in feedback of radioiron 
to plasma and early equilibration of plasma radioiron at a 
constant level. 
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Fig. 46. Radioiron in plasma, erythrocytes, and surface radio
activity in a patient with endogenous hemochromatosis. The 
interrupted curve, showing cumulative fixation of radioiron 
in erythrons, and the mean effective erythron hemoglobinization 
time (MEEHT) are calculated as shown in Appendices C and D. 
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Iron kinetics model - storage exchange 
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hemoglobin= a23 ·erythropoietic labile pool 
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Daily iron to 
hemoglobin = a23 ·erythropoietic labile pool 

iron 

12 16 20 24 28 

"Hemolytic" 

Fig. 47. Iron kinetics model proposed to include plasma-storage 
iron exchange and solution of the corresponding differential 
equations. In the absence of hemolysis, plasma radioiron 
slowly equilibrates at a constant level after two weeks as a 
result of slow feedback of radioiron to plasma from the 
miscible reserve storage iron pool. Hemolysis of maturing 
erythrons or circulating erythrocytes results in more rapid 
feedback of radioiron to plasma, and early equilibration of 
plasma radioiron at a constant level. 
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Fig. 48. Per cent of radioiron in plasma after intravenous 
inje~tion, showing rapid and slow exponential components. 
(Plasma radioiron data in three representative normal 
subjects are shown in Fig. 54. ) 
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Fig. 49. Per cent of radioiron in circulating red cell mass after 
intravenous injection. 
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Fig. 50. Ratios of sacral, hepatic, and splenic surface counting 
rates to initial rate after intravenous injection of radioiron. 
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ENDOGENOUS 
HEMOCHROMATOSIS 
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Fig. 51. Per cent of radioiron in plasma after intravenous 
injection, showing initial rapid exponential components and 
final constant equilibrium levels. Graphic analysis reveals 
two additional exponential components (Fig. 55). (Plasma 
radioiron data in three representative patients with endogenous 
hemochromatosis are shown in Fig. 55.) 
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52-48 
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Fig. 52. Per cent radioiron in circulating red cell mass after 
intravenous injection. 
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Fig. 53. Ratios of sacral, hepatic, and splenic surface counting 
rates to initial rate after intravenous injection of radioiron • 
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Fig. 55. Per cent of radioiron in plasma after intravenous injection. 
Plasma radioiron data in three representative patients with 
endogenous hemochromatosis are shown. 
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level within 9 days as a result of the hemolytic component 
D [ 1 - <j>(t )] superimposed upon the more gradual feedback 
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Fig. 57. Per cent of radioiron in plasma after intravenous 
injection in two patients with erythroid aplasia. The initial 
rapid exponential component is slower than normal, while 
the second exponential storage deposition component is more 
rapid than the normal erythropoietic fixation component. 
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PERNICIOUS ANEMIA 
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Fig. 58. Per cent of radioiron in plasma after intravenous 
injection in patients with pernicious anemia. Plasma radio
iron of patients with severe anemia in relapse reaches a 
minimal value within 1 day and subsequently increases. 
Administration of vitamin B12 is followed by rapid and sub
stantial decrease of :Fe59. Plasma radioiron of patients with 
borderline anemia equilibrate·s at a constant level within 6 days. 
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,...--------NORMAL IRON KINETICS ______ __, 

PLASMA IRON EXCHANGE 

Total leaving plasma 35 mg./day 
Erythropoietic labile pool 32 
Storage 
Extracellular fluid 
Excretion and loss 

Total entering plasma 35 mg./day 
Erythrocytes 21 
Storage 
Extracellular fluid 
Absorption 
Erythropoietic labile pool II 

MU-12779 

Fig. 59. Quantitative aspects of normal iron kinetics. 
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Fig. 60. Normal distribution of iron in various components. 
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r----~-- ENDOGENOUS HEMOCHROMATOSIS----...., 
PLASMA IRON EXCHANGE 

Total leaving plasma 55 mg /day 

Erythropoietic .labile pool 32 
Storage 20 
Extracellular fluid 2 
Excretion and loss 

Total entering plasma 55 mg /day 
Er-ythrocytes 21 
Storage 18 
Extracellular fluid 2 
Absor pt ion 3 
Erythropoietic labile pool II 

MU-20163 

Fig. 61. Quantitative aspects of iron kinetics in patient~ with 
endogenous hemochromatosis • 
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Fig. 62. Distribution of iron in various compartments in patients 
with endogenous hemochromatosis. 
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Hemochromatosis 
r1' 50 65.9 kg 

Pernicious anemia 
~ 60 64.8 kg 

D ft . t . . . f Fi 59 
ays a er 1n ravenous InJeCtion o e 

MU-20159 

Fig. 63. CUmulative net incorporation of radioiron in erythrons 
and circulating erythrocytes and mean effective erythron 
hemoglobinization time (MEEHT); vide Appendix C. 
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12. TRAINING PROGRAM AT DONNER LABORATORY 

An active training program has been an integral part of the activities 
of Donner Laboratory since its inception. The main classifications for the 
participants are visiting scientist, postdoctoral fellow, graduate student, 
and undergraduate student. 

Visiting fellows usually engage in one of the research programs 
already under way in the Laboratory; some, however, intToduce new programs. 
Many of the fellows come to gain experience in cne or more of the specialties 
of the Laboratory, for example, nuclear biophysics, clinical and biologic 
use of radioisotopes, radiobiology, biomedical instrumentation, and the 
broad field of biophysics and medical phy-sics. This training thus serves to 
inttroduce very specialized knowledge into many countries of the world. For 
the past 5 years, an average of 15 fellows per year have been in residence 
in Donner Laboratory. Most of these have come from other countries and 
are here for a 1 -~ to 2-year period. 

Numbers of participants in Donner Laboratory training program 

Postdoctoral fellows and 
visiting scholars 

Graduate students in 
biophysics, medical 
physics, or bioradiqlogy 
supervised by faculty 
staff members 

55-56 

17 

23 

Academic Year 

56:::.:57: 57-58 

13 

26 

13 

23 

17 

26 

59-60 

15 

33 

Many staff members of Donner Laboratory are members of the 
Division of Medical Physics of the University of California. As part of 
their academic responsibilities these members offer courses related to 
biological. and medical aspects of radioactivity, radiation and health physics, 
radiobiology~ biophysics, and medical physics. These courses are taken 
by undergraduate students enrolled mainly in biophysics, medical physics, 
or bioradiology. As members of the interdepartmental group in biophysics, 
the faculty members supervise graduate student research programs. 
Some staff members also advise students enrplled in the undergraduate 
biological phys-ics major program. 
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13. SUBJECTS OF RESEARCH 

Instrument development- -design and development of instruments making 
possible the application of atomic energy to problems of a biologic 
and~ medical nature. ·· 

Nuclear investigations in fundamental human physiology and human disease 
states. 

Analytic and metabolic studies in radiation biology at the subcellular 
level. 

Physical biochemistry of macromolecules in radiation injury, cancer, 
atherosclerosis, and metabolic disorders. 

Studies of the biochemical nature of radiation damage to the reticulo
endothelial system. 

Metabolism of lipids, lipoproteins, and proteins in various diseases and 
in radiation injury. 

Hematologic investigation of iron metabolism, using radioactive iron. 

Irradiation of the pituitary. 

Research in radiotoxicologic health hazards. 

Research on the biologic effects of fission products. 

Internal irradiation and hematologic response, using radioisotopes for 
investigation, diagnosis, and therapy of blood diseases, thyroid 
disease, and cancer. 

Studies of heavily ionizing particles and cosmic=ray primaries--space 
biology. 

Whole·~body counter for human beings, its use in radiation accidents and 
in research. 

Medical accelerator design studye"~investigation of basic requirements, 
physical characteristics, and cost of an accelerator for biologic 
and medical studies. 

Radiation chemistry~ -chemical reactions induced by high~ energy irradiation 
in aqua-organic systems of biologic importance. 

Physiology and chemistry of erythropoietin, a red-blood-cell-stimulating 
hormone. 

Genetic effects of radiation on mutations in Drosophila. 

Biochemical studies of animals- -the use of labeled organic compounds. 
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